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THE MOMENT YOUR friends discover that you’re moving over to a new
challenge, be it a bike or a bike magazine, they are instantly overflowing
with the helpful suggestions. Apart from the ones who say ‘Yeah,
whatever…’ and then refuse to talk to you for months. I have no idea why
they do this: either offer unasked-for helpfulness or go all snooty. It does
indeed take all sorts.
This is not the first time I’ve sat in the CBG warm seat, and I am

determined to enjoy it. This was the first thing I told my (few) friends. And
I do not care at all what they don’t like about the magazine. Of course they
hate me. What I do care about is what they would like to see. This is an
age where everyone appears to share a need to be outraged at every
opportunity. I have no truck with that. You hate, loathe, detest something
or someone? Great. Go away and deal with people, places and things you
like. We’ll all live longer happier lives if we do more of what we enjoy and
less of what we don’t.
So, what would my (dwindling) band of friends like to see in CBG? I

asked that. And I cut short any references to good old days, real
magazines, men being men, exhaust bandages and leather saddles; stuff
like that. What would they like to see? What would make them happy and
stop with the endless groaning?
Bikes, they said. More bikes.
Okay. We can do that.
And we have. There’s a load more bikes, as you’ll see. Hope you enjoy them.
And welcome to the new year. Old Frank’s Almanac reveals that it will

be sunny, and it will rain. Both are okay with me.
See you out there

Frank
editor@classicbikeguide.com

FRANKWESTWORTH

MOREBIKES?WECANDOTHAT

RIDINGLIFE ||EDITORIAL
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“Deep lying snow and flooded roads were the rule in Britain in 1960. ‘Staffer’

on The Motor Cycle gave good survival advice for newcomers.” In fact, we wonder
whether ‘Staffer’ was actually caught on camera while taking his motorcycle for
an educational stroll along a canal, a pursuit which was once popular among
journalists but which has become lost as global warming has converted Britain’s
traditional wetlands into golden beaches and the like.

Opposite: Time was that all Norton riders wore uniforms and strange hats,
especially when piloting their float-equipped machines across rivers, rapids,
oceans and the like. Norton riders were as bold then as they are today. Observe
also the complete absence of tread on the front tyre. The original caption for this
pic was: “An RAC patrolman helps a woman shopper through the floods at

Maidenhead, Berkshire.” We can only wonder at this spirit of adventure…

The original caption for this truly
soggy image was: “Flooding in the

South. Patrolman instructor Pc J

Lincoln, of Aylesbury, Bucks, leads

one of his pupils along a flooded road

at Runnymede today, when the spate

of flooding moved to the South parts

of the Thames Valley.” We were
reminded of the trip to the 2014
Bristol Show, when most of Somerset
appeared to be underwater. Let’s
hope for dry feet in 2015!

RIDINGLIFE ||ARCHIVE
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Wading in a
WinterWonderland
There is no reason at all to stop riding
when the sun stops shining. Classic
riders can still enjoy themselves when
all about is water…

n these days of endless armchair
delights, XBoxes and the internet’s
many personal pleasures, it’s always
entertaining to remind ourselves that
way back when, back when our

favourite old bikes were simply old bikes and the
‘classic’ was yet to be invented, a remarkable number
of riders rode their bikes through whatever the
weather threw at them. Their spirit lives on, of course,
mainly preserved by the heroic types who still ride to
terrifying events like the Dragon Rally and – even
more scary – the Elephant Rally, or Elefantentreffen
as the hosts prefer to call it. Most of us do not. Most
of us put our bikes into some kind of mechanical
hibernation while the weather does its worst.
This is understandable, especially given the

sometimes astonishing monetary values of so many
old bikes, but it is too easy to forget that the bikes
were built for riding – for riding a lot, through all
manner of conditions; climatic or simply chaotic. The
other side to that equation is the huge improvement
in all of motorcycling’s peripherals since the photos
on this page were taken. There’s a tiny irony in the
efficiency of modern waterproofing techniques, be
they for the motorcycle or for its rider. A modern set
of waterproofs is usually waterproof in fact, as well as
in the advertising copywriter’s imagination, and
modern ignition systems are at least as water-
resistant as anything with ‘Lucas’ stamped on it.
An almost inevitable consequence of everyday

winter riding is the falling-off. This is no more
enjoyable now than it was back then, and even the
development of effective body armour, superb
crash helmets and the like is never going to make
that sodden encounter with the road even faintly
pleasant. That said, off-road competition riders
never appear to worry about that, for which we
should all show respect as we gaze glumly out at
the dark skies and streaming roads and call up the
mate we’re meeting for lunch to tell him that, yes,
we’ll be in the car.
Or maybe not. This is another new year; a time

for those famous resolutions. What will yours be?

I

These photos were sourced

from the Mortons Archive.

If you are not already aware

there is a huge collection of

different images in the Mortons

Archive, one of the greatest

collections of motorcycle

images in the world.

Whether it’s a rider from

1937, a showroom photograph

of a rare bike model, or just a

highly unusual shot of a rider in

action – we have it all.

The archive is often used by

the national media companies

looking for a bike, rider, or

event photograph.

The archive offers literally

millions of images and

documents relating to

motorcycles and motorcycling,

thousands of which can be

accessed online.

Have a look at the dedicated

website

(www.mortonsarchive.com).

CBG
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Club laverda Queensland Inc, held
Australia’s National Laverda Rally at Bellingen at
the end of September.
For the third time, the rally was hosted at the

idyllic rural Bellingen venue, a farm on the banks
of the pristine Kalang River. The first time was in
2004, then again in 2009, so the Bellingen Rally
is working out to be a five-yearly event.
Australia was a reasonably significant market for

the Laverda factory’s products back in their heyday
of the 1970s and 80s, in part due to a bulletproof
mile-munching capability well suited to Australian
interstate riding conditions, and also thanks to
being campaigned in the Castrol six-hour races by
dealers such as Jim Eade Motorcycles in Sydney.
Even so, you could buy two new Honda 750

Fours for the price of one Laverda, so sales were

not exactly brisk. Consequently it’s unusual to see
these bright-orange beasts travelling in packs. It’s
certainly a sight – and a sound – not to be missed.
My rally started by overnighting at Redax Laverda

Engineering as a guest of proprietors Red and
Maxene. My own 1981 Jota, bought as a running
but run-down fixer-upper, has been ‘Redaxed’ from
top to bottom and was finally ready for some
shake-down miles. We took it to the rally site by
van, rather than risk holding up other riders with
potential niggles on the open road.
We stopped at designated assembly points

during the five-hour journey into New South Wales
from Brisbane. This route took us along back roads
through the hinterland and avoided the main
Pacific Highway. The Italian battalion gathered
strength at every stop. Club president Cosi prefers
to lead from the front, but there were strong
challenges for that lead. To borrow the language of
road tests from an earlier era: ‘No one could
perforce admit that they broke the law, but they
may have bent it a little.’ The staggered bellow of a
180º tre cilindri as it gathers pace is right up there
with the best-ever sounds in motorcycling.
The rally site is down a 10-mile stretch of tightly

winding road, on a farm of rolling pastures backed

Aherd’a laverdas
The 2014 Australian National Laverda Rally

Words by Tim Pickering
Photos by Tim Pickering and Serge canale

EvEnt

27-28SEP

2014
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TRIUMPH 3TA
Less is definitely more when it

comes to Triumph’s smallest

bathtub twin. P20

BMW R80
BMW’s air-cooled boxers:

built for the long haul.

P36

DUCATI PANTAH
The innovative 500SL:

expensive new, almost

affordable now. P44

by eucalypt forest and national park where
platypus frolic in the river nearby. Rising at dawn, I
tip-toed down through the chilly mist, peeped
through the scrub on the river bank, and yes! I
actually saw one! For all of 10 seconds. It was
swimming in mid-river straight toward me. Then it
saw me, and dived. But how cool is that?
The perfect weather booked for the occasion duly

arrived on Friday as scheduled, followed on
Saturday night by two live blues bands – they
played in the farm’s machinery shed, which had
been turned into a sound stage for the night. All
the bikes had under-cover parking. Portaloos and a
shower block had been rented. Our host, Bruce
doled out tents and sleeping bags to any (like me)
who arrived without these items, and organised a
near-endless barbecue that featured one of his
steers, posthumously honoured with the name
of ‘Rally’.
By Saturday the ‘cafe latte set’ (Sydney Laverda

riders) and ‘the Mexicans’ (from the state of
Victoria, so south of the border) had arrived. Terry
from Adelaide rode his RGS Yellow Peril some
1100 miles to feast on a piece of Rally from the
barbecue, listen to the band, and then ride another
1100 miles all the way back again! Other long-

distance travellers were Tazzie Tim who ferried and
rode his 3C from Hobart, and Hubert and Margaret
who flew in from Singapore to ride an RGS from
Brisbane.
Australian Laverda-isti are a close-knit bunch, on

first-name or nickname terms with each other.
Despite separation by vast distances,
laverdaforum.com keeps everybody in touch.
There’s a lot of repartee and verbal jousting.
Sydney-siders get a hard time for allegedly taking
three days to reach any rally site, owing to hourly
stops for cappuccino. It’s a club tradition for
owners of the later model and more genteel 120º
crank triples to be labelled ‘pansies’ by the hard
core 180º pilots. RGS owners just smile inwardly,

Above: Holy Grail: a replica
SFC 750 twin production racer

Opposite: His T-shirt says it
all. Queensland Club president
Cosi shows how he really feels
about being at the head of a
pack of hard-charging
Laverdas.

For three solid days there were
so many Laverdas outside the
pub that their usual passing
trade of thirsty Harley riders
were unable to find anywhere to
park…

♠

‘Australian Laverda-isti are a close-knit
bunch, on first-name or nickname terms
with each other. Despite separation by
vast distances, laverdaforum.com keeps
everybody in touch’
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and take this kind of ribbing as a small price to
pay for being able to arrive in such excellent
shape. As one confided to me: “The hard men just
ignore the discomfort of a cafe-style Jota… but
ignoring it doesn’t make it go away!” I gave club
secretary Joey’s RGS the sit-test, and found that it
fit me like a glove. The RGS models are charming
in their own way, and only cost half as much as
a Jota.
The really hard riding in Australian Laverda

rallies is done on the way to the rally site, and on
the way back home again. But riding 500 or 1000
miles in highly competitive company to reach
Bellingen is not the only challenge to be faced.
The final hurdle is gaining access to the farm from
the road, first by negotiating Clyde’s Hairpin (a
tight, reverse-camber, downhill, loosely gravelled
bend in the driveway, named for one of its past
victims) and then fording the Kalang river.
During the 2009 Bellingen Rally the water level

was almost up to their carburettors, yet the river on
that occasion only claimed one machine. For the
2014 rally the river was barely a foot deep, and
still one bike managed to end up on its side in
mid-stream with its tank dented by a rock. Clyde’s
Hairpin saw another two machines spill at only
5mph and go down like cast ewes, forcing bodge
repairs to things like footrests.
Once everyone has arrived safely, there are no

organised rides, displays or events as such. Though
there can be plenty of disorganised riding. Apart

from that, everyone is content to just chill, talk,
ogle bikes, drink, relax, drink, eat, drink, sleep,
then repeat. For some, the sleep part was optional.
The bonfire never had a chance to go out in the
whole three days. A robust sound system sustained
us with a steady stream of 1970s classics like Pink
Floyd’s Wish You Were Here and Frank Zappa’s
Joe’s Garage.
To see this many Laverdas assembled in one place

is not a common sight anywhere in the world. In
total there were 46 representatives of the marque at
Bellingen. The selection was dominated by 180º
Jotas and 120º RGS models, but with a fair
sprinkling of 750 twins, including two replica
versions of the sought-after 750 SFC Production
Racer. A very unusual sight was an OS600 Atlas,
which was Laverda’s take on the Paris-Dakar desert
sled concept. This particular Atlas was brought to
Bellingen by Yogi; ‘so that those who had not seen
one before can now say they have’. Another
highlight was the first-reveal and rev-up of a Laverda
triple techno-racer built by Redax Laverda for their
friend Paul to ride in Australian BEARS racing.
The Laverda National Rally is a highlight of

Australia’s Italian motorcycle event calendar. On
this occasion it drew attendees from five states
including Tasmania, and internationally from as far
afield as Singapore, New Zealand and Fiji. The
bikes that turn up are rare and fascinating, their
owners know how to ride them hard, and they all
know how to have a good time.

Above: Steve from South
Australia took delivery of this
1981 Jota, completely
re-manufactured by Redax
Laverda, barely a week before
the rally. It’s his first ever
experience of riding a Laverda
after a long and continuing
relationship with bevelhead
Ducatis. This is what Aussie
blokes look like when they are
really, really excited.

Club Laverda Queensland Inc is
successfully attracting a new
and younger generation into the
ranks of mainly mature
Laverda-isti. People like Joey,
whose cheapo aftermarket 3-
into-1 exhaust system fell
dramatically from his RGS
while en route to Bellingen. He
can now afford to grin, after
scoring a decent set of pipes
from another club member and
fitting them. Back in action
again!

A rare Laverda OR 600 Atlas,
based around the Alpino /
Montjuic lump. Only about 500
were ever made.

It would not be an Australian
bike rally without a campfire
and bottles of ‘soda pop’

CBG
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NortoN CommaNdo produCtioN officially
ended in 1976, when the production line at the
old Villiers factory in Wolverhampton was closed.
However, NVT at Shenstone was able to complete
the 1500 or so ‘work in progress’ machines, all of
which were silver, electric start, 850 Mk.3
Interstate models. The final batch of 25 bikes was
released in 1977-78, but a tiny number of twins
entered circulation even after then.
The last officially documented new Commando

was sold by Andover Norton for £2300 an entire
five years after production ceased – presented to
its new owner at a special ceremony by NVT man
Mike Jackson and Grand Prix superstar Kenny
Roberts. That bike even appears in Roy Bacon’s
book, Norton Buyer’s Guide, with tuning guru Ray
Petty astride it, outside the Andover Norton factory.
That very Commando survives to this very day, still

silver, still with almost zero miles on its clock, still
brand new and still unregistered. The Commando
has been moved so little in 33 years that its
Goodyear Eagle tyres have even retained their
original red chalk line intact. The machine just

surfaced in Cornwall, where it’s been in the safe-
keeping of the original purchaser, an enthusiast
collector, ever since Ray Petty delivered it to him.
The Commando is currently on display at North

Cornwall Motorcycles, where proprietor Steve
admits to being slightly perplexed at how to value
it. “It’s such a one-off,” explains Steve. “There are
other zero-miles Commandos around – one in
similar condition sold recently at an auction for
£18,000. But this isn’t just any unregistered
Commando. It’s the last one made at Andover
Norton and comes with all the paperwork to prove
it. So what’s it worth? You tell me!”
That’s why Steve is asking any interested parties

to make serious offers. However, cold hard cash
isn’t the only consideration in this case. “We’re
selling it on behalf of the owner,” says Steve, “who
has looked after it for all this time. He’s really keen
that it should go to someone equally dedicated,
who’ll keep the Commando in the UK and take
good care of it.”
If that person is you, give Steve a ring on 01288

355162 or visit ncmc.co.uk

Buy it now
above: Brand new

Commando. No no, not from
those great guys at Castle
Donington; this one came from
Andover a long time ago

Below: Low mileage, one
careful owner. An entirely
accurate description in this case

RIDINGLIFE ||NEWS



tt superstar John
McGuinness made one
family extremely happy
over the weekend of the
National Motorcycle
Museum’s 30th
anniversary… by drawing
their raffle ticket while
bouncing around on a
trampoline!
Not sure what the

trampoline had to do
with anything, but
winner Sharon Shaw was
more than a little
pleased to take the
Vincent Rapide home
with her. The second
place Bantam D1 prize
went to Rachel Daynes
in Wales.
If your ticket wasn’t

one of the winners then

stop sobbing into your
soup; here’s another
opportunity to spend
two quid and come up
trumps. The next NMM
raffle will be drawn at
the International
Classic Motorcycle
Show at Stafford in
April. First prize will be
a blinding new Norton

Commando 961, fresh
from the factory and
with extra goodies to
bring its value up to
£18,000. Runner-up
prizes include a BSA
C12 and a luxury
weekend break for two.
Tickets available from

01675 444123 or
www.thenmm.co.uk

Vinwinner: 961next
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Get agrip

Astylish send-off

let’s Make two assumptions:
the first is that you plan to ride
your bike in January and
February (you mad, impetuous
fool; we love you!), and the second
is that your bike has a reasonably
robust electrical system. In the event of both
these assumptions being true, you need to nip over to Wemoto to spend £40
on a set of Vicma heated handlebar grips.
These rubber grips are easy to install – no glue required – and are

manufactured to resist cracking and deformation from repeated heating and
cooling cycles. They steadily warm up while the engine is running, to reach
and maintain temperatures of up to 90F (32C). You can adjust the heat to
suit your sensitive little digits, and the system is protected by a safety relay...
so sparks shouldn’t fly when the rain comes lashing down…
available from 01273 597072 or wemoto.com

Funeral Motorcycles oFFers a
unique service to provide a dignified and
appropriate final ride – and its dedicated
staff don’t let little things like weather or
remote locations get in the way of a
memorable send-off. Their fully-
equipped, British-built hearses travel the
length and breadth of the mainland and
provide a rapid response to the UK’s
distant highlands and islands.
Says proprietor Paul: “The ferry

operators are always good with us. As
we have such a compact vehicle, they
always find a way to fit it on board.”
The Reverend Paul Sinclair has been

conducting funeral services for nearly
three decades, and he believes it’s

important to reflect a person’s lifestyle
in their final rites. So Funeral
Motorcycles offers a Triumph
Bonneville outfit, another propelled by
a Harley-Davidson; even a Suzuki
Hayabusa and sidecar. All are equipped
to top professional specifications to
make for a memorable memorial.
see funeralmotorcycles.co.uk or call
0845 375 2106.

John BowerBank last clapped eyes on his old
Vincent Comet almost six decades ago. Back in the
1950s, John bought the Vincent single for £253 from
James Walker’s in Kendal. He used the Comet to ride
to work – adding a tradesman’s sidecar to carry his
joinery tools – but sold it in 1957 and hadn’t seen it
since. Little did he know that the Comet had stayed
close to home: it never left the county, in fact.
Recently John saw an item about the Lakeland

Motor Museum’s display of Vincent motorcycles,
which also includes a prewar Series A Comet, a
Series B Rapide, a 1949 Black Lightning and a
Series C Black Shadow, as well as more than 60
other classic bikes. He contacted the museum to
offer them some motorcycle memorabilia, which
included a handbook for his Comet. Only then did
he discover that the 1953 example on display in
the museum was his very own bike.
“I was amazed to discover that it was my original

Comet on display at the museum,” says John. “It
was one of the top motorcycles of its day and I
have often wondered where it ended up, but I
never really expected to see it again!”
You can see it for yourself in the museum at

Ulverston, which opens daily (apart from Christmas
day) at 9.30am. see lakelandmotormuseum.co.uk

Comet comeback
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IF YOU COULDN’T start the year with us at the
CBG Winter Classic at Newark (Jan 3 and 4, in
case you want to drop everything and dash over to
see us), then the best way to get ready for the
2015 riding season is at the Bristol show.
Held over the weekend of February 7 and 8, the

Carole Nash Bristol Classic Motorcycle Show
always encourages hundreds of superb machines to
emerge from their shed sanctuaries to bask in the
spotlight and in front of the crowds.
An extensive array of trophies and prizes for private

entries and club stands attracts an intriguing selection
of classic bikes and some truly creative stands from a
remarkable array of clubs. Last year the Norton Owners’
Club took top honours for its inventive effort, re-
creating a dealer’s shop from 1963, while another local
club laid its display out like a stable, with old bikes
taking the place of horses in stalls. The overall show
winner in 2014 was a most unusual machine; a 1929
Sans Soupape Emmags which was so recently restored
that its paint was barely dry – the proud owner made
the finishing touches on the Friday before the show!
Don’t get the impression that all the bikes on

display at Bristol are immaculate showstoppers. The
range of awards recognises classics of every condition,

with prizes for the best unrestored, best veteran and
best non-standard bikes. There’s no prize for the ‘best
bobber’ just yet, but give it time… There is however a
separate prize to reward ‘technical interest’, and
another award for the best bike entered by a trader,
acknowledging the effort that many specialists put
into the bikes which showcase their skills. Road bikes
from Britain, Japan, Europe and America will be on
display, next to competition machines, three-
wheelers, sidecars, scooters and autocycles.
Then there’s the bikes you can buy – always a risky

moment. This year’s Bristol Show features for the first
time a Charterhouse Auction on the Sunday, with lots
available to view on the Saturday. Admission to the
sale itself costs £10 for two people, and remember
that if you intend to bid then you’ll need to make
arrangements to pay and remove your new/old bike
pretty promptly. The auctioneers expect to be starting
the auction with rare parts, spares and memorabilia,
and there are already several noteworthy motorcycles
consigned to the sale. These include a fully restored
to show-standard 1958 BSA Shooting Star (estimate
£6500), a prewar Coventry Eagle Silent Superb
(£4000), and several classics at the affordable/entry-
level end of the market, like a pair of Norton
lightweights, a 1968 Bantam D14 and a seldom-seen
1960 Velo Valiant (estimate £2000 to £2500).
On top of that lot, make sure you leave enough

time to browse all the trade stands and autojumble
halls. Look out for CBG on the Mortons magazine
stand in the main hall – there will be an exclusive
subscription deal on offer, just to add the final
flourish to a fab weekend.

preview

FEB7-8

2015

The 35th Bristol ClassicMotorCycle Show
Sat, Feb 7 / Sun, Feb 8, 2015, 10am to 5pm
The Bath and West Showground,
Shepton Mallet BA4 6QN
Admission: single day advance £10, gate £12
Tickets and info: 01507 529529 / classicbikeshows.com CBG

Opposite: The Bristol Show is
a favourite; great atmosphere,
great range of bikes, many
superb club displays, and a
vast jumble. This year’s adds
an auction – watch your wallet!

TheBristol ClassicMotorCycle Show
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The Twenty-One (aka the 3TA) broke new ground
for Triumph in 1957 with its unit-construction
engine and enclosed styling – which was in some
circles considered the height of elegance at the
time. However, for most of its production life and
many years thereafter, the 3TA was looked upon as
being ‘slow and boring’, says owner Mike.
By the time his example was built in the 1960s,

the swooping rear enclosure had been reduced to
just a bikini, but the 3TA still retained its oddly
proportioned and heavily valanced ‘gladiator’s
helmet’ front mudguard, which looked like a leftover
from 1930-something at a time when all the fast

lads hankered after a stripped-back cafe racer.
In its defence: “You don’t really need fast and

exciting if you’re looking for an everyday, comfy,
reliable, ride to work bike,” explains Mike, “and
the range was always supremely good at just that
sort of thing.”
The 348cc air-cooled parallel twin changed very

little over its decade in production apart from the
evolution of its styling. Mechanically, the overhead
valve iron-barrelled engine with its alloy head and
separate rocker boxes, dry sump lubrication with
twin-plunger oil pump, duplex-chain primary drive,
single Amal monobloc carb and four-speed foot-
operated gearbox stayed much the same. The 3TA
also kept its seven-inch single leading shoe brakes
throughout its life.
The frame was modified in 1960 when the

steering head angle changed, so ground clearance
improved by an inch and the seat height rose to 30
inches; shorter riders would prefer the initial
models which used 17in wheels rather than the
18in ones fitted to the later models. The bike’s
mass remained constant at 340lb. Back in the day,

Less is definitely more when it comes to Triumph’s smallest bathtub twin…

Photos:Mortons Archive / MikeP

Awhite challenge

‘You don’t really need fast and
exciting if you’re looking for
an everyday, comfy, reliable,

ride to work bike’

Above: The black’n’white
motorcycle! A not entirely
factory-finished machine, but
who cares about that?
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the engine was good for (just) about 80mph,
although the chassis would have tied itself in a
right tangle at that speed. Most riders found that
60-65mph ideally suited the 3TA’s abilities, and
were rewarded with 70mpg or more.
Mike found his 3TA at the Stafford Classic

MotorCycle Show a couple of years back, where it
looked “decidedly sad and unloved, with tatty,
rusted panels”. Mike had just liberated a small
stash of cash from an unproductive ISA and “a
silly impulse saw a quick exchange of funds so the
Triumph could come home with me. Never has the
well-worn phrase ‘better than money in the bank’
been more appropriate!”
Once they’d relocated to his workshop, Mike

could inspect more closely what he’d just spent his
rainy-day savings on. It was certainly “ratty around
the edges… scruffy, with non-matching numbers, a
non-runner and badly finished white paintwork on
top”. The sort of bike you’d normally “pass by
without a second look”. But the subsequent
second, third and fourth looks revealed that
underneath the grime it wasn’t altogether a bad
little prospect. At least it had a V5C, although this

didn’t quite match the bike’s numbers. The pipes,
silencers, wheels, tyres, seat and many other bits
were strangely unworn, and seemed to have been
renewed in the not too distant past – in direct
contrast to the paintwork.
“The all-white colour scheme had a whiff of

police trim about it, emphasised by the fitment of
very nice front crash bars, mounted on which were
two (not very nice) spotlamps,” says Mike, who
added that he couldn’t trace any kind of police
ownership in the 3TA’s past, “so maybe a previous
owner liked the look?”
Although the 3TA initially appeared to be in dire

need of full restoration, Mike reckoned he could
get it back on the road with judicious “light
recommissioning”. The white bodywork
represented the main cosmetic challenge. Only the
fuel tank was in good enough nick to be used as it
was; in fact there was “not a mark on it after a
wipe over with T-Cut. It was far too good to repaint,
so the decision was made to keep it white and
paint everything else black. Mainly that’s because I
am a fan of smooth black Hammerite in aerosols.
It can be a bit difficult to use but gives, I think, a

BRIEFING
PRIcE GuIdE

£2000 low to £4000 high

KNowN Faults
Unreliable electrics, rotten
bodywork, clogged oil filters

also coNsIdER
Norton Navigator (better
sparks, steering and

stopping); Douglas Dragonfly
(weirdly charming)

sPEcIalIst INFo
triumph-tiger-90.com

owNERs’ cluB
Triumph Owners’ Club:

tomcc.org

This 1958 example is “very original looking” with
“fair chrome”. It’s a “very good runner” for £2850
at honoroakmotorcycles.co.uk

BUY ITNOW

“Mechanically sound and an easy starter.” This
1961 3TA comes with a service, full MoT, new
rims and exhausts for £3750 from
kentclassicmotorcycles.co.uk

BU
Y I
TN
OW

Above: The front brake is less
than ideal for performing
stoppies, but the engine
doesn’t do wheelies, so they’re
well balanced. Triumph’s ‘mini-
bikini’ tail treatment is viewed
by many as a considerable
improvement over the original
full-bathtub tinware. The
Smiths speedo’s face includes
the ‘Revulator’, which claims to
tell the rider what his revs are
at a given speed in any gear…

♠
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finish which is very close to the factory-black of
the day. And it covers very well if you are, let’s say,
a little casual in your approach to preparation with
rubbing down and such!”
The big risk with buying a non-runner of

unknown provenance is that you really don’t know
why it stopped working all those years ago. A stuck
plunger oil pump, for example, could cause all
kinds of chaos inside the engine… but as it
happened, Mike struck lucky with the 3TA.
“The biggest problem was the lack of sparks,”

he reveals, and these were “quite easily restored
by the application of a few items from Paul Goff’s
ever-expanding range of modern electrickery.'

While untangling the wiring, Mike also opted to
upgrade the electrics to 12 volt; “always
worthwhile”. Then he spent some time cleaning
the muck of ages from the carb, muck “which
seemed to be resistant to any known solvent!”
With the engine running once again, the final

touch on the project was chrome-plating the rear
mudguard stay, and this was the single most
expensive item on the whole job. Once reassembled,
Mike reckons the 3TA was “transformed into a black,
white and chrome beauty. Triumph never offered this
colour scheme, but maybe should have…”
Back on the road again, Mike found the

experience of riding the soft-tuned twin to be
relaxed and familiar after his previous encounters
with these lightweight 350s. If you want to do
some gentle solo touring, then it’ll “pull without
fuss, and performs well up hill and down dale, all
day”. However, the 3TA was never famed for
fabulous roadholding and the well-known
limitations of its power and handling capabilities
make themselves known if travelling two-up.
Mike says that the “slick gearshift” helps to keep up

with modern traffic in town, and he also appreciates
the 3TA’s low seat height and good balance, especially
“comforting for people like me whose jeans come from
the 29in inside leg end selection!”
If you’re looking to replace a larger machine with

something lighter and easier to handle, then his
view is that a 3TA, or its sporting Tiger 90 sibling,
offers “a very sound alternative. It’s easy to live
with, reliable, has enough performance, plenty of
spares availability, good club back up and quite
reasonable prices being asked for the plentiful
supply of examples available on the market. You
can do much worse, and little better.”

THE KNOWLEDGE
MaNufaCTurED: 1957 to 1966 ENGiNE: Air-cooled four-stroke, ohv parallel twin

BOrE/ sTrOKE: 58mm x 65.5mm CapaCiTy: 348cc COMprEssiON: 7.5:1
CarBuraTiON: Amal monobloc 375 Max pOWEr: 18.5bhp @ 6500rpm TraNsMissiON:
Four-speed, chain drive frONT suspENsiON: Tele forks rEar suspENsiON: Swinging arm,
twin shocks TyrEs: 3.25 x 17 BraKE: 7in sls drum WHEELBasE: 52in sEaT HEiGHT: 29in

GrOuND CLEaraNCE: 5in Dry WEiGHT: 345lb Max spEED: 80mph

Above: The all-white finish,
spotlights and crashbars all
point to a constabulary career
at some point. However, owner
Mike can find no trace of police
ownership in his bike’s history

CBG
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If you’re looking for a robust and affordable old
bike to join the classic scrambles scene, then a
Greeves Hawkstone such as this 1961 machine
could be the ideal entry ticket. Well, maybe not
one quite as clean, tidy and well-kept as this near-
mint example – better to start with a battle-scarred
old campaigner when you first take to the track…
Owner Colin Sparrow knew exactly what he

wanted when he sought out this immaculate, fully
restored 1961 24SCS Hawkstone. That’s no
surprise; Colin should have more than half a clue
as he’s an acknowledged expert on the marque,
stalwart of the Greeves Riders’ Association and
author of Greeves – The Complete Story, to boot.
Colin already has one Greeves for road-riding;

the Hawkstone was bought to fulfil an ambition to
own a showstopper. Indeed, it is very much
admired at shows and has claimed several
concours trophies, including the Best Competition
Machine award at Stafford in 2014.

“It appeals to me in aesthetic terms,” says Colin.
“I just love the way it looks.” That shows just how
far Greeves developed its unusual off-roaders in a
relatively short space of time. The prototype
Greeves’ two-stroke certainly raised eyebrows a
decade earlier and was described by historian Don
Morley as “probably the most spindly, ugly
motorcycle the British public had ever seen”.
However, Bert Greeves’ determination to follow

his own path rapidly produced a competitive
product and Greeves secured a first ISDT gold
medal in 1954. Brian Stonebridge, previously of
BSA, brought great expertise and enthusiasm to
the company in 1957 and piloted a 197cc Greeves
to triumph at the Hawkstone track, seeing off stiff
competition from beefy four-stroke Beesas ridden
by the world’s best works riders. Hence the
Hawkstone model was introduced to celebrate
Stonebridge’s success – which Dave Bickers
continued in 1960 aboard a 247cc version,

Rough ’n’tumble
All Greeves machines are individualists, like this entry-level
lightweight two-stroke scrambler…

Photos: Colin Sparrow

Above: The Greeves appeal
may be a thing of wonder to
many, but they certainly do
make effective off-road tools.
Blue tubes and that alloy frame
beam compensate for the
Villiers engine. Mostly…
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winning the European 250 championship.
Initially the Hawkstone was powered by the

Villiers 9E single-cylinder motor, then it adopted
the 34A 246cc Villiers engine for 1960 to create
the 24SCS scrambler, listed alongside the popular
Scottish trials model.
Unusually for an old bike, the engine is hardly

the most interesting aspect of this machine. No,
your eye should be inexorably drawn to Greeves’
impressive and innovative sand-cast silicon-
aluminium alloy frame with its massive steering
head and that stonking great front I-section front
down ‘tube’ which supports the engine in flanged,
light-alloy castings. By now you may have guessed
that Greeves had its own aluminium foundry, which
enabled this relatively small company to create a
chassis with a better strength-to-weight ratio than
that of tubular steel.
The method of securing and damping the front

wheel is equally unconventional; it’s held by short
leading links, and pivots on Metalastik rubber-in-
torsion, damped by Girling units. Any concerns
about this set-up were soon dismissed by the firm’s
competition success, and road testers soon
reported excellent performance on green lanes and
rough roads; “proof that the front suspension was
doing a fine job on rough surfaces was provided by
the mudguard, which could be seen bobbing up
and down like a cork in choppy water”, said one
1960s rider.
To cope with the increased power of the 250

engine with an output of 19bhp, Greeves revised
the SCS frame for 1960. The steel top tube grew
in diameter to 38mm, the steering head itself was
beefed up and taper roller bearings were fitted
instead of ball races. A stronger rear subframe was
installed at the back, with a widened swingarm to
squeeze in a more chunky 4in section rear tyre.

The seat height was lowered to facilitate firm
footing as required. The brakes were anchored
more securely, too.
Meanwhile, the gearbox was also uprated for the

bigger Hawkstone with stronger steel for the gears
and shafts, a new ratchet and pawl selection
mechanism, and changed tooth profiles to improve
the contact area. The gearbox could run slower
than on the 197cc machines, which meant the
rear sprocket on the 250s could be reduced from
70 to 60 teeth.
Just one year later, the Hawkstone was joined by

an all-out race replica, the 24MCS Motocross
Special, with Greeves’ own-design alloy cylinder
barrel, chrome bores and go-faster goodies. The
single-purpose MCS was the ultimate 250 of its
class, but it cost a monster 25% more than the
more accommodating SCS, which retailed new for
£199. The Hawkstone remained a ferociously

BRIEFING
PRICE GUIDE

£750 low to £2500 high.

KNOWN FAULTS
Likely to have endured years of
off-road abuse, so inspect

shock mountings, wheel spokes
etc, carefully. ‘Tuned’ engines
with tweaked top end, larger
carb and odd exhausts tend to
stress the clutch, transmission
and crank. Check for easy
starting, warm or cold.

ALSO CONSIDER
Greeves Griffon (higher

capacity, conventional front
end, competes in later classes),
AJS Stormer (ditto), Bultaco,
CZ or Husqvarnas (international
inheritors of the moto-cross
crown), BSA C15 scrambler
(four-stroke equivalent), BSA

Victor (hairy-chested four-stroke
beasts).

OWNERS’ CLUB
Greeves Riders’ Association,

greeves-riders.org.uk

This 1960 Greeves is up for grabs with an eBay
trader right now (STAV at Chorley in Lancs), being
sold on behalf of one of their customers. It ‘runs
and rides ace’ and is ‘ready for pre-65 action’. Not
road-registered and no V5. Asking price £2995

BUY ITNOW

♠

Above: The Villiers single
engine is robust and easy to
clean. It has many fans who
also claim that it boasts hidden
charm and considerable
performance
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competitive scrambler and proved to be extremely
popular among clubman riders until it was
superseded in 1963.
Don Morley reckoned that Greeves machines were

“never built down to a price” and that tradition for
robust construction means that many remain in
good nick today. However, as owner Colin explains
about Hawkstones in general: “It’s a competition
bike, so inevitably they’re always modified and
abused. It’s in the nature of the beast.”
His own machine has retained an unusual degree

of originality, even down to an intact timing side
cover. “Most have been cut away to improve access
to the clutch cable,” says Colin. So you can expect
to find examples up for sale which have been
substantially modernised and upgraded. If you do
want to compete, then check what modifications
are acceptable with the Pre-65 Motocross Club
(pre65.co.uk).
Villiers engines are none too tricky to maintain

or indeed replace, and many specials have been
created with four-stroke engines squeezed into
the Greeves’ chassis. Don’t confuse the 24SCS
single with the twin-cylinder 2T 24SAS model,
which was also named ‘Hawkstone’ but which is
considerably less desirable and enjoyable to ride.
Ideally you might find a Hawkstone in green lane
trim, road registered with a daytime MoT and
some kind of brake light and silencing. It should
be good for 50mph on the road and would just
need tweaks to the sprockets and footrests to
start competing.
“Greeves Hawkstones are robust, relatively

plentiful and very straightforward,” confirms Colin.
“They are an excellent machine to start pre-65
scrambling.” Best yet, twisting the grip on a
Hawkstone in any circumstance is immensely
rewarding. “Hawkstones are great fun to ride… and
they’re at their best FLAT OUT!”

THE KNOWLEDGE
ENGiNE: Villiers 34A single-cylinder air-cooled two-stroke BOrE/sTrOKE: 66mm x 72mm

CapaCiTy: 246cc COmprEssiON: 12:1 CarBurETiON: Amal Monobloc 389 iGNiTiON:
Villiers flywheel magneto GEarBOx: four-speed, foot change primary DrivE: Chain in oil bath

TraNsmissiON: Wet multi-plate clutch FiNaL DrivE: Chain final FramE: Tubular steel top tube
with I-section front down beam in aluminium alloy, cast-in steering head FrONT suspENsiON:

Leading link, hydraulic dampers, Metalastik bonded rubber bushes operating in torsion rEar
suspENsiON: Armstrong twin dampers, swingarm FrONT TyrE: 2.75 x 21in rEar TyrE: 3.50

x 19 FrONT BraKE: Cable-operated 6in sls drum rEar BraKE: Rod-operated 6in sls drum
WHEELBasE: 1320mm Dry WEiGHT: 230lb CBG

Above: When storing your
Greeves indoors, a pair of
trophy boots is a fine and
matching accessory
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Owner Bill bought the Bol d’Or after completing
his previous project and struggling to find anything
remotely affordable. “Postwar Brit bikes were too
expensive, even in barn-find condition, so I
decided to go for four cylinders for a change and I
always liked the look of the CB900. I located one
on eBay, and after a little haggling it came into my
possession in May 2013,” he says.
The Honda arrived as a rolling chassis, with all the

other components in multiple containers: “Amazingly,
not a single part was missing.” However, the frame
was in a very sorry state. “There was a lot of rust under
the paint, and the engine had been cut out of the
frame as the engine bolts couldn’t be freed, and the
head and barrels had been removed. The good news
was that it came with an MoT, as it had been in use up
until a few months earlier. The seller had decided it
was just too much work to put it back on the road.”
The seller wasn’t entirely incorrect in this thinking…

“Many frustrating days were spent trying to free
up the engine bolts, which had fused themselves
to the alloy castings. All the usual methods failed;
copious amounts of WD40, Coca-Cola, gentle
heating and so on. Eventually a combination of
drilling, a pipe wrench and WD40 did the job.
“The bores, rings, valves and camchains looked

to be in great condition, so I foolishly decided to
just put it all back together. The carbs were
reconditioned and the whole thing was reassembled
after a mighty struggle. The engine on its own
weighs some 250lb. Luckily I had a car engine
hoist; I always knew it would be useful one day!
“The frame and cycle parts were stripped back to

bare metal and plastic and resprayed with cellulose
black gloss. It should be red, but I think the black
gives it more of a classic look.
“The tank was partially resprayed in the original

red. The side panels, seat and wheels were all in

Enduring appeal
Honda’s Bol d’Or tribute makes a fine fast tourer…

Photos:Mortons Archive / Bill B

Above: Honda’s handsome
big four is usually to be found
these days with non-original
exhausts and air cleaners.
These help keep the purchase
price at a sane level; OE
equipment is often scarce and
expensive

Opposite: The scaffolding
around the engine is hardly a
thing of beauty, but replacing /
repainting it after a minor fall
is a lot less painful than a set
of crankcases…
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surprisingly good condition.” That sounds
straightforward. So, of course, it wasn’t.
“The CB never ran properly, especially at low

revs, despite many attempts to tune the carbs. I
lost count of the number of times the carbs came
off, and I am now a real expert in this procedure.
However, I did manage to cover some 3000 miles
despite the poor running. After eliminating
carburation and ignition as possible causes for the
poor running, I concluded that it must be the
valves… which meant removing the engine again.
No mean feat, but I constructed a support to fit
around the sump so the process was a little less
likely to result in a hernia!
“Off with the head and – sure enough – all the

valves needed reseating, despite looking okay. So,
many hours of regrinding took place, and I did
learn a new trick. Initially the valves would not
stick to the valve grinding stick. That’s not too

much of a problem on a single, but when you have
16 of the blighters it is a complete nightmare.
After trying many solutions, I eventually purchased
some double-sided tape and stuck it to the valve
head and the grinding stick: bingo.
“I also learned another new skill; setting the

valve clearances using a range of shims. Then the
head could go back on, followed by another
juggling act to get the engine back into the frame –
but what a result. It now ticks over at a steady
1000rpm and picks up with no coughing and
spluttering.”
Great! Sorted? Not exactly…
“This lasted for about 1500 miles and then the

problem reappeared. I took the carbs off again but
there were no obvious problems. With the carbs
back on again, a squirt of WD40 into each carb
while the engine was running indicated an air leak
problem with cylinders two and four. Those carb-
to-head rubber connectors had split. They were
aftermarket replacement parts and I guess the fuel
had attacked the rubber. Lesson learned: for
critical parts always buy OE parts where possible.
Finally, after some 6000 miles and many
frustrating dead-ends, I have a bike that is a real
joy to ride.”

BRIEFING
PRIcE GuIdE

£500 low to £3000 high

KNowN Faults
Worn camchain tensioners,
worn rear shocks, failing

gear selection

also coNsIdER
Suzuki GSX1100 (cheaper; not
much more performance for the
extra 200cc); Honda CBX1000
(more ££, more cylinders, no
more fun); Kawasaki Z1000
MkII (but avoid the fuel-
injected version); Honda
CBX750 (more refinement,

less grunt)

sPEcIalIst INFo
davidsilverspares.co.uk,

cmsnl.com, vintagecb750.com

owNERs’ cluB
Vintage Japanese Motorcycle

Club, vjmc.com: Honda
Owners’ Club, hoc.org.uk

This 1981 example which has been stored and
unused for at least five years got no bids online at
£1000. The seller turned down two offers, of £75
and £400

BU
Y I
TN
OW

Not a Bol d’Or but a 1981 CB900F, showing just
1000 miles and in ‘near perfect condition’. Up for
£3000 at Bill Bunn Motorcycles, it ‘just needs
finishing’ (!)

BUY ITNOW

‘Although the Bol d’Or was sold as a
supersports model, in today’s world it’s a
fast touring bike. It is totally unflustered
running at the speed limit all day and
there is always plenty in reserve’

♠
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After all that aggravation, did the reality of the
Bol d’Or live up to expectations? “To my mind the
CB900 is one of the best looking four-cylinder
bikes. Despite all the adverse reports about the poor
handling of Jap bikes it actually handles well. It has
plenty of go now that I have sorted the engine. The
brakes are okay, and it is a very rewarding and
comfortable bike to ride; so much so that I am
always looking for excuses to go for a run!
“I only have one dislike. The mirrors have a high

frequency vibration at about 3500rpm, so the
number of vehicles following suddenly doubles. I’m
still looking for a solution to that.”
Have any other issues become apparent during

Bill’s time with the CB?

“There are rumours that the camchains are
somewhat suspect, but I imagine this dates back
to when the 900s were being raced and is related
to the quality of the lubricants available at the
time. I installed new camchain tensioners during
the rebuild and use Castrol Power 1 racing oil, and
all seems to be quiet on that front.
“I removed the air filter box and installed individual

filters, and increased the main jets by three sizes.
This has given much cleaner pick-up throughout the
rev range and I get about 55mpg while (more or less)
adhering to national speed limits.”
Speaking of speed limits, wot’ll it do, mister?
“Although the Bol d’Or was sold as a supersports

model, in today’s world it’s a fast touring bike. It is
totally unflustered running at the speed limit all
day and there is always plenty in reserve. Recently,
I was the lead bike on a series of long-distance
runs with the VMCC in the Lake District. I was
really impressed with flexibility of the CB’s engine,
but it was just a tad heavy when descending some
of the steeper hairpin-filled descents. It just
wanted to get down very quickly!”
If you’re considering a similar purchase, Bill

cautions that once you start refurbishment you may
find it hard to stop. “Despite the chassis paintwork
looking okay there was considerable corrosion
underneath. So make sure you have the right
equipment to remove and reinstall the engine. If it
doesn’t tick over smoothly it’s almost certain that
the valve seats and clearances will be shot. Listen
carefully for camchain noises above tickover. While
most of the spares are easily obtained, engine
parts can be expensive.
“One of the main problems with restoring

unfamiliar bikes is that we don’t have a benchmark
to tell us how they should really perform…
especially if you’ve never ridden that model before,”
says Bill. So his advice is to plan for a protracted
shakedown period, and give yourself plenty of time
to get the best from this kind of classic.

THE KNOWLEDGE
MaNufaCTurED: 1979 to 1983 ENGiNE: Air-cooled four-stroke, transverse four cylinder,
16-valve dohc BOrE / sTrOKE: 64.5 x 69mm CapaCiTy: 901cc COMprEssiON: 8.8:1

CarBuraTiON: 4x 32mm Keihin CV carbs Max pOWEr: 95bhp @ 9000rpm
Max TOrquE: 56.8lb-ft @ 8000rpm TraNsMissiON: 5-speed, chain drive

frONT suspENsiON: 37mm air-assisted tele forks rEar suspENsiON: 30-way
adjustable twin FVQ shocks frONT TyrE: 3.25 V19 rEar TyrE: 4.00 V18

frONT BraKE: Dual-piston 280mm twin discs rEar BraKE: Single
297mm disc WHEELBasE: 1515mm sEaT HEiGHT: 815mm

GrOuND CLEaraNCE: 150mm Dry WEiGHT: 235kg
sTaNDiNG quarTEr MiLE: 11.84 seconds Max spEED: 135mph

Above: Not quite the end of
Honda’s air-cooled fours, the
CB900 retains (relatively)
slender looks and (relatively)
lightweight handling

CBG
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You still don’t see many genuine Bonneville TT
Specials in the UK, and when they do turn up they
tend to command big chunks of cash. It’s not easy
to find or afford a genuine T120TT; a prospective
purchaser needs to budget for hours of scouring
and at least £10k. So it’s no wonder that people
are building their own replicas – there are plenty of
1960s Triumph twins knocking about, after all.
The T120/C, as it was first known when it started

life in 1963, was a special project for Johnson
Motors on the West Coast of America. The TT race
series in the States saw hard-charging competitors
thrashing around a dirt circuit, getting airborne
over motocross jumps. The bikes and riders had to
withstand extreme aggravation and be just as good
at dishing it out. The agile T120R made an ideal
basis for a no-holds-barred racebike, boosted to
nigh-on 12:1 compression and given a set of
super-size 13⁄16in carbs.
The specification also incorporated the necessary

upgrades to ensure its survival in the wild: heavy-
duty fork springs, crankcase bashplate, smaller,

sporty petrol tank, upswept exhaust with two small
straight-through silencers, off-road tyres (19in
front and 18in rear) and a speedo but no tacho
(although a tacho could be added). Equipped with
lights and pipes, the T120/C weighed just 363lb
and came in Alaskan white with a plain petrol tank
and stripes on the mudguards.
When tested, the first T120/C was “the fastest of

them all – regardless of displacement”. It could
reach 127mph: “fearfully fast for a machine that
can be bought in that condition right from a
dealer’s floor”. With the chassis tweaks, the 1963
T120 just about kept a lid on all that energy.
“Handling was better than we remembered of the
1962 Bonneville. It was very stable and yet
responsive… the only complaints we have are that
the steering damper had a tendency to vibrate
loose whereupon the handling would become a
trifle twitchy, and that the brakes were not quite
up to the speed potential of the machine”.
In 1964, the T120/C became an official US

model with a less radical spec, and the limited-

Flat-out flat-tracker
If you can’t find an authentic T120TT, build yourself a roadgoing replica…

Photos: Brian H / Mortons arcHive

Above: At first glance
everyone who knows their
Triumphs recognises this as a
TT Bonneville. Except… a
closer, harder second look
reveals that all is not exactly as
it seems
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edition TT Special Competition was introduced as
the outright proddie racer of the range. It ran
11.2:1 compression pistons which gave it 54bhp;
lowered gearing for short sharp sprints; no silencer,
lighting or battery; two Monobloc carbs; magneto
ignition; no speedo but a tacho instead, and K70
Gold Seal tyres (19in front and 18in rear). Triumph
insisted that the T120 TT was “strictly for the
expert in competition purposes”. The specification
was tweaked again for 1966 with better
suspension dampening and lighter alloy
mudguards, hot cams and a ported head. Ready to
race, the T120TT was some 30lb lighter than the
standard roadgoing Bonnie.
In total, some 2000 T120TT bikes were built

and exported to the USA between 1963 and the
end of 1967. They went like stink and they looked
the business, so no wonder they’re just as popular
today. However, not only are the original bikes
expensive to buy, they’re also pretty demanding
to live with.
That engine spec works best flat-out, at full

throttle. So if you like the looks but don’t need the
performance, then creating a TT replica like the
one seen here is an increasingly popular option.
Owner Brian started out with a nothing-much-

special TR6P which had served with the South
African police force for all its working days. He
bought it as a matching frame and set of
crankcases, and a stack of other spares which were
only vaguely related. “As the original bike had

almost disappeared it was a good opportunity to
have a bit of fun,” explains Brian, “so I decided to
build a homage to the TT Special. No silencers and
no lights, most at home in the open deserts of
California.
“The engine and gearbox were completely rebuilt

with new bearings throughout. The cylinder barrel
was beyond hope so a new barrel and pistons were
fitted, plus new valves and springs and so on. The
engine spec was kept as a Trophy. I was only going
for the look – not the performance. New seat,
panels and stainless mudguards were located, plus
a lovely paint job by a local paint shop (Jeobys
Airbrush Art in Wells) to match the finish on a
1967 TT Special. Wheels were rebuilt with alloy
rims. US spec tank and bars were sourced,
together with TT Special exhaust pipes.” You’ll
notice that Brian’s replica mimics the original in
that it doesn’t have silencers fitted, but there are
“baffles slipped inside to quiet things down”.
Brian found there were distinct advantages and

disadvantages to using a later bike as the basis for
his TT replica. “The 1969/1970 650cc bikes are
usually reckoned to be the best of the unit models.
Most parts are easy to source, but the nine-stud
cylinder heads can crack and seem almost
impossible to get hold of. Earlier unit models had
an eight-stud head. I have found that pattern
Triumph parts often need fettling to make them fit.
Or in some cases, they don’t fit all.”
If you’re considering building one like this

BRIEFING
PRIcE GuIdE

Low £10,000, high £19,500
(genuine T120TT)

Low £6000, high £10,000
(replica)

KNowN Faults
Many components unique to

the original TT now unavailable.
Specification changed every
year of production. Pre-65
bikes have weaker front end;
later ones better damped.

Engine numbers overlap with
standard T120 roadbikes so

fakes possible

also coNsIdER
Norton / Matchless N15/G15

desert-sleds (even less common
but no more expensive); Norton
P11 (more rare, more ££); BSA
A65-based flat-tracker (less cred
but just as much performance
potential and far fewer ££)

sPEcIalIst INFo
triumphbonneville120.co.uk,

Triumph Motorcycle Restoration
Guide by David Gaylin

owNERs’ cluB
Triumph Owners MCC,

tomcc.org

This 1973, 750 Bonnie got an engine overhaul 15
years ago, giving it a seriously hairy-chested spec,
including eight-valve Nourish racing head, high-
comp pistons, Hayward belt drive, Boyer ignition,
twin floating discs with AP Racing calipers, Koni
shocks and a Norman Hyde fork brace. It was
transformed into a flat-tracker in 2012 with fresh
paint, new clocks, mudguards, rear sets and alloy
rims. £7495 at anthonygodin.co.uk / 01622 814140.

BUY ITNOW

♠
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THE KNOWLEDGE
MaNufaCTurED: 1963 to 1968 ENGiNE: Air-cooled four-stroke ohv parallel twin BOrE /

sTrOKE: 71 x 82mm CapaCiTy: 649cc COMprEssiON: 11.2:1 priMary DrivE: Duplex
chain fiNaL DrivE: Chain CLuTCH: Multiplate CarBuraTiON: 2x Amal Monobloc, 13⁄16

ExHausT: Straight-through, no silencers pOWEr: 54bhp at 6500rpm TraNsMissiON: Four-
speed fraME: Brazed cradle, single downtube frONT suspENsiON: Tele forks rEar

suspENsiON: Swinging arm, twin adjustable Girling shocks frONT BraKE: 8in SLS full-width
hub rEar BraKE: 7in SLS frONT TyrE: 3.50 x 19 K70 Gold Seal rEar TyrE: 4.00 x 18

K70 Gold Seal iGNiTiON: AC magneto (energy transfer) LiGHTiNG: None WHEELBasE:
1400mm sEaT HEiGHT: 30.5in GrOuND CLEaraNCE: 6in Dry WEiGHT: 350lb TOp

spEED: 125mph

yourself, then Brian suggests you start with an
entire bike and not a dismantled machine as he
did. “Bikes already stripped down into boxes of
bits never seem to have all the bits still there and
it’s much easier to rebuild something if you have
seen how it comes apart.” Also, don’t go into a
project hoping to make a fast buck based on the
prices of original TTs. “Don’t ever think you will
come out ahead financially. Bikes like this always
cost more to make than their final value.
“Another thing to consider when buying a British

bike reimported into the UK and not yet registered
with DVLA, is that HM Customs and Excise levies
both Duty and VAT. The rules for bikes sourced
from within the EU and those from the rest of the
world are very different. If you are offered a bike
which has been imported but isn’t registered then
you need to make very careful enquiries before
handing over money. Or insist the seller sorts out
the DVLA registration. You will need a first MoT to
register it, even if it is pre-1960.”
So considering all aspects of building a special,

is Brian pleased with the end result? Certainly
seems so: “I love the style and the satisfaction of
building something from scratch.”

Above: All the looks, all the
style, most of the performance,
and all at a fraction of the cost of
a genuine T120TT. Your call…

CBG
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Like many riders, Duncan had dismissed all
thoughts of BMW’s airhead boxers… until he
actually tried one.
“I hadn’t owned a BMW due to the mainstream

view of them as outdated and slow. I wouldn’t have
entertained the idea if I hadn’t developed the taste
during a holiday where we were provided with
R75/5s for the tour,” he says. “These ancient road
bikes hauled us up and down long abandoned
mountain passes and along dirt trails that would be
a challenge for modern ‘adventure’ bikes, so you
had to respect their capability.”
Then, in 2006 or so, points on his licence

nudged Duncan towards something more restrained
than a supersportster. “This R80 was nearby and
very reasonably priced, so I ended up buying it
without looking at any other bikes, just like you’re
not supposed to do. I’d have liked an R75/5 but
they were already getting expensive, and the /7 is
practically the same except for disc brakes on the
front, an extra gear, chunky rocker covers and an
absent kick-start.”

There was a reason for the reasonable price; the
1979 R80/7 wasn’t exactly in ideal condition. “It
was sodden – soaked right through with damp. It
smelt funny and the frame was shedding its paint
like a lizard sheds its skin. But it started and
everything seemed to work, although the front
brake was a bit marginal.”
Despite the braking and his intentions of slowing

down his riding a tad “it seemed to go quite well”.
“Heck, I was soon doing 70, but then found that

opening the throttle didn’t have the desired effect.
I realised the clutch was slipping. The engine
would speed up, but the rest of the bike would not.
Because of the longitudinal layout, the dry, single-
plate clutch lives between the engine and gearbox.
So to get to it, you need to remove the gearbox,
and to do this you need to remove the swinging
arm / drive shaft, so you need to remove the bevel
drive and the wheel.
“It’s not actually all that bad, because these

components are all attached by big nuts that you
can get big spanners on to, so the strip down is

Eternal airhead
BMW’s air-cooled boxers: built for the long haul…

Photos by Duncan c

above: Despite the seriously
minimalist approach to seating,
the owner claims that the
boxer’s comfortable to ride
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satisfying rather than frustrating. It gave me good
access to clean and paint the rear half of the
frame. It’s theoretically possible to change the
clutch with less work, but I like to have a clear
view of what I’m doing. The clutches aren’t known
for wearing out, so I wasn’t surprised to find that
oil contamination from a seeping crank seal had
caused the slippage. I replaced the seal and rebuilt
the back end of the bike around the now-glossy
black frame.”
With the R80 back on the road, Duncan really

got to know his boxer. “It’s a very flexible bike. If
you want to go fast, then it’ll go fast; if you want it
to go slow then it’ll go slow. You really appreciate
the ability of the machine and the pleasure it can
give if you are riding to a destination – it’s a bike
meant to be ridden with a purpose, not aimlessly.”
Eventually, however, Duncan couldn’t ignore the

fact that the front brake was “really terrible”, so he
rebuilt the “slightly unusual swing-caliper / under-
tank master cylinder system” with new pistons,
seals and black braided hoses. “The results were
dramatic, in that braking performance went from
barely perceptible to reasonably adequate! Once
fully rebuilt and adjusted, the system is actually
quite good, and you realise that BMW wasn’t trying
to kill its customers after all,” he says.
You’ll also have spotted that Duncan fitted a

‘temporary’ saddle. The original seat had suffered
when the R80 was left exposed to the elements.
“I have hopes of welding-up the seat base one
day…” Apart from that, the R80 has proved to be

very robust over the years. “BMW had been
intelligently and steadily developing the same
concept, the same bike really, for decades. All
the weak points were long gone by the time the /7
was made.”
However, that doesn’t mean it’s perfect, as

Duncan explains: “The massive external flywheel –
that makes the power delivery wonderfully
controlled on loose surfaces and gives the bike
proper old-world torque – well, its inertia can catch
you out when you come to change down for a
corner. Can the rear wheel force the engine revs
up, so the rotation of the wheel matches the road

This 1980, 64,000 mile example has had three
owners from new and last changed hands in 1986.
Described as “not mint but tidy”. Comes serviced
and with a new MoT from Allenby Motorcycles
for £2995.

BUY ITNOW

BRIEFING
KNowN Faults

Contact breaker points (replace
with electronic ignition); soft
suspension (fit Ikons); weak

front brake (check for weeping
hydraulic system).

also coNsIdER
R80G/S (genuine Paris-Dakar
potential and prices to match);
Moto Guzzi T3 (better handling,
worse electrics, higher price);
Norton Mk.3 Commando (twice
the price, no torque reaction).

spEcIalIst INFo
bmbikes.co.uk

owNERs’ cluB
airheads.org

Above: Airhead BMWs
make excellent everyday
riding machines; age doesn’t
weary them, although a lack
of maintenance rarely
improves them…

♠

http://bmbikes.co.uk
http://airheads.org
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speed? Not a chance. This massive disc of steadily
rotating steel will change speed in its own good
time. The result is that the rear tyre squeals in
protest as it’s torn from the Tarmac and the whole
rather weighty plot hurtles out of control towards
the corner…
“Luckily things aren’t as they appear and the

bike isn’t out of control. It’s still acting under the

direction of its designers who put the centre of
gravity way down low to make an unflappably
stable and wieldy vehicle. There’s time for the rear
tyre to re-engage with the road and for you to bank
round the corner you didn’t really need to slow
down for in the first place. Anyone who tells
you that old BMWs can’t be thrilling is clearly
lacking in experience. Of course to avoid this
‘thrill’ all you need to do is blip the throttle as
you change down…
“The two-valve twins lost their heavy flywheel as

the 1980s began and some of the bike’s charm went
with it. R80s can be brought back from shocking
levels of neglect if you are willing to put in some
TLC, so buying a scruffy, unloved example can be a
relatively inexpensive way to get one of the highest
quality machines built, and there’s a fair chance it
won’t all end in tears. Don’t buy an incomplete one
though – the big bits are quite expensive.
“The R80/7 appears much older than it is, but

has the ability of a much younger bike when
dealing with high-speed roads and modern traffic.
It’s unusually usable; motorways, A-roads,
B-roads, dirt roads, grassed fields, climbing
mountain passes and descending steep gradients
– nothing fazes a BMW airhead. I like the ‘period
features’, that include wire wheels, pin-striped
paintwork, a choke lever mounted on the alloy
airbox, ignition barrel in the headlight and master
cylinder hidden under the tank. These help keep
the handlebars uncluttered and give the bike its
timeless look.
“The R80/ has components which are hugely,

ridiculously over-specified. It was built for eternity,
not as a disposable product.”

THE KNOWLEDGE
BuiLT: 1977 to 1984 ENGiNE: Air-cooled, four-stroke, horizontally opposed boxer twin; pushrod-

operated two valves per cylinder BOrE / sTrOKE: 84.8 x 70.6mm CapaCiTy: 797.5cc
COmprEssiON: 8.2:1 LuBriCaTiON: Wet sump GEarBOx: five-speed, dog-type gears

FiNaL DrivE: Shaft CLuTCH: Dry single plate, diaphragm spring
CarBuraTiON: 2 x Bing 32mm pOWEr: 50bhp @ 7250rpm TOrquE: 42.8lb-ft @ 5500rpm

FramE: Double loop tubular frame, bolt-on rear subframe FrONT suspENsiON: Tele forks,
hydraulic damping rEar suspENsiON: Swinging arm, adjustable strut FrONT BraKE: 2 x

260mm discs rEar BraKE: 200mm drum FrONT TyrE: 3.25 H19 rEar TyrE: 4.00 H18
iGNiTiON: Coils, points ELECTriCs: Bosch alternator, electric start WHEELBasE: 1465mm

sEaT HEiGHT: 32in GrOuND CLEaraNCE: 6.5in Dry WEiGHT: 375kg
FuEL CONsumpTiON: 60mpg TOp spEED: 110mph priCE GuiDE: Low £500, high £3000

Above: “The R80/ has
components which are hugely,
ridiculously over-specified. It
was built for eternity, not as a
disposable product.” An
owner’s view, and difficult to
contradict

CBG
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Malcolm Van Dyke has happy memories of the
bikes he owned in his youth, and he’s always been
a big Suzuki fan.
In the 1960s, Suzuki swiftly developed its two-

stroke designs, learning many lessons from the
East German racer Ernst Degner after his
defection. The Suzuki two-stroke was radically
different to the traditional types which had been
built for decades in Britain, and eventually
produced the very successful T-series. Back in the
day, Malcolm owned a T500 which he converted to
a cafe racer after partially destroying it in an
accident. It was a bike which made a positive and
lasting impression on him.
The T500 was introduced by Suzuki in 1968,

and was known in America as the Cobra –
elsewhere as the Titan. When a motor
manufacturer took offence at Suzuki using ‘its’
name, the Titan label became adopted universally,
and later models evolved into the GT series. At its
launch the T500 caused quite a sensation.

Two-strokes were pretty much confined to the
smaller classes, while four-strokes dominated the
larger capacities, Scott being an obvious but fairly
obscure exception to this trend. A 500cc two-
stroke was far from the norm, but with its lightish
weight, decent handling, reasonable fuel
consumption, excellent reliability and ton-up
performance, the big Suzuki soon gained a faithful
following which it maintained until its demise in
1977. The T500’s piston-ported twin-cylinder
engine also proved amenable to tuning and, with
its five-speed gearbox, it rapidly took to the
racetrack with no small success.
All that was 40 years ago. In 2011, Malcolm had

an opportunity to acquire a very much used and
non-running 1975 T500. Looking at the sad
machine through rose-tinted spectacles, he jumped
at the chance to own it. Initially Malcolm intended
to restore it to its standard specification, but soon
discovered that many components were beyond
recovery. Re-creating a standard machine was

The cobra’s tale
Building a budget bitza with race-rep cred…

WORDS AND PHOTOS: HENRY GREGSON

Above: Although it’s probably
not everyone’s first choice when
considering a race conversion,
in fact the Suzuki 500 twin is
both rapid and reliable
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going to be a very tall order, involving much
searching online and at autojumbles for the
missing parts. He was going to need a whole lot of
luck and an equal amount of money. The
alternative, confronted with what he’d bought in
the cold light of day, was to write the whole thing
off to experience.
During his initial investigations, Malcolm

discovered there were quite a lot of racing spares
bits on the market, so he changed his plan.
Inspired by the famous Mr Sheene and the Crooks
Suzuki competition machines, he decided to pay
homage to the T500 cafe racer of his youth.
The first job was to strip down the T500 to its

bare frame. The paint was removed, the frame
de-lugged where possible and then braced for
stiffness. Plates were welded onto the rear
subframe assembly to provide adjustable rear
suspension, something along the lines of the old
Velocette approach. This reduced the need to
experiment with different rear dampers to find
units which were best suited to the bike’s handling
characteristics (and Malcolm’s middle-aged
weight). The swinging arm was braced in an effort
to reduce flex.
The old forks were swapped, along with the

brake calipers, for GT750 items, and a Hayabusa
master cylinder was fitted. One-off fork yokes were
manufactured from billet alloy, supported by a
stiffening brace. A pair of 18in wheels using
GT500 hubs and Akront alloy rims were located at
the bargain price of £100, and these were fitted

with an Avon RoadRider tyre up front and an AM22
on the rear. Rear suspension was taken care of by a
pair of secondhand Hagon shocks, and the original
rear brake set-up was retained.
That gave Malcolm a near-complete rolling

chassis. Apart from the yokes and tyres, it was all
sourced at bargain basement prices using other
people’s unwanted parts.
Moving to the engine, Malcolm figured that the

bike was never going to be used as a race bike, so
reliability came before performance. He kept the
original oil pump rather than reverting to a petrol /
oil mix, reasoning that the original oil pump should
(in theory) provide the correct amount of lubricant
in all situations. The original oil tank was however

This 1971 T500R has been recently rebuilt with a
rebore, new seals throughout, and now ‘pulls like
a train’. Most parts vapour blasted and
reconditioned; just one bracket needs rechroming.
Listed on eBay for £4200

BUY ITNOW

BRIEFING
PRICE GUIDE

£1500 low to £4500 high

KNOWN FAULTS
Weak front brake needs careful
setting up; fourth and fifth
gears fragile, electrical

components need replacing

ALSO CONSIDER
Suzi’s own GT500 (cheaper,
better to ride); Kawasaki Mach
III (mad, more ££), Silk 700S

(quirky, British, rare)

SPECIALIST INFO
suzukicycles.org,

classic2strokesuzuki.com,
ozebook.com/compendium/t50

0index.htm

OWNERS’ CLUB
suzukiownersclub.co.uk,

vjmc.com

Above: Removing all the
gubbins demanded by a
roadster level of civilisation
produces a stark, stripped-
down machine, with plenty of
lightness, too

♠

http://suzukicycles.org
http://classic2strokesuzuki.com
http://suzukiownersclub.co.uk
http://vjmc.com
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removed and a friend created a handsome, hand-
crafted alloy tank that fits neatly at the front of the
seat and slightly under the petrol tank.
When the engine was stripped the crank was

(fortunately) fine, it just needed to be balanced
and fitted with new seals. Some minor porting
improvements were made and new Wiseco pistons
fitted, along with polished heads. Malcolm has
located one squish-head but needs to find another
to match it. As everyone knows, two heads are
better than one…
This T500 originally used 32mm carbs, which

Suzuki changed to 34mm in 1969, so Malcolm

fitted 34mm Mikunis along with a pair of
Swarbrick expansion boxes which are tucked neatly
under the engine. The original five-speed gearbox
and gear ratios have been retained. The ignition
system no longer requires a battery, which saves
more weight and contributes to the bike’s race-
style appearance.
So with the engine and rolling chassis sorted,

Malcolm just needed the right ancillaries to make
it look like the race replica he had in mind. A
lovely alloy tank was sourced and a home-
manufactured front mudguard and seat were styled
to match. A fairing, possibly from a Yamaha TZ,
was modified to fit and then clip-on handlebars
and Titan Performance rearsets added. Just add
paint and… job done.
In use, Malcolm is more than pleased with the

results of his efforts. The Cobra handles and
brakes very well, with plenty of power – it’s not
been dyno’d so any increase isn’t confirmed, but
the T500 still retains its original gearing and now
easily achieves the max speed figures from original
road tests. There is a definite power band; it pulls
really well from low down the rev range but there’s
a flat spot at around 4000rpm before things kick
off again. Experimentation with the carburation is
on the cards…
The Cobra is currently only used for track

parades, but would only need minor work to pass a
daytime MoT. Even the kickstart has been retained
for ease of starting. The major obstacle between
the T500 and the road is the lovely noise which
issues forth from those expansion boxes, which no
MoT man would sanction!
Malcolm has built an eye-catching and exciting

retro racer on a budget, using mainly other
people’s cast-off components. He’s so pleased
with it, in fact, that he’s building another to keep
it company…

THE KNOWLEDGE
BUILT: 1968 to 1975 ENGINE: Twin-cylinder air-cooled two-stroke BORE / STROKE: 70 x 64mm

CAPACITY: 492cc COMPRESSION: 6.6:1 POWER OUTPUT: 45bhp @ 6000rpm TORQUE:
30lb-ft @ 5500rpm CARBURATION: 2x Mikuni 32mm IGNITION: Battery / coil GEARBOX: five-

speed, constant mesh PRIMARY DRIVE: Helical gear TRANSMISSION: Wet multi-plate clutch
FINAL DRIVE: Simplex chain FRAME: Welded tubular steel double cradle FRONT SUSPENSION:

Tele forks REAR SUSPENSION: Dual shocks, cross-braced swinging arm FRONT TYRE: 3.25 x
19in REAR TYRE: 4.00 x 18in FRONT BRAKE: 8in drum REAR BRAKE: 7in drum

WHEELBASE: 57.5in SEAT HEIGHT: 32in GROUND CLEARANCE: 7.3in DRY WEIGHT:
187kg FUEL CONSUMPTION: 46mpg STANDING ¼ MILE: 14.31 seconds BRAKING

DISTANCE: 33ft from 30mph TOP SPEED: 105mph

Above: The Cobra is intended
mainly for track parades, but
the only real obstacle to getting
it through a daylight MoT is the
noise from those Swarbrick
exhausts!

CBG
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“The Pantah has a disconcerting habit,” reveals
owner Roger Henderson, “of whispering in your
ear: ‘Go on, you can get past that’, or saying ‘you
could have gone around that corner 10mph faster’.
“It’s not the fastest thing on the planet, but it

covers ground quickly and sounds glorious. It’s a
lovely bike, light and responsive. It likes to be given
its head, but is happy enough poddling along.”
Roger was familiar with the breed when he

bought his 1983 500SL because he’d previous
owned a Cagiva Allazzura; “essentially the same
bike in different clothes”. While the Ducati is an

outright sportster, the adventure-sports Cagiva is
better suited to sightseeing. So how did these
machines come about in the first place?
In the 1970s, Ducati’s expensive-to-assemble

bevel-head engines prevented the firm adopting
cost-effective mass production techniques. After
an unsuccessful parallel twin experiment, Fabio
Taglioni created the Pantah 500SL for 1980 and
spawned subsequent generations of belt-driven 90º
V-twins, yay unto Monsters and the Multistrada.
Driving the single overhead cam by belt was a
controversial innovation. It was “no more precise”
than bevel gears, said Taglioni, but “lowers
mechanical noise”, which gave the Pantah a
fighting chance against its Oriental competition.
More importantly, the belt drive “cut assembly
costs” so Ducati could “get the same accuracy
without the complexity”.
Owners were (and still are) advised to check belt

tension every 5000 miles and to replace them at
12,500 miles – on top of the time-consuming business
of adjusting the desmo head. So this arrangement

Bella cinquecento
The innovative 500SL: expensive new, almost affordable now

Photos: RogeR HendeRson / MoRtons ARcHive

‘The handling and roadholding are
quite exceptional. There’s nothing

like a thoroughbred Italian for
finding out how a motorcycle should

really handle’

Above: Ducati needed to
make its cambelt twins look
significantly different to the
bevel-drivers of old, and
succeeded
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wasn’t quite as cost effective for the purchaser as it
was for the production engineers. Says Roger: “It
doesn’t pay to neglect servicing. The mayhem caused
by a snapped belt doesn’t bear thinking about!”
The Pantah broke new ground with many

features which today define a ‘classic Ducati’,
such as the trellis frame with the engine as a
stressed member, that toothed belt drive to the
overhead camshaft, chain-driven primary
transmission, a swingarm mounted on to the rear
of the crankcase; short wheelbase; light weight,
stable steering and a revvy powerplant. “The
engine revs as freely as any Jap multi,” said
Superbike in 1980, “and is a damn sight quicker
at picking up the power.”
The first Pantah used the engine dimensions

from 1973’s GP racer, at 74 by 58mm to give
499cc. Running 9.5:1 compression, the Pantah
output 50bhp at 8500rpm (46bhp at the rear
wheel) for a top speed of 115mph. Weighing just
180kg, the Pantah was nimble and peppy. “The
handling and roadholding are quite exceptional,”
said one roadtester. “There’s nothing like a
thoroughbred Italian for finding out how a
motorcycle should really handle.”
However, the Pantah attracted criticism from

traditional Ducati enthusiasts who thought the
handling had lost its pinpoint precision. The
Pantah’s suspension was softer – the front end
came in for particular criticism – possibly to make
the 500 more acceptable to riders who were used
to softly sprung Japanese sportbikes. Said Bike
magazine: “Popular myth says that Italian bikes

are plank-hard at the rear end but it’s a stigma that
the Pantah is shaking off. The five-position
Marzocchis ride the bumps well without
degenerating into sogginess.”
“As a 30-year-old classic, the Pantah’s chassis

has worn well,” says Roger. It has “typical Italian
suspension, but it’s not rock solid, and it has
tactile brakes.”
The Pantah’s tall gearing prevents it revving out in

top, and compared with earlier Ducati twins it didn’t
offer much low-down power or midrange torque.
Riders needed to slip the clutch to achieve a rapid
getaway, and to keep revving to get the best from the
engine. However, it sprinted a standing quarter mile
in 14.1 seconds – better with tweaks to the standard
Conti exhaust system and air intake. In standard spec
the Pantah was quicker than the Moto Guzzi Monza
and Honda’s CX500. It matched the Laverda Montjuic
and Yamaha XJ550 on top speed. Only the Kawasaki
550 four was significantly faster – but the others cost
30% less than the Ducati. In 1980 the 500 Pantah
was only £100 cheaper than a Suzuki GSX1100. “It’s
horrendously expensive for a 500,” said Bike. “Try not
to ride one if you can’t afford the payments,” said
Julian Ryder. “Otherwise you’ll just break your heart.”
For its high price, the Pantah was far from

perfect. Both tacho and speedo over-read. The
clutch made heavy weather of heavy traffic and
slipped at low revs. The battery discharged if left
standing, but overall the engine proved to be
reliable and oil-tight. The triple 260mm Brembo
disc brakes provided more than adequate stopping
power, and the twin 36mm Dell’Orto carbs were

This “beautifully preserved, runs perfect” 1982
500SL is up for grabs in Belgium, priced at £3800
(plus import costs and duties). See
themotorcyclefactory.com

BUY ITNOW

BRIEFING
KNowN Faults

Glass cracks and chips. Non-
standard exhaust now very
common. Check servicing

costs. Early clutches still slip:
HD springs and extra plates

often fitted, then clutch thrust
bearing fails. Gear selection
problems from 60,000 miles:
second gear typically fails first.

Check engine mounts for
cracking.

also coNsIdER
Laverda Montjuic (also rare,
harsh, highly strung); Moto

Guzzi V50 (softer, slower, more
user friendly); Morini 3½ (as
exciting, less expensive).

owNERs’ cluB
Ducati Owners’ Club GB,

docgb.org

Above: This is one long-lived
engine; derivatives are still in
production today. Take this as a
recommendation

♠

http://themotorcyclefactory.com
http://docgb.org
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retained throughout the model’s six-year evolution.
The 500SL returned 50mpg and was good for 230

miles on a tankful – although the rider would
appreciate covering those miles on rural A-roads. The
riding position and power delivery weren’t intended
for an urban environment. “The Pantah’s sporting
position gives us pain,” said Cycle magazine,
complaining of aching wrists, a nagging back and a
numb bum. The SL was “perfect for the individualist

who believes that the Japanese are much too
sensible to build anything like the Pantah”.
There were enough individualists around in the

early 1980s to make the Pantah a commercial
success. The 500 was swiftly followed by a 600SL
in 1981, the first Ducati to use an hydraulic clutch,
and which also came with a full fairing, stronger
gearbox, Bosch ignition, Japanese switchgear and
instruments, and Paioli 35mm forks with stronger
springs. The 600 output 58bhp at 8500rpm; good
for 120mph. A strangely styled, short-lived touring
600TL was built only in 1982. Then in 1983
Ducati created the 650SL, increasing the engine to
82 by 61.5mm, which finally produced the missing
midrange torque and raised maximum power to
63bhp at 8500rpm. This 649cc machine became
the pride of the Pantah pack – the most sought-
after model of the SL range.
When the 750F1 appeared in 1985, Pantah

production soon ceased. The SL engine, however,
found its way into all manner of other motorcycles,
including several Cagivas – which is where we began
with owner Roger. Compared with the Cagiva, he has
found the Pantah to be “a bit cramped”, but that’s
more down to “an old injury rather than a reflection
on the bike. I love its looks, and above all, it has
that undefinable quality: character.”
When it was launched, the press immediately

understood that the 500SL was something special.
Said Superbike: “The Pantah stands alone as the
modern wonderful expression of the fast V-twin
engine, integrally and intelligently built into a
revolutionary frame, coupled with a short
wheelbase, low weight and quick steering. The bits
that go together to make up the motorcycle are
enough to guarantee a fine ride.”

THE KNOWLEDGE
ENGiNE: Air-cooled, alloy inline 90º four-stroke V-twin BOrE/sTrOKE: 74 x 58mm CapaCiTy:

499cc COmprEssiON: 9.5:1 TimiNG: Toothed belt-driven desmo sohc primary DrivE: Helical
gear FiNaL DrivE: 530 chain CLuTCH: Multi-plate in oil bath CarBuraTiON: 2 x Dell’Orto

36mm PHF ExHausT: Conti 2-2 with balance pipe pOWEr: 50bhp @ 8500rpm TOrquE:
29.5lb-ft @ 6300rpm TraNsmissiON: Five-speed constant mesh gearbox FramE: Tubular steel

trellis FrONT suspENsiON: 35mm Marzocchi tele forks rEar suspENsiON: swingarm FrONT
BraKE: 2x 260mm Brembo disc rEar BraKE: 260mm Brembo disc FrONT TyrE: 100/90 H

18 rEar TyrE: 110/90 H 18 ELECTriCs: 12v, 260W alternator LiGHTiNG: 55/60W/H4
WHEELBasE: 1448mm sEaT HEiGHT: 32in GrOuND CLEaraNCE: 155mm Dry WEiGHT:

183kg priCE GuiDE: Low £3500, high £5500

Above: Minimalist
mechanicals, maximal
bodywork. Yep, it’s a Pantah!

CBG
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Sitting coSy at the bar of Le Caprice in
London is nearly as far as possible from the
oily-cold concrete of my garage in San
Francisco, and still Susan’s conversation
turned to moto-technical questions.

“What’s that thing on your Velocette,
which gave you trouble on the Cannonball,
and everyone talks about, and without which
nothing happens?” I ran through a list of
possibles; plenty went wrong on my 1933
KTT! Camshaft, bevel gear, valves, rocker
arm... “Ooh I like rocker arm, that’s sexy, but
not what I’m talking about. I’ll remember it in
the middle of the night probably.”

With a vision of tattooed biceps on leather-
clad 60s youth, we let the subject drop and
dug into our sliced roast duck, lubricating
further chat with a nice Bordeaux. I treasure
Susan’s complete lack of mechanical
comprehension; brilliant people don’t necessarily ‘get’ engines, and her
understanding of machines is purely poetic, which occasionally inspires a
column for a motorcycle magazine.

‘Magneto!’ The sequined armcandy who’d been elbowing my back while
table-less almost dropped her Negroni. Susan was absolutely right; “The
magneto is like the soul of the bike. It can’t live without one, and when it
breaks, all you guys talk about it.” The soul? We were off to the land of
metaphor, wondering which part equalled what quality – which is the soul,
which the spirit, or brain of a bike? She asked me to clarify, again, the
function of the magneto, so came talk of electrical generation, the build-up
of energy, and its sudden release as a spark, which Susan decided was
perilously close to magic. “The magic-neato,” I responded, ‘I’m stealing that
for my column, what a gorgeous description.’ But I thought perhaps the soul
of a bike is the engine entire, when alive, bellowing, and breathing; the
mechanical animal unleashed, whereas the magneto is the spirit which
animates an otherwise cold machine, without which you have nothing (unless
you have a battery ignition, which is hardly mysterious at all). Coming full
circle to the age of computers, I think most riders consider a ‘black box’
ignition pretty close to magic, all over again. There’s no tinkering with one,
and it announces no reason for expiring; disposable, replaceable magic.

As Susan notes, talk of magnetos dominates tech-chat at any old bike

gathering; I’ve ridden on 23 annual Velocette
club summer rides, which last a week and
cover about 1000 miles each. My anecdotal
beer-chat survey indicates the most common
stops-your-ride problem on these rallies is
magneto trouble, usually the condenser. The
first symptom of failure is a stubborn refusal
to restart a hot motor, requiring the machine
to be push-started by indulgent (and
increasingly elderly) friends. Not much fun in
the 100-degree heat of an eastern Oregon
summer. Such moments cause a usually
harmless rider to curse the very soul of an
otherwise innocent motorbike.

Two weeks prior, I’d had the opposite sort
of discussion with Dr Charles Falco, the
physicist who co-curated the Art of the
Motorcycle exhibit at the Guggenheim.
Charles’ geekiness transcends all others –

just when you thought you understood the basic principles behind the
magneto, you’ll discover yourself facing a hundred columns of chalkboard
equations while he talks. More prosaically, we were grousing about well-
known magneto rebuilders delivering shoddy work (oh, you’ve never had a
mag done and been disappointed?), and he hyperlinked me to an extended
(i.e. book-length) lesson/real-time demonstration on rebuilding an early
Bosch magneto, including various tests with obsolete or home-built
machinery, which listed processes and results beyond the ken of my meagre
high school physics. Regardless, the dissertation was extraordinary in its
minute detail, and utterly fascinating. It also spelled out the doom of
continued use of our beloved antique machines on the road, unless we, that
is you and me, convince someone to make condensers which will withstand
the rigours and peculiarities of a motorcycle engine. Because according to
Charles’ tests, all NOS magneto condensers will fail, and only one
contemporary example passes his tests, a Sony part, and it’s been out of
production for years.

I brought this up with Susan – the impending doom of nearly all pre-1960
motorcycles – which she thought a remarkable business opportunity for a
moto-savvy manufacturer. I had to agree; it’s time a few entrepreneurial
engineers to get this sorted, so we can worry about the soul of a motorcycle,
and not just its spark. CBG

paul d’orleans

magic-neato
The first symptom of
failure is a refusal to
restart a hot motor…

|| opinion ||

WHO IS PAUL D’ORLEANS?
Paul d’Orleans is a writer, artist, sartorialist and photographer. He’s best known as ‘The Vintagent’ for his long-running blog and judges

concours such as the Quail and Villa d’Este, consults for Bonhams auctions, shoots digital and ‘Tintype’ photographs, and is curating an
exhibit on cafe racers at the Sturgis Motorcycle Museum.

‘The magneto is like the soul of the bike. It can’t live without one, and
when it breaks, all you guys talk about it’

illustration by martin squires
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Late Last summer, on a warm and sunny
day, I decided to ride down to the Paignton
Bike Night at the sea front in Torbay.

My mount was one of my Norton Bobber
Specials, a frisky little machine powered by a
1950 Daytona Manx engine in a rigid and
girder fork frame. With disc brakes, plenty of
aluminium components, no lights and a very
minimalistic approach, it only weighs in at
250lb.

I arrived at the sea front along with
hundreds of other riders and machines, and
was directed to the right of the promenade
road. Modern machines to the left and old
ones to the right. There were already about
500 bikes lined up along both sides of the
road and thousands of people milling about.
I rode about five yards, cut the engine,
pushed the bike onto the pavement and
leant it against the first lamppost (no stand
on my bike). Within a few seconds a chap in
a fluorescent jacket comes running up yelling.

“You can’t do that!”
“Do what?” I replied.
“Ride a bike along the pavement.”
“I did not ride it, I just pushed it onto the pavement, so that I could park

against this lamppost.”
He then went on to tell me about health and safety rules and regulations,

about how I could have pushed the bike into a member of the public,
potential litigation, and so on and on. Being generally a law abiding citizen,
I then pushed my machine off the pavement and towards the direction I came
in from.

“You can’t do that!” he shouted at me.
“Do what?” I replied.
“It’s one-way,” he said.
I looked at him straight in the eye. “Are you trying to give me a hard time?

It is 500 yards that way and only five yards to where that police motorcyclist
and his machine are. With or without your approval I am going to push my
bike over there and lean it against the wall next to the copper and have a
chat with him.” And that is what I did. The copper, who turned out to be a
very nice man, had witnessed the whole scenario and we talked about
motorcycles, health and safety and fools in fluorescent jackets.

After a couple of hours spent looking at all
the motorcycles and their proud owners,
which ranged from Dennis Hopper lookalikes
on scruffy Harleys to middle-aged men
squeezed into Valentino Rossi leathers with
their Ninja type race bikes, and very large
riders on very large Honda Gold Wings, I
decided to leave.

With no lights on my mount, I thought I had
better get going before the darkness. The
valve lifter was not working and with a 10 to
1 compression ratio, my bike is hard to kick-
start, but easy to bump start because of its
light weight. Both directions along the
promenade were still packed with spectators,
bikes, families with prams, old codgers eating
fish and chips and stray dogs. Not a good
idea to try to bump start my machine along
the promenade with the inevitable risk of
falling foul of Health & Safety Man. So I
noticed that the entry road to the promenade

was now empty, free of both traffic and people, and it had the added bonus
of being slightly downhill; perfect for a run and bump.

Helmet and gloves on, I tickled the carb, backed on compression, big push
and away I went. The bike fired up immediately and just as I was approaching
the exit, guess what happened? Mr DayGlo Health & Safety jumped out in
front of me. He appeared from nowhere! How did he do that? He must have
been watching me. He had singled me out among a thousand other bikers.
Was I the reason he was here? Was I his raison d’être? Was I paranoid?

“You can’t do that!”
“Do what?” I replied.
“It’s one way,” he said. So I tried to suggest to him that I could either ride

another 10 yards down this road that was completely empty or turn round
and navigate past all the mayhem on the main promenade. I ended up doing
the latter! What a complete w****r. He was so hell bent on following his
perceived idea of health and safety that the area of his brain related to
common sense had shrivelled to the size of his little finger.

I cannot recall when I first heard the term ‘health and safety’, perhaps it
was about 20 years ago. Apparently the H&S act was established in 1974
and it is perhaps the most abused and ridiculous piece of legislation ever.
Okay, I acknowledge that in certain fields it has an important role to play, but
let common sense also have its place. cBG

GeorGe cohen

‘You can’t
dothat!’

With an enjoyable bike night the
goal, George instead met a
fluorescent nemesis who

couldn’t see sense.

WHO IS GEORGE COHEN?
Dr George Cohen, MBBS MSc MRCPsych BA Eng, holds surgery in The Somerset Shed, and specialises in Norton singles. He’s also a VMCC

Norton Specialist, Bonhams Motoring Consultant, ‘Doctor of Reason’ and ‘Soldier of Fortune’

‘I cannot recall when I first heard the term ‘health and safety’, perhaps it was
about 20 years ago. Apparently the H&S act was established in 1974 and it is

perhaps the most abused and ridiculous piece of legislation ever’

illustration by martin squires

|| opinion ||
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EARNED A BREAK? Then what about....

D eep in theCornish country side a nd y etonly ten m inutesoff them a in M 5/A 30holida y
route,our200 a cre fa rm offersy ou theidea lw a y to unw ind fora few da y sin oneof our

lovely converted ba rnsjustinla nd from thebea utiful
N orth Cornish Coa st.

H a ve a rea lbla stfrom thepa ston oneof ourCla ssicB ritish bikes,then rela x by our
hea ted pool(M a y -S eptem ber) ortry troutfishing orcla y pigeon shooting on the fa rm .

G olf coursesw ithin 5m iles. O urcotta ges a recom forta ble,w a rm a nd w ellequipped a nd
ha ve digita lTV,interneta nd w ildlifew ebca m s.

P a rking fory ourca rsa nd bikes.
O pen a ll yea r- including Chris tm a s a nd N ew Yea r

B IK ES AVA ILA B LE:A JS ,A R IE L ,B S A ,M a tchless,N orton, P a nthera nd Truim ph.
4 sta rself-ca tering cotta ges for2 - 16peoplefrom £45/da y

Ca ll John orA lison ford eta ils: 0156 6 785386

Co rnis h Cla s s ic Ho lid a ys
View a lltheCla ssicB ritish B ikeson ourw ebsite

w w w .cornishcla ssicholida y s.co.uk

M ilesof gloriousopen roa ds,w onderfulview sa nd fun forthew hole fa m ily.
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orphonePaulon 01260 279443orphonePaulon 01260 279443
forabrochureforabrochure

WITH THE NEW YEAR HERE AND THE DAYS (VERY
SLOWLY) LENGTHENING now’s the time to dare to
dream… of the upcoming year and sunny
destinations, whether home or abroad. For those
in the motorcycling community, there’s nothing
better than planning a trip and taking a break on
your bike. So here are just a few great ideas…

White Rose Tours was established in 1996 and is a
family company offering both motorcycle touring
holidays in both the UK and Europe.
The tours cover everything from guided
weekend breaks to fully escorted European tours,
and for 2015 the team has a new tour to Norway
and a fantastic two week tour to the Canyon lands
of Utah. For full information find White Rose at
www.motorcycletours.co.uk or call 01423 770103.

If you have Europe in your sights, the experts to
call are at Railsavers. The UK’s leading Motorail
specialist has been running trips for 25 years.
Trains run to Italy and Slovenia, and the company
specialises in motorcycles, offering free motorail
on selected dates, lower fares and plenty of bike
special offers. Check the company’s website for
motorcycle and trike offers.
Railsavers also offers a choice of sleepers, from
de luxe to bargain berths. For advice call 01253
595555 or log on to www.motorail-rider.com

Cornish Classics offers the best of British, proudly
saying that it offers ‘maximum smiles per hour’.
Whether a couple or a party of 16, at Waterloo
Farm you can enjoy one of the company’s six
delightful, self-catering barn conversions.
Cornish Classics specialises in providing relaxing

farm based holidays, but there’s an added twist to
the throttle as the team also specialises in
providing classic and retro style motorcycles and
scooters for fantastic fun days out.
For details call 01872 862492 or visit
www.cornishclassicholidays.co.uk

Spectacular, sweeping, motorcycle friendly roads
and a once-in-a-lifelime experience – that’s how
Thailand Motorcycle Tours describes its holidays.
Your tour is individually tailored to suit you by
proprietor Miles Nadin and his Thai wife Bpuk.
You’ll be able to cruise along in style, enjoying
unsurpassed accommodation – no expense is
spared in ensuring your holiday enjoyment. Visit
www.thaimotorcycletouring.com for details.

H-C Travel’s India tours are the jewel in the crown
of the company’s Asian Adventures. Kerala,
Rajasthan and the Himalayas offer three

contrasting destinations, and H-C Travel will again
be working with adventure bike rider Tiffany
Coates in 2015 to offer a unique women only
Ladies of Ladakh adventure. But if Asia isn’t for
you, check out the tours and rentals in NZ,
Australia, South Africa, Canada and authorised
Harley-Davidson tours and rentals in the USA.
Visit www.hctravel.com

Looking for somewhere to visit where you’ll be
assured of a warm welcome by like-minded bike
enthusiasts? The Victoria in Whitwick Road,
Coalville is the ideal place.
‘Vic’ owner John has a lifelong passion for bikes.
As he says: “I was plonked in my mother’s arms
who was sitting in the sidecar of my dad’s BSA
M20.” He will wax lyrical about Beezers, but even
more important, The Vic is a true bikers’ pub with
regular events and a great atmosphere.
For more details, visit www.vicbikerspub.co.uk

http://s.co.uk
http://www.motorcycletours.co.uk
http://www.motorail-rider.com
http://www.cornishclassicholidays.co.uk
http://www.hctravel.com
http://www.vicbikerspub.co.uk
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Prowling Cat
Nobody but a fool would kick a sleeping panther to wake it
up... unless it’s just a big pussy. So claims Phillip Tooth,

and he would know…

Photos: PHILLIP TOOTH
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I
t might not be one of the fastest classic
bikes in the world and it never earned a
reputation as a racetrack tool, but that big
sloping cylinder makes the Model 100
Panther one of the most iconic British

motorcycles of all time. This is a sloper with a
history that stretches way back to 1904 when Joah
Carver Phelon and Richard Moore started making
the P&M motorcycle, using the engine to replace
the frame’s front downtube. That same layout was
still the most noticeable thing about the last big
Panther when the factory closed for good in 1966.
The Panther name first graced a P&M petrol tank

in 1923, with the introduction of a sports version
of the 555cc side valve single. But the 1951
Panther we feature here is the 600cc Model 100,
a ‘big pussy’ that is as much at home hauling a

double-adult sidecar as it is being ridden solo.
Riders of fast-revving twins might struggle to

understand why anyone would want to own a
slogging single, but that’s exactly why people like
Andy Tiernan love them. “A big pussy offers
tremendous pulling power and reliability while
drinking petrol like a kitten lapping milk from a
saucer,” says Andy. “P&M quoted 90mpg for a solo
and 60mpg with a sidecar. That’s about as
optimistic as today’s car manufacturers’ claims,
but I can easily get 65mpg.”
The secret of that pulling power is a flywheel

assembly that weighs nearly 30lb. Get them
spinning and they will store up enough kinetic
energy to make a molehill out of a mountain. But
although P&M described the Panther as a
‘heavyweight’, the 1950 Model 100 must be one of
the lightest 600cc motorcycles ever designed to haul
a sidecar. In spite of having twin exhausts and
passenger footrests made out of thick strips of iron –
they look like they were made by a blacksmith – the
pussy weighs only 386lb before filling up the petrol
tank and pouring a couple of litres of oil into the
front of the crankcase. Not having a front downtube
in the frame must have saved a couple of pounds!
P&M claimed three advantages for the semi-dry

sump lubrication system: first, because the oil
container is part of the crankcase the oil warms up
to operating temperature much quicker than it
would with a separate oil tank. Second, though the

ABOVE
The big beast. Even in 1951,

this engine plainly belonged to
an earlier age

The twin pipes reminded someone
in the CBG office of a set of tusks.

Wheely mammoth, anyone?

Head and barrel are held down
against ferocious feline power

surges by a set of very long
through-bolts, and are both
forged from cast-iron. The

engine’s oil is carried in the
triangular crankcase extension;
the be-finned projection sitting

exactly where the cooling
breezes would be most

effective. Electrical chores were
handled by Mr Lucas, of course

‘A big pussy offers tremendous
pulling power and reliability

while drinking petrol like a kitten
lapping milk from a saucer’

♠
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1951 Model 100 Panther

sump gets heat from the engine it has cooling fins
and gets a decent blast of cooling air when you
ride along – much more so than a steel tank
hidden under the seat. And thirdly, since oil return
is by gravity, or is thrown over the weir into the
sump by the flywheels, you don’t need a scavenge
pump. It may have been old-fashioned even in the
1950s, but the system had worked reliably for over
25 years before the Model 100 was introduced.
Those Yorkshire engineers must have reasoned that
if it wasn’t broke they didn’t need to fix it.
These simple ohv engines are easy to work on,

which is good news because P&M recommended a
decoke every 5000 miles. “That was probably down
to the quality of oils used back then,” says Andy.
“You could easily double that distance before lifting
the head.” Some Panther owners have complained
of high oil consumption, and of over-oiling wetting
the spark plug. There are three modifications that
can be carried out to cure this problem. The easiest
is to check that the breather fitted to the engine
sprocket nut is free between the split pin and the
flange. If that doesn’t cure the problem, look at the
oil pump. This is a very simple design and is located
in the timing chest. It is gear driven with a rotor and
plunger, with a pressure release fitted in the body.
Fitting a slightly weaker spring will reduce the oil
pressure, or alternatively you can drill a 6mm hole
through one side of the plunger, so reducing the
feed to the valve mechanism.
A more drastic solution to over-oiling

recommended by Wally Wilson, a Panther

BELOW:
The rider’s view was

uninterrupted by much in the
way of in-flight entertainment

back then…
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technician in the late 1950s, is to strip the
engine, split the crankcase and machine 5⁄8in off
the top of the dividing web (a knife-edge weir that
separates the flywheel chamber from the oil
compartment). This will allow more oil to return
quickly from the crankcase to the oil compartment.
But before you start carving off metal, check that
the joint between the oil chamber and the
crankcase was sealing properly!
Early Model 100s used roller main bearings on

the timing side, plus two ball bearings on the
drive side. This was later changed to two roller
bearings, one either side of the flywheels, plus an
outrigger ball bearing on the drive side. The earlier
models can be updated without altering the
crankcases or mainshafts.
“The Burman gearbox gives very little trouble,”

continues Andy. “Up until 1948 it was filled with a
mixture of grease and oil, so if there are felt seals
on the kick-start and gearshift shafts then you have

an early box. After that date they were filled with
engine oil.” The primary chain is adjusted after
slackening the pivot bolt on the top lug of the
gearbox by about one turn and, after slackening
the locknuts, moving the adjusting bolts on the
underside. With a hot engine, the correct free up
and down movement at the tightest point of the
chain is 3⁄8in. “If the gearbox jumps out of top gear
when the chain is correctly tensioned, try lowering
the right side footrest a little,” suggests Andy.
“This will give more travel at the change lever and
should sort the problem, but if it persists then it is
likely that the driving gear bushes have moved in
towards the sliding gear, preventing proper
engagement, and that means a gearbox strip.” The
rear chain is adjusted on snail cams, which also
keep the wheel in alignment.
Even when pulling a sidecar, the Burman clutch

gives little trouble if it is kept properly adjusted,
and that means with the springs screwed in until

ABOVE:
Sprung saddles provide a
decent level of comfort, even
with the rigid frame, and the
engine boasts far more
character, charm and charisma
than it does outright
performance. Nothing wrong
with that, either…

♠
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they are just level with the spring plate. Check that
the spring plate lifts off evenly, and if it doesn’t
then adjust individual springs until you get it right.
Andy’s Model 100 has a rigid rear end, but for

the 1947 season the girder forks were replaced by
Dowty Oleomatic telescopics, which are air-sprung
and oil damped. As Panther was quick to point out,
air springing has the advantage of allowing
considerable movement for normal road surfaces,
but with the ability to absorb hard shocks at the
extremes of fork travel. The air pressure in the
forks can be adjusted to suit the load – solo, with
passenger or with a fully laden sidecar. Simply
attach a bicycle pump to the Schrader valve on the
top of the leg. Now pump away until the red dot on
the front of each lower sliding tube lines up with
the bottom edges of the fork shrouds. Only a small
volume of air is needed.
“Dowty forks look skinny enough to twist if you

push hard on the handlebars,” says Andy. “But
appearances can be deceptive. They easily stand
up to hauling a sidecar.” Panther stuck with
Dowty units until the end of 1953, when the
heavyweights were fitted with P&M’s own-design
fork, while swinging arm suspension was finally
offered as an option on the 1954 models.
This is one of the last heavyweights to use a

separate magneto and dynamo, as P&M started
fitting the Lucas Magdyno combined unit in the
middle of 1951. With a lowly 6.5:1 compression

ratio, starting the 600cc Sloper is easy enough, but
if you are a lightweight you might appreciate the
neat device that P&M added to make encouraging
the pussy to purr even easier. Lifting the short lever
on the timing chest cover holds the exhaust valve
off its seat until the piston is halfway up the
compression stroke – P&M called it a ‘half-
compression device’ and introduced it before the
First World War. With this operating it was a little
easier for the 87mm piston to climb to the top of
the 100mm stroke and for the first big bang to
occur. As soon as the engine is running, the rider
taps down the half-compression lever. The clutch on
the Burman box features a rubber shock absorber,
so there’s never a hint of transmission snatch.
Now it’s time to enjoy that slogging pussy power.

First gear engages with a positive click, and the
motor responds with almost a snarl as the clutch
bites and the Panther goes on the prowl. This
engine is every bit as flexible as a side valve. Open
it up and the exhaust sounds just a little crisper as
the motor creams off the last of the 23bhp available
at 5500rpm. You can hustle the Model 100 – it may
not accelerate like a scalded cat, and P&M’s claim
of 85mph top speed seems like wishful thinking,
but you’ll give most touring singles a run for their
money. “You don’t even need to look at the
speedometer,” says Andy. “If the Model 100 feels
happy in top gear you are cruising at 60mph. And
you can hold that speed all day long.”

If a 600cc engine is not
big enough for you, late
in 1958 P&M introduced
the Model 120 Panther.
At 650cc it was the
largest capacity single
cylinder motorcycle in
production. The
compression ratio
remained at 6.5:1 but a
smaller exhaust valve,
squish head and bigger

carburettor combined to
increase the power.

The extra 50cc came
from increasing the bore
by 1mm and lengthening
the stroke by 6mm,
which also involved
reducing the diameter of
the flywheels by ¼in
(6.4mm) so that they
didn’t foul the
descending piston.

The 650s have a
reputation for high oil
consumption, but at
least the Model 120 has
swinging arm
suspension and full-
width brake hubs. And
with 28hp – an increase
of nearly 5hp on the
Model 100 – the bigger
pussy was an even
better sidecar hauler.

Bigger banger

ABOVE
Air suspension is nothing new.
The Dowty ‘Oleomatic’ forks
fitted to the Panther were
inflated by attaching a bicycle
hand pump to this little valve

Braking is best achieved using
the rear brake and the engine’s
compression. This is why…

The lever which resembles a
gear lever is the gear lever. In
front of it is Panther’s unique
half-compression device,
intended to ease the kicking-
over routine

CBG
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PLACES TO BE



T
he Triumph Bonneville is widely
recognised as the most iconic European
streetbike produced in the past 50
years, ever since its birth back in 1958
in belated recognition of Johnny Allen’s

September 1956 feat of achieving a new two-wheeled
outright world record at 214.17mph on the
Bonneville Salt Flats, in a streamliner powered by an
unsupercharged 650cc Triumph twin motor, built by
Texan tuner Jack Wilson.

Wilson’s achievement in wresting unlikely depths
of performance from a parallel-twin pushrod motor
opened the door to half a century of hop-ups of the
model which his and Allen’s achievement gave
birth to.

No other motorcycle has formed the basis for so
many variations on a theme down the years as the
Triumph Bonneville – from helping invent the cafe
racer concept in the Swinging Sixties to the host of
California hot rods created in the 1960s and 70s for
both on- and off-road use, including dirt oval and
TT racing in the hands of men like Gary Nixon,
Dick Hammer and Skip Van Leeuwen. The
Triumph Bonneville has proved more

Trick
Tracker
Making the most of a Bonneville, the
South Bay Way. Alan Cathcart rode
the result…

Photos by Kevin Wing

♠
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consistently versatile than any other classic-era
motorcycle down the years – making its Y2K
revival, 10 years into John Bloor’s revival of the
marque, a cause for rejoicing among those with
fond memories of The Way It Was.
Although Triumph itself later delivered a sportier

version of the born-again Bonneville – the Thruxton
– few tuners anywhere pay serious attention to
freeing-up extra performance from its air/oil-cooled
dohc eight-valve engine. Which makes Matt Capri a
man to mark... and not only because his California-
based South Bay Triumph dealership gained
Triumph’s coveted No.1 Dealer Award in the USA
in 2006, making him a key player in the British
company’s ongoing expansion in the US market.
Capri is a serious speed-hound, and since 1995

his Pacific Coast Highway shop has been a Mecca
for imaginatively engineered go-faster updates of
stock Triumphs, such as the fully street-legal
turbocharged Daytona 1200 four on which Capri
set Bonneville records (salt, this time – not
model!) at over 200mph, or the 400 horsepower
turbo Daytona T595 triple he built next, which ran
157mph, again with him aboard. I’m proud to say
that it’s thanks to Matt’s tuning skills that I
presently hold four FIM World Land Speed Records
on South Bay Triumph Bonneville motorcycles. The
parts and kits he’s developed to achieve this
success are available at
www.triumphperformanceusa.com and are shipped
all over the world.
“It’s kinda satisfying that we have so many

customers in Great Britain, as well as Australia and
New Zealand and all those other ex-colonies!” says
Capri. “I guess it shows we can give them

something for their British motorcycles that they
can’t get closer to home.”
A native New Yorker, Capri transplanted himself to

California in 1973 to become BMW’s western sales
manager, and then in 1980 helped found
Luftmeister, the BMW tuning house that set many
speed records with Capri-concocted turbocharged
and normally-aspirated boxers and four-cylinder K-
models during the next decade-and-a-half. Founding
South Bay Triumph in 1995 saw Matt switch his
allegiance back to the British marque at the outset
of its Bloor-era ride down the comeback trail in the
USA – though he’d already had history with Triumph
back in his college days in the 1960s.
“I built a TT special based on the Tiger 100 in

the engineering labs at school,” recalls Capri. “But
I didn’t have time to hit the dirt-track circuits with
it, so I concentrated on the illegal street drags
where you could earn some real money. There were
lots of uncompleted freeways around New York
back then where you could race pretty safely, and
there’d be some big bets going down which helped
me take home my fair share of bucks. You could
say Triumph helped pay my way through college!
“Eventually I was sponsored by the local Triumph

dealer, who sold lots of bikes because we did so
good in the drags, so after that I went legit, and
started going to the legal tracks, chasing records
with bikes I’d learned to tune myself. Me and my
buddy Jack Wilson of Big D Triumph in Texas
traded records back and forth for many years, only
unlike Jack I did the riding as well as the tuning –
I liked the challenge of combining the two.”
So Capri’s return to the British brand inevitably

meant tuning and racing Triumphs again, too –

ABOVE
High, wide bars and rearset
rests encourage a certain

flamboyance in the riding style.
As seen here…

BELOW
Matt Capri explains to Alan

Cathcart that the twisty thing
on the right makes it go fast…

http://www.triumphperformanceusa.com
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with some success, as the official plaque mounted
on the South Bay Triumph showroom wall proudly
proclaims: “August 1998 – World’s 1000cc
Production Motorcycle Speed Record at
173.735mph on Triumph Daytona T595 –
Bonneville, Utah, USA.”
“It took Yamaha three years to beat that record

with an R1,” says Capri proudly. “It was the first
absolute speed record Triumph ever held with a
stock motorcycle, and we prepared and raced it out
of this shop.”
With a proven track record for performance

tuning, it was inevitable that Matt Capri would turn
his attention to Triumph’s new-generation
Bonneville. His customers have a full choice of
tune-ups, from a light makeover, with bolt-on
flatslides and a modified airbox, up to a big-bore
motor with heaps of attitude and 40% more
performance over a stock Bonneville. But it was
only a matter of time before Capri looked at
matching his power-up tuning expertise with
sportier handling than the stock Bonneville twin-
shock chassis could deliver.
The South Bay Triumph 1150 Mirage (named

after the Southern Californian dry lake just north of
the Mexican border where Capri set many of his
speed records down the years) is the result,
available for purchase, built to special order. A
bored and stroked California hot rod utilising a
lightweight monoshock chassis from Idaho-based
dirt track specialist C&J Frames, the Mirage
represents the fastest, most powerful, Triumph
Bonneville-powered streetbike yet made for
customer sale, while still paying homage to its oval
track ancestry.

To which it’s thoroughly faithful, with C&J’s
trademark open-cradle 4130 chrome-moly chassis
delivering a stripped-out streetrod that uses the
heavy Bonneville engine as a semi-stressed frame
member, which in turn allows the Mirage to weigh
in at just 379lb with oil, but no fuel – or 409lb
fully tanked up. Big savings come from the forged
aluminium wheels, sourced from Carrozzeria in
Japan, which scale a remarkable 20lb less than
the stockers, says Capri. The front one is fitted
with a pair of 320mm EBC carbon steel petal
discs, clamped on this prototype in a set of 43mm
Marzocchi upside-down forks acquired from the
Aprilia RSV-R parts bin.
“But we use Daytona 675 front suspension for

the customer bikes,” he says. “It keeps it in the
family!” He does retain the superb Penske shock
fitted to the Mirage’s cantilever rear suspension,
though, which is not only fully adjustable but also
has separate settings for both high and low speed
damping. About the only concession to show rather

‘It’s kinda satisfying that we have so
many customers in Great Britain. I
guess it shows we can give them
something for their British motorcycles
that they can’t get closer to home’
– Matt Capri

ABOVE
Round back, the original
Triumph twin-shock bounce has
been upgraded more than a
little

Monster stomp demands
monster stop. As seen here.
The front end has Italian
origins, from the Aprilia parts
collection

♠
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than go is the Mirage’s beautifully made – but at
13lb rather heavy – seat, made from hand-rolled
steel by MGS Customs in Lancaster, California. “It
looks nice – but the customer bikes’ glass fibre
ones are less than half the weight,” says Capri.
To create a power-up parallel-twin to plug into

this minimalist street tracker frame, he took a
Bonneville motor and, while retaining the stock
crankcases, flywheel, dual counterbalancers and
gearbox, fitted a crankshaft stroked by 6.3mm,
still with Triumph’s traditional 360° two-up throws,
matched to Nikasil-coated cylinder bores maxed
out to 99mm – the most that the stock crankcases
can support, says Capri. This punches the original
790cc Bonneville motor out to 1147cc, with
99x74.3mm dimensions, over the stock 86x68mm
build. That’s a lot more mojo!
The extra cubes come partly via a cylinder block

which started life as a solid billet of 6061

aluminium, before being CNC-machined into a
work of art, complete with around 25% greater fin
area for the air/oil-cooled motor. Heavy-duty
chrome-moly engine studs bind the package
together, while Carrillo rods carry three-ring flat-top
Arias pistons, each fitted with custom gudgeon
pins that are 40% lighter than stock, and offset to
minimise piston slap by countering the effects of
the light slipper pistons’ ultra-short skirts. These
deliver 11.5:1 compression (stock Bonneville is
9.2:1), in spite of which the Mirage motor still
runs on pump fuel, yet delivers 106bhp at the rear
wheel at 7500rpm on the same Dynojet rig that
had clocked the stock Bonnie motor at 61bhp.
That’s right: 70% more horsepower, in a bike 20%
lighter than a stock Bonnie – and an equal
injection of extra torque, which now maxes out at
over 80lb-ft at 4200rpm, up from 47lb-ft as
standard. That huge increase in performance
requires Capri to raise the gearing from the stock
17/42 to 19/40 – the equivalent of a massive 8T
off the rear wheel, allowing him to officially record
148mph at El Mirage when he took the bike to
meet its namesake.
“This is a 150mph motorcycle at sea level, no

question,” says Capri , who retains the stock five-
speed Bonneville gearbox, but beefs up the
transmission with a Barnett multiplate Kevlar
clutch, with stiffer springs which have differential
rates to dial in some progressivity to the pick-up.
A key to this huge increase in performance is the

‘That’s right: 70% more
horsepower, in a bike 20% lighter

than a stock Bonnie – and an
equal injection of extra torque’

ABOVE
This is how well it goes…

...And this is why it goes so
well. The basic Bonnie engine,

breathed on in almost every
imaginable way, stretching the
potency / reliability envelope

maybe as far as it will go
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modified Bonneville eight-valve cylinder head,
which Capri has ported and gas-flowed via a
beautiful five-angle valve job typical of the SoCal
tuning school, then fitted soup-plate sized one-
piece stainless steel valves, the 36.5mm inlets no
less than 6mm larger than stock, and the 31mm
exhausts 5mm over, all fitted with Daytona springs
with titanium retainers.
“These were in the kit I developed back in 1997

to get the Production land speed record on the
955 Daytona,” says Capri. “It’s gratifying they have
the same set-up on the current Daytona 675,
except we use 0.9mm titanium shims to reduce
weight significantly, plus having a much larger
swept area with 40% greater flow than on the
stock head, means we can use much more
aggressive cams.” South Bay Triumph’s own high-
lift camshafts with substantially longer duration
are fitted, ground in the USA to Capri’s spec.
Twin 41mm Keihin FCR flatslides replace the

stock 36mm CVs, bolted to CNC-machined billet
intake manifolds, with a tapered bore blended into
the flowed head. Fitted with a pair of K&N filters,
the Keihin flatslides are married to South Bay’s
airbox kit, which increases filter surface area a
massive 41 times over stock, according to Capri, to
deliver a significantly freer-breathing package
whose extra revs are unlocked by an aftermarket
ignition box sourced from Part Joy in Japan. Using
Nology coils, this allows him to dial in an extra
1000 revs over the 7200rpm revlimiter

programmed into the stock Bonneville ECU.
Final part of the tuning equation is the Lubricor

exhaust with separate twin pipes, based on the
system which Capri designed for Triumph USA’s
official Thruxton Cup one-make road race series.
These feature 1¾in diameter ceramic-coated
headers, and incorporate a clever reverse-cone
megaphone located within the similarly shaped
outlets. The result is a muscularly musical exhaust
note which isn’t too offensive, yet still sounds
fruity. “We got hit with a fine for fitting non-EPA
legal aftermarket exhausts, so we gotta be careful,”
says Capri. “But I figure this sounds like a Triumph
should do, not a wanabee Harley like the 270°
Bonnevilles – don’t you agree?”
Sure do! But first I have to figure out how to

make that noise happen all by myself, which since
the Mirage doesn’t have an ignition key or even a
switch, is an acquired skill rather than a rideaway
rip-off waiting to happen. That’s because after
hopping aboard you must first press the red button
in the middle of the minimalist dash that’s actually
a stock Bonneville item carefully bandsawed in
half by Matt Capri, so that only the tacho remains.
“That’s the way we rode in the 1960s, so I figured
it was in keeping!” he argues. Can’t argue with
that – but still, how do I get this motor lit up?
Answer: seek out the two pimples in the lower

edge of the left handlebar rubber with your
forefinger. The outside one is the On-button, the
inner one works the starter. You press them in turn

ABOVE
Despite their heat shields, the
high level exhausts plainly
encourage a knees-out riding
stance. They also sound utterly
excellent of course

♠
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with the bike in neutral (no way to hold the clutch
lever in while you grope for them). The starter
motor chugs away briefly before the high-
compression motor catches fire, and settles to an
only slightly lumpy 1300rpm idle, with a muted
but muscular throb emanating from the twin high-
rise pipes. These are purposeful rather than loud,
while vibration from the engine is quite contained,
even though Matt Capri has retained the stock
counterbalancers in an engine that’s 45% bigger in
capacity than the one it’s based on.
It feels quite refined, with none of the signature

shakes of a 360° parallel-twin of yesteryear. Plus it
idles happily if a little lumpily at traffic lights, even
with those meaty cams fitted. Even with bigger
pistons he’s got the balance factor just right on the
stroker crank, because vibration remains minimal
even when you wind the throttle wide open as low
as 1800rpm, and the Mirage accelerates like the
jet fighter it shares its name with.
There’s zero transmission snatch as the front

wheel lightens in any of the bottom three gears –
just unmistakeable purpose as the tacho needle
scoots up to the 7500rpm mark and beyond. This

is serious mumbo from the jumbo-Triumph…
For what grabs you first, last and always about

the Mirage 1150 when you ride it is the effortless
grunt of that rorty motor, and the ultra-flat torque
curve that makes short-shifting effortlessly around
6500rpm all through the gears the preferred
option. The power curve is totally linear, and
acceleration punchy and satisfying, with the loud
but mellow blat from the twin exhausts delivering
the trademark Swingin’ Sixties accompaniment to
getting it on good on a British twin, as the
Bonnie’s front wheel first lifts lazily, then hovers
above the pavement hard on the gas at any of the
stoplight GP races. Those flatslide carbs give
instant throttle response either off the line or
exiting a turn, but there’s a crisp and responsive
crack to a midrange roll-on that’s addictive and
thrilling, especially to the background music of
those growling exhausts. The Way It Was – but with
much more power, and significantly more torque.
This is a real 21st century classic streetrod.
Though short-shifting just seems right in terms

of maxing out drive, the sweet-running motor has
an appetite for revs up to around the 8000rpm
mark. Low-down power is strong and muscular, but
from 3500-4000 revs upwards as the exhaust note
hardens, the Mirage really takes off and builds
speed very forcefully. Hold on tight and you can
feel the bars waggling lazily in your hands as the
torque peaks and holds. It’s only just over
7200rpm where the revlimiter would normally cut
in that you can feel the Triumph motor start to tail
off a little. Shift at eight grand and you’re right
back in the fat part of the power curve again,
accelerating hard once more.
Five speeds in the gearbox are quite enough for a

ABOVE
The South Bay machine

encourages hard riding, and
Alan Cathcart sure does know

how to oblige. Handling,
steering and engine are well-
matched, and the rider must

exploit that!

‘The Mirage really takes off and
builds speed very forcefully. Hold
on tight and you can feel the bars
waggling lazily in your hands as

the torque peaks and holds’
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motor this mighty – especially when it’s so easy to
access those litres of longstroke torque, even with
such tall overall gearing. “It’s a tractor!” says Capri.
Actually, the Mirage is a totally authentic flat-tracker
streetrod that’s practical as well as fun to ride,
though the lack of leverage on the stiff-action clutch
is a minor gripe. Still, the beefed-up Barnett clutch
has a more progressive action after Capri soaked its
Kevlar clutch plates in ATF fluid overnight – see, the
old ways are sometimes still the best.
The flat-track derived single seat and high, flat

bars make this a practical streetrod with a good
riding position, except the footrests are much too
low. I guess ground clearance isn’t so much of an
issue when backing the rear tyre in on a dirt track!
But the sterling handling of the C&J frame affirms
that these dirt-track guys know how to make a bike
turn right as well as left. The wide handlebar gives
great leverage for carving corners, with precise,
easy steering that’s pinpoint sharp, without being
affected by the extra weight of the pair of big
320mm EBC petal brakes up front. These do a
great job of stopping the Mirage, which arguably is
overbraked with twin front discs where one might
be sufficient, even with the mega performance
from that big motor.
The South Bay Triumph 1150 Mirage is a classic

California hot rod – lean, lithe, accelerative and
potent, with few concessions to civility, but true to
its cafe racer traditions. It’s Yesterday Once More,
but in a 21st century context, with traditional
power-up tuning strategies combined with modern
brakes and suspension.
Matt Capri deserves credit for bringing the

Bonneville back to its performance roots, to mark
its second half-century of life.

ABOVE
A moment to reflect. A pause
before the return ride…SouthBay Stablemates

Fancy a bigger Triumph twin? Try this; a Thunderbird for the salt

South Bay’s interpretation of the Thruxton…

…or this; the Thruxton Turbo. Sufficient ‘go’ for most riders, surely? CBG
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TONY HAYWARD
NEW SPARES FOR TRIUMPH

TWIN AND TRIPLES AND
PERFORMANCE PARTS:

T120/40 Cams STD. 1⁄2 race and full race. Plenty of pistons high
and low comp. and all the usual parts.

I’m usually here 7 days a week 9.30am to 7pm.
Write or phone for full price lists:

Primary Belt Drives for all Triumphs 350cc to 750cc inc.T150/60,
Norton Singles and all Twins and for BSA A65, A10 Goldie &

C15 to B50.
I use AT10 belts for primary. Polyurethane steel cable

re-enforced - big 10mm toothed belts. I believe my 10mm
toothed belts to be higher revving - as STD and stronger than

the none oil proof 8mm toothed rubber belts which anyway do
not have enough lengths/sizes to make ALL the many belt kits I
supply. I also use oil proof at 5mm. Small belts for dynamo etc.

and the huge AT20mm biggest toothed belts when I do rear
wheel belt drives.The AT5 and AT20 belts will not fit primary:

Prices for primary belt kits start at
£205 +VAT = £240

Most kits I can do a choice of gearing STD, tall and low. For BSA
and Triumph choice of 12, 14 or 16 off clutch plates: with my

convertor hubs and centres in most cases you can have
Commando clutch to fit Triumph and BSA or Triumph clutch to

fit BSA and all Nortons: Special new B-Drive ready Now!

TONY HAYWARD, 28 KELSTERTON ROAD,
CONNAHS’ QUAY, DEESIDE, FLINTSHIRE CH5 4BJ

TEL / FAX: 01244-830776
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Above: Would you buy a bike from this man? Matchless dealer Angus Herbert appears to be trying to
sell journos Bruce Main-Smith and Mike Bashford an ISDT machine or three. Mike Marriot from AMC
probably already regrets agreeing to these high jinks…

This photo was sourced

from the Mortons Archive.

If you are not already aware

there is a huge collection of

different images in the Mortons

Archive, one of the greatest

collections of motorcycle

images in the world.

Whether it’s a rider from

1937, a showroom photograph

of a rare bike model, or just a

highly unusual shot of a rider in

action – we have it all.

The archive is often used by

the national media companies

looking for a bike, rider, or

event photograph.

The archive offers literally

millions of images and

documents relating to

motorcycles and motorcycling,

thousands of which can be

accessed online.

Have a look at the dedicated

website

(www.mortonsarchive.com).
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bsaM20/M33
singles
The side-valve M series
machines (there was a
600cc M21 along with the
M20) laid the foundation for
the post Second World War
large capacity BSA single
cylinder range.

First introduced in 1937,
the motor’s durability
proved itself in the military
M20. Chassis upgrades,
telescopic front forks and
plunger rear suspension
were to follow when
civilian production
was resumed.

These bikes were aimed
directly at the sidecar

market which thrived in the
UK up until the end of the
1950s. An overhead valve
sidecar tug, the M33, was
introduced in 1948.

MODEL DATES
1948-1955 M20 side valve
1948-1957 M33 ohv

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
(For M33 see model notes)

Bore x stroke: 82 x 94mm

Compression ratio: 4.9:1
Carburettor: Amal Type 76
Ignition/electrics: Lucas
magdyno

Gearbox: BSA four-speed

Frame: Single front downtube
with rigid rear frame

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: Single-sided 7in drums

front and rear

Wheels: 19in front and rear

Petrol tank capacity: 3 gallons

Oil tank capacity: 5 pints

Weight: M20 369lb

MODEL NOTES
Vertically split aluminium
crankcases housed a built-
up crankshaft with a steel
connecting rod running on
a caged roller bearing big-
end. Double journal
left-hand main bearings,
single journal on right-hand
side. Dry sump lubrication
with a double gear oil
pump. Cast iron cylinder
head and barrel with valve
chest behind an aluminium
cover on the right-hand side

of the cylinder. Gear driven
Lucas magdyno.

The model was fitted with
a four-speed, foot change
gearbox in 1939. The tank-
top instrument panel (as
originally fitted to civilian
machines) was discontinued
postwar – an ammeter and
light switch were fitted into a
panel in the headlight shell
and the speedometer was
mounted on the top of the
forks. Telescopic front forks
replaced the original girder
forks in 1948. New pattern
front brake/wheel hub fitted.

The overhead valve M33
was an amalgamation of the
M20 rolling chassis,
including frame with
sidecar mounting lugs, and

B33 500cc engine. Some
early M33 models were
fitted with girder forks.
Machine’s dry weight 406lb.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1951: Alloy cylinder head
with deeper finning on side
valve engines. Plunger rear
suspension available as an
option.
1952: Optional dual seat.
1953: Enclosed rear
numberplate bracket.
Bolt-on headlight cowling
with speedometer, lighting
switch and ammeter.
Underslung pilot light in
headlight shell. M33
connecting rod shortened
and gudgeon pin located

buyer’s guide

british 500singles andTwins
Part 2 –bsa

The single cylinder motorcycle, in particular the 500cc single, was for many
years the backbone of the industry, but in the 1950s the twin cylinder arrived
to challenge that position and to better satisfy the changing demands of a

new and vibrant buying public

classic bike guide

Words by Phil Mather Photos:Mortons archive

Although the Clubman’s Goldies attract the most fame,
all the BSA comp singles are great to ride, and the rigids
offer a degree of simplicity which appeals to many
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lower in the piston to
compensate.
1954: Round plastic tank
badges replace the BSA
‘flash’ design.
1955: New pattern, two-
lobe crankshaft shock
absorber. Lock fitted on
steering head. Production
of M20s ceased. Civilian
spec 600cc M21s available
to special order.
1956: New 8in single-sided
front brake and valanced
front mudguard. Plunger
rear suspension becomes
standard on M33.

COMMENTS
Despite extensive military
use as solos, postwar, the
M series machines were
aimed squarely at the
sidecar market and could
be purchased with a
BSA manufactured
sidecar attached.

A swinging arm model
was never produced as this
was deemed unnecessary
for sidecar work.
Performance was
uninspiring but acceptable
for the time. The bikes were
robust and reliable, with
the ohv M33 being
regarded as something of
a luxury model.

BSAB33/B34
Singles
The 500cc machine was a
development of BSA’s 350
single introduced two years

earlier. Incorporating many
of the design features of the
smaller engine, the increase
in capacity and heavier
flywheels gave the B33 a
distinct power-to-weight
advantage over its
stablemate which it was
to maintain throughout
its production run.

The B34 was a sporting
version of the B33 that led
to the creation of the ZB34
Gold Star.

MODEL DATES
1947-1960 B33
1947-1957 B34

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
Bore x stroke: 85 x 88mm

Compression ratio: 6.8:1
Carburettor: Amal Type 76
Ignition/electrics: Lucas
magdyno

Gearbox: BSA
Frame: Single front downtube
with rigid rear frame

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: Single-sided 7in drums

front and rear

Wheels:19in front and rear

Petrol tank capacity: 3 gallons

Oil tank capacity: 4 pints

Weight: Rigid frame 354lb

MODEL NOTES
Barrel and cylinder head
with integral rocker box
were cast iron, while the
crankshaft assembly was
bolted together and the
connecting rod ran on a
roller bearing big-end.

Bulge in the right-hand
side crankcase to
accommodate the double
gear oil pump gave rise to
the characteristic kink in
the lower frame rail.

B34 off-road competition
model introduced in 1947
featuring high-level exhaust
and chromed mudguards.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1949: Plunger rear
suspension available as an
optional extra.
1950: Alloy head and
barrel with external pushrod
tunnel available for B34.
1951: B34 frame top tube
lengthened to adjust angle
of steering head.
1952: Dual seat available
as an optional extra.
1953: Engine cooling area
increased and finned collar
added to the top end of the
exhaust pipe.

B33 fitted with the same
bottom end as B31, hence
lighter flywheels. Shorter
connecting rod
compensated for by
relocation of the gudgeon
pin lower in the piston.

New style rear number-
plate bracket, headlight and
headlight cowling as fitted
to the M series machines.
Two-bolt fixing for petrol
tank and valanced front
mudguard. New 8in
single-sided front brake.
1954: All-welded duplex
cradle swinging arm frame
with single bolt fixing petrol
tank for export and
competition models.

Swinging arm frame had
new gearbox and alloy
primary chaincase. Duplex
front downtube, rigid frame

available for B34.
1955: Rigid frame
discontinued, swinging arm
frame available as option in
UK. Amal 376 monobloc
carburettor. Rubber hose
connects air cleaner to
carburettor. Two lobe
engine shaft shock-
absorber replaces
four-lobe design.
1956: B33 fitted with
swinging arm frame with
dual seat as standard. Gear
ratios modified. 4 gallon
petrol tank with single bolt
fixing, 5½ pint oil tank
capacity. Round plastic
tank badges. Ariel full-width
7in brake hubs, QD rear
wheel, optional fully
enclosed rear chain. Cable
operated rear brake. Front
fork oil capacity increased
to 3⁄8 pint per leg. All-up
weight 420lb.
1958: Crankshaft mounted
Lucas alternator and coil
ignition. Contact breaker
housing in place of
magdyno. External rocker
box oil feed pipe deleted.
Four spring clutch with
integral shock absorber.

Heavier rear chain.
BSA/Triumph pattern full
width iron hubs. Front hub
has fixed spindle clamped
in lower ends of the fork
sliders. Front brake
backplate locates on lug on
right-hand fork slider.

Domed profile to toolbox
cover to match oil tank,
one-piece headlight nacelle.
1960: New style pear-
shaped petrol tank badges.

COMMENTS
Plunger rear suspension
was undamped and
required regular grease

lubrication to prevent wear.
Front forks only damped

on compression. Six
spring clutch difficult to
adjust satisfactorily.

BSAB34
Gold Star
The first post Second World
War Gold Stars were
designed primarily for trials
competition, but track and
road racing and scrambles
success soon changed the
emphasis, and the factory
concentrated on
development of the
Clubman’s engine housed
in the much improved
duplex swinging arm frame.

MODEL DATES
1950-1952 ZB34 GS
1953-1955 BB34 GS
1954-1955 CB34 GS
1955-1956 DB34 GS
1956-1963 DBD34 GS
(built to special order)

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
Bore x stroke: 85 x 88mm

Compression ratio: 6.5:1
Carburettor: Amal Type 76
Ignition/electrics: Lucas
magdyno

Gearbox: BSA
Frame: Single front downtube
with plunger rear suspension

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: Single-sided 8in drum

front, 7in drum rear

Wheels: 19in or 21in front,

19in rear

Petrol tank capacity: 2 or 3

gallons

Oil tank capacity: 3¼ pints

Weight: 383lb approx

MODEL NOTES
The original compression

The addition of primitive plunger rear
suspension made sense on some road bikes,
but rather less on the comp machines

Although impossible numbers of military BSAs were supplied to
armed forces throughout the world, they’re rare now, and fetch
impressive prices, particularly if they have a history

♠
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ratio was for touring and
trials use. A 7.5:1 piston
was available for racing on
low-grade pool petrol,
higher ratios could be used
with special fuels. An Amal
10TT carburettor was fitted
for racing. A selection of
camshafts and gear ratios
allowed the owner to tune
their machine for specific
use. A 7in front brake was
available for trials and
scrambles use.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1952: Cylinder head
modified with increased
downdraught for the inlet
port. Separate rocker box
fitted. Upper section of
pushrod tunnel finned.
Compression raised to 8:1
if required.
1953: All-welded duplex
cradle swinging arm frame
with single bolt fixing petrol
tank available in 2, 3 and 4
gallon options. 6 pint oil
tank capacity. New gearbox
with four sets of gear ratios
available. Aluminium
primary chaincase replaces
pressed-steel type. Dual
seat fitted as standard.
1954: CB34 engine
introduced for Racing and
Clubman’s models.
Featured increased cylinder
head and barrel ‘square’
profile finning. Crankpin
made from case hardened

EN36 steel, connecting rod
shortened with oval
flywheels to allow clearance
for the piston skirt at the
bottom of its stroke.
Crankshaft balance factor
increased from 55 to 65%.

Mechanically timed
crankcase breather located
in timing cover and driven
by magneto pinion.
Additional through-bolt
securing cylinder head to
crankcase – fitted for one
year only. Valve clearances
adjusted by eccentric
rocker spindles. Heavier
valve springs fitted with
dural valve spring collars.
Standard compression ratio
raised to 8.75:1.

Needle roller bearings
fitted to gearbox layshaft.
Clutch strengthened and
fitted with stronger springs
and an additional plain and
insert plate. Amal GP
carburettor, alloy wheel rims
and clip-on handlebars
available as an option.
1955: DB34 engine
introduced for Racing and
Clubman’s models. Round
flywheels with diameter
reduced to 7in. Piston skirt
shortened. Swept-back
exhaust pipe and ‘Goldie’
megaphone silencer.

Aluminium finning
bonded to rear brake drum,
cooling holes in drum
blanked by steel plugs.
Amal monobloc carburettor

fitted to the Scrambler.
Clubman’s model fitted

with matching speedometer
and rev counter.
1956: RRT2 close-ratio
gearbox with an additional
needle roller bearing on the
mainshaft for Clubman’s
and Racing models.

New clutch friction plate
material, Ferodo MS6.
190mm full width front
brake and 5 gallon alloy
petrol tank available as
options. Touring models
discontinued, DBD34
available as Clubman’s or
Scrambles variants only.
1958: Rear brake drum
fins cast integrally with
drum, sprocket increased
from 42 to 46 teeth. Rear
drive chain increased in
size to 5⁄8 x 3⁄8in.
1959: Central oil tank
available for Scrambles
models.
1962: Amal GP2
carburettor fitted to
Clubman’s model.

COMMENTS
Road-going Clubman’s
machines have stolen the
limelight from the out-and-
out competition models that
were once the core of Gold
Star production. Year-on-
year development and
interchangeability of
components makes
clarification of a machine’s
parentage difficult. Petrol

and oil tanks on plunger-
framed models prone to
cracking along welded
seams. Built-up flywheel
assembly, connecting rod
and timing side main
bearing, all derived from the
design of the B33
roadsters, were weak spots
in competition use.

BSAB50
Singles
The B50 models were the
last in a range of machines
that could trace their
lineage back to the unit
construction 250cc C15
launched in 1958.
Marketed in three guises,
as a street scrambler (SS),
dual purpose trail bike (T)
and scrambler (MX), the
B50 models were based on
the works Victor scrambler
of which the MX was a
production replica.

MODEL DATES
1971-1973 B50 SS Gold
Star
1971-1973 B50 T Victor
Trail
1971-1973 B50 MX Victor
Scrambler

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
Bore x stroke: 84 x 90mm

Compression ratio: 10:1
Carburettor: Amal concentric
Ignition: Coil

Electrics: Lucas 12v alternator
Gearbox: BSA
Frame: Oil bearing single front
downtube with swinging arm

rear suspension

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: B50 SS single sided

2ls 8in drum front, B50T and

MX 6in drum front. All models

7in rear

Wheels: B50 SS 18in front,

B50 T and MX 20in front. All

models 18in rear

Petrol tank capacity: B50 SS

2½ gallons, B50 T and MX 13⁄8

gallons

Oil tank capacity: 4 pints

Weight: B50 SS 310lb, B50 T

298lb

MODEL NOTES
The B50 featured an oil-
bearing frame with needle
roller swinging arm bearings
and snail cam adjusters for
the rear chain. The trail
model frame had ½in more
ground clearance than the
frame used on the SS; it
was painted black and the
footrests were spring
loaded. The other models
had grey frames for the first
year. All models were fitted
with a sump guard. Gearing
on the trail model was
lowered with a 15 tooth
gearbox sprocket.

The B50 SS had a
16 tooth sprocket. All
models used a 52 tooth rear
wheel sprocket. The front
forks turned in taper roller
bearings. Forks had

Everything that can be said about Gold
Stars has been said. Very fast, very
charismatic, mostly impractical
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exposed stanchions and
aluminium sliders and the
front wheel spindle was
secured by four stud fixing
caps. Front and rear wheels
had conical hubs. Trail and
MX models had a 6in sls
front brake, the 8in front
brake fitted to the SS model
used the BSA/Triumph
twin leading shoe
ventilated backplate.

New handlebar
switchgear incorporated
brake and clutch lever pivots
and turn indicators were
fitted to both the SS and T
models. Ignition coils, Zener
diode, capacitor, rectifier
and turn signal relay were all
housed in an aluminium box
beneath the front of the
petrol tank. A socket at the
back of the box made
provision for the lighting
equipment and battery to be
removed if required. No
lighting equipment was fitted
to the MX model.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1972: B50 T frame used
for all models, wheelbase
increased from 54 to 551⁄2in.
B50 SS gearing raised
with a 17 tooth gearbox
sprocket and 47 tooth
rear wheel sprocket.

COMMENTS
More than 12 years of
development should have
ironed out all the bugs,
even if the competition
model was no longer
competitive.

Unfortunately, new
advances brought their own
problems. The original
ignition system was
temperamental and the
gears were prone to wear
when the bike was ridden
hard. Regular oil and filter
changes were essential.

BSAPre-unit
Twins
First pre-unit twin was the
1946 500cc A7. The engine
and gearbox were bolted
together and housed in a
duplex frame with a rigid
rear end. With the arrival of
the newly developed A10
650 engine, many
components of the 500
were revised and the BSA
plunger rear suspension
became standard fitment. A
further redesign for 1954
saw the introduction of a
totally separate engine and
gearbox housed in an all-
welded swinging arm frame.
As such, the A7 and its
derivatives remained in
production until 1961.

MODEL DATES
1946-1950 A7
1949-1950 A7 Star Twin
1951-1961 A7
1951-1954 A7 Star Twin
1954-1961 A7 Shooting
Star

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
(1946 TO 1950)
Bore x stroke: 62 x 82mm

Compression ratio: 7:1
Carburettor: Amal 276
Ignition: Lucas K2F magneto

Electrics: Lucas E3L dynamo

Gearbox: BSA four-speed

Frame: Full cradle with duplex

front downtubes and rigid

rear frame

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: Single sided 7in drum

front and rear

Wheels:19in front and rear

Petrol tank capacity: 3 gallons

Oil tank capacity: 4 pints

Weight: 365lb

MODEL NOTES
A number of the British
industry’s top designers had
worked on the idea of a
BSA parallel twin in the late
1930s and during the
Second World War, and as a
consequence several of the
most durable design
concepts of the period
found their way into the first

A7. The engine featured a
one-piece crankshaft with
flywheel bolted to a central
flange, ball race left-hand
main bearing and plain
right-hand bearing through
which oil was fed to the big
ends. A four-lobed
camshaft was located at the
rear of the crankcase to
avoid the pushrod tunnel
blocking the passage of
cooling air to the cylinders.
A pair of bolt-on aluminium
rockerboxes had screw-in
inspection caps for tappet
adjustment and a two-into-
one carburettor manifold
was bolted to the back of
the head.

Camshaft, oil pump and
magneto were gear driven off
the crankshaft. The four-
speed gearbox was bolted to
the rear of the crankcase.
Duplex primary chain with
slipper adjuster. The rear
wheel was quickly detachable
and interchangeable with the
front. The centrestand was
fixed to a shaft that

telescoped into the frame seat
post and was held in position
by a ratchet mechanism.
Pillion seat, pillion footrests
and speedometer were
optional extras.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1948: Oil feed to rocker
shafts from the tank return
pipe. Access holes in the
sides of the rocker box for
checking tappets. Cylinder
head steady. Non-
interchangeable front and
rear wheels. Conventional
centrestand fitted.
Speedometer moved from
the top of the petrol tank to
the front fork top yoke.
Larger 3½ gallon petrol
tank.
1949: Twin carburettor A7
Star Twin, 7.5:1
compression ratio and
plunger rear suspension as
standard. Plunger rear
suspension optional extra
on standard A7.

A study in twins. The early plunger A7s feel low, light and lively in comparison to the later swinging arm machines. Although the engine power notionally increased over
time, so did the weight of the bikes. Later brakes, oddly, are sometimes less effective than the earlier stoppers, again, largely due to middle-age spread…

Successful competitors
all; BSA Star Twins, as
ridden in the 1952 ISDT

♠
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COMMENTS
A well thought-out machine
from the outset with some
original features that were
lost when the model was
revised for 1950. Gearbox
required patience and
primary chaincase oil
often contaminated the
clutch plates.

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
(1951 TO 1961)
Bore x stroke: 66 x 72.6mm

Compression ratio: 7:1
Carburettor: Amal 276
Ignition: Lucas K2F magneto

Electrics: Lucas E3L dynamo

Gearbox: BSA four-speed

Frame: Full cradle with duplex

front downtubes and plunger

rear suspension

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: Single sided 7in drum

front and rear

Wheels: 19in front and rear

Petrol tank capacity: 3½
gallons

Oil tank capacity: 4 pints

Weight: 395lb

MODEL NOTES
Visually very similar to the
previous A7, the new model
nevertheless incorporated a
number of changes that
had already been used on

the 650cc A10 launched
the previous year.
Redesigned cylinder head
with shallower combustion
chambers and flat-topped
pistons. Exhaust ports
separated by an air passage
and finning directed air
around the ports. Intake
manifold cast integral with
the head.

One piece rockerbox with
front and rear bolt-on
coversdaws57

tappets. Journal roller
left-hand main bearing
replaced the ball race. Oil
trough below the camshaft
for lubrication also provided

splash lubrication to the
cylinder bores. Internal
modifications to the gearbox
pinions to improve the
gearchange and an oil seal
fitted to the gearbox
mainshaft. The new A7 Star
Twin was fitted with a
single carburettor.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1952: The rigid frame was
discontinued and all
models were fitted with the
plunger frame as standard.
Star Twin models fitted
with manual advance/
retard magnetos, sports
camshaft, 7.5:1 pistons,
Amal TT carburettor and
8in single sided front brake.
Optional dual seat available
for all models.
1953: Two-bolt fixing for
petrol tank. Valanced
front mudguard. Bolt-on
headlight cowling with
speedometer, lighting switch
and ammeter. Underslung
pilot light in headlight shell.
8in single sided front brake
fitted to A7.
1954: Swinging arm frame
available as an option for
the A7 with new style
4 gallon petrol tank, 5½
pint oil tank and toolbox
(as single cylinder B34).
New separate gearbox and
primary chaincase with
single row primary chain.

Weight 425lb. A7 Shooting
Star replaces the Star Twin
as the 500 sports model.
Engine features aluminium
cylinder head. Swinging
arm frame as standard.
Front fork damping
improved and oil
capacity increased.
1955: Twin lobe primary
drive shock absorber
replaces four lobe pattern.
Amal monobloc carburettor
on swinging arm models.
1956: Full width Ariel hubs
with 7in brakes. Cable
operated rear brake.
Fully enclosed rear
chaincase available.
1958: New stronger
crankshaft with flywheel
retained by radial bolts.
Larger bottom end
bearings. Improved
crankshaft sludge trap.
Thicker cylinder base
flange. New clutch with five
friction plates. Front fork
headlight nacelle housing
speedometer, lighting
switch and ammeter.

BSA cast iron full width
hubs with 7in front and rear
brakes on the A7, 8in front
brake on the Shooting Star.
New cigar-shaped silencers.
Plunger frame discontinued
and sidecar mounting
points added to the
swinging arm frame.
1959: New four spring
clutch.

The unit twins offer decent performance,
very good handling, easily upgradeable
electrics and adequate braking for modern
roads. They’re also sensibly priced… mostly

As it was: high handlebars and
bulky waxed cotton riding suits
offer a famously retro visual style,
but rarely help extract the
maximum performance
from a motorcycle
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1960: Primary chaincase
combined drain and level
plug. Seat height reduced
1in. Pear-shaped petrol
tank badges and plain
knee-grips.

COMMENTS
A strong and smooth motor
that showed its full potential
when fitted in the swinging
arm frame. Fit of the engine
breather cork washer is
critical to avoid oil leaks.

Clutch drum and plate
tabs prone to wear. Spongy
feel to cable-operated rear
brake.

One-way damping on
front forks made itself
apparent on poor road
surfaces.

BSAUnit
ConstructionTwins
The first unit construction
500 twin, the A50 Star, was
introduced in 1962.

MODEL DATES
1962-1965 A50 Star
1964-1965 A50 Cyclone
1965-1966 A50 Wasp
1965-1970 A50 Royal Star

ORIGINAL
SPECIFICATION
Bore x stroke: 65.5 x 74mm

Compression ratio: 7.5:1
Carburettor: Amal monobloc
Ignition: Twin coils

Electrics: Lucas alternator

Gearbox: BSA four-speed

Frame: Full cradle with
duplex front downtubes and

swinging arm

Front forks: BSA telescopic

Brakes: Full width 7in drum

front and rear

Wheels:18in front and rear

Petrol tank capacity: 4 gallons

Oil tank capacity: 6 pints

Weight: 385lb

MODEL NOTES
All new unit construction
‘power egg’ motor with
triplex primary chain and
alternator electrics. Rocker
gear mounted in the top of
the cylinder head with a
one-piece, unstressed top
cover. Inlet ports were
parallel with a bolt-on
manifold and single
carburettor. Pushrod and
camshaft layout similar to
A7 motor although the
components themselves
differed in detail.

The A50 shared the
same bottom end with the
650cc A65 with a ball race
drive side main bearing and
a plain timing side bearing.
Ball race was soon replaced
by lipped roller bearing but
this, too, proved
problematical. A contact
breaker assembly with two
sets of points was located
on the right-hand side of
the motor, the contact
breaker cam driven by an
intermediate gear between

the crankshaft and the
camshaft. The inner half of
the primary chaincase was
integral with the left-hand
crankcase with an access
panel for the gearbox
sprocket. The right-hand
crankcase incorporated a
separate compartment for
the gearbox components,
sealed by an inner cover on
the right-hand side.

The gearbox was
lubricated separately from
the engine. The alternator
rotor was mounted on the
crankshaft outboard of the
engine sprocket. The
alternator stator located on
studs screwed into the
crankcase. The five plate,
four spring clutch,
incorporated a triple rubber
vane shock absorber.

Frame similar to previous
A7 design but wheelbase
was reduced by two inches.
Compression ratio raised to
8:1 in mid-1962.

MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
1963: Optional 12v
electrics. Rod operated
rear brake.
1964: Smiths magnetic
type speedometer.
1965: New centrestand
gives greater ground
clearance. Folding kick-
start pedal. Aperture in
crankcase provided facility
for static ignition timing.

A50 Cyclone fitted with
19in wheels and half-hub
front (8in) and rear (7in)
brakes. Chrome plated
mudguards, fork top
shrouds and separate
headlight shell. Tachometer
fitted as standard. 9:1
compression ratio, twin
carburettors with individual
chrome air filter covers and
siamesed exhaust pipes.

US export Cyclone
models available with
energy transfer ignition
system, 1¾ gallon petrol
tank, high level exhaust
pipes and sump shield.

No lighting equipment
or horn was fitted to
these machines.
1966: Royal Star and Wasp
replace the Star and
Cyclone with 9:1 and
10.5:1 compression ratios
respectively. New front forks
with revised damping, half-
hub front and rear brakes,
19in front wheel and 18in
rear. 12v electrics with
Zener diode.
1967: Concentric
carburettor(s). Aperture in
primary chaincase for
strobe timing. Deeply finned
rocker box cover. Longer
front fork oil seal holders.
Two or 4 gallon petrol tank
options. Alloy tail-light
bracket and cushioned
handlebar grips.
1968: Lucas 6CA contact
breaker points assemblies

allow individual timing of
the cylinders. Revised
crankcase with improved
fixing for the new Lucas
RM21 alternator stator.

Top end oil supply and
oilways modified, new solid
copper head gaskets.
Dipstick on underside of the
oil filler cap for checking
gearbox oil level.
1969: Width of crankcase
and primary chaincase
mating surfaces increased
by 15% to improve oil
sealing. New 2ls front brake
with air scoop backplate
and Triumph pattern front
fork sliders with two-way
shuttle valve damping.

Brake light switch
incorporated into front
brake cable. Frame
redesign raises seat height
to 32in.

COMMENTS
Main bearing wear was
always an issue and BSA
never produced a solution.
Problems with the alloy
bodied oil pump were not
rectified during the
production run of the unit
500s. Early electrics were
poor and batteries suffered
from overcharging.

Fundamental design
flaws prevented the unit
construction 500 attaining
the sports status that would
have bolstered its standing
in the marketplace. CBG

When the pre-unit twins were upgraded to the space-age
unit machines, BSA aimed for a ‘smooth’ look. A little air-
brushing helped to remove tiresome cables and the like…
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British Classic Buyer’s Guide
B uying a classic bike is easy, although identifying which classic is

your own particular dream bike may be less so. What is also easy –
too easy – is to get the exact spec wrong, or the price wrong.

There are, for example, many different Triumph Bonnevilles, and if you
decide that your life will only be complete if shared with a Bonnie then you
need to know which model you want to share it with. It all sounds simple,
but it’s not. Sometimes. If you know you want a 1965 T120TT and nothing
else, you’ll be fine.

Sticking with the Bonnie idea, if you want the whole 1950s Rocker thing,
complete with pre-unit charm, genuine Edward Turner styling and a glorious
tangerine paint job, then you are not going to be happy with a 1972 T120

rather than a T120 from 1959 or so. This applies to all marques and all
models. Before you spend your money, go and ride a few of the bikes on your
shortest short list. Join the relevant owners’ club – that part is essential; join
the club before you spend your money – so you can meet owners, maybe
even ride their bikes, and learn about the reality of life with your dream bike.

It is always a great idea to study prices too. Stay aware of the movements
in the market; it’s so much better to buy a Bonnie for Bantam money than
the other way around!

And if you need specific advice, don’t hesitate to ask us here at Classic
Bike Guide; we’ve bought more bikes than most between us, and made
most of the mistakes, too…

Howtouse theguide
This guide is as exhaustive as we
could fit into our pages. We’ll
update it two or three times a year
as we trawl the marketplace, and
this Britbike guide will eventually
alternate with an International one
covering selected Japanese,
European and American classics.
We offer you just two prices; the

CBG High Price is for a top-notch,
top-spec model in excellent
condition. You might not win
concours awards with the bike, but
you’d expect to be a contender.
At that price, your target

machine should have a new MoT,
its tyres should sparkle, its chrome
and alloy should be excellent. Its
paint should not be dull, and it
should run like the dream machine
you’re after. Oil should not dribble
from its casings, it should start
easily and readily. If it has more

than one carb, then they should be
balanced and the bike should tick
over reliably. There should be no
smoke, and although a stack of
receipts is not essential, you
should find evidence that whoever
did the restoration work knew what
they were doing. Cables should be
entirely unfrayed, the controls
should fall readily to hand and foot,
and the lighting system should
both lighten the darkness and
charge its own battery. Accept
nothing less.
Also accept that if you make the

increasingly astute decision to buy
from a trader then you are quite
likely to pay more than our High
Price. Traders make a living
supplying folk like us with the bikes
we want, tolerate endless tyre-
kicking, usually accept trade-ins,
and they should provide decent after-
sales service. All this costs them,

and they need to make a profit.
The CBG Low Price is for a

complete motorcycle. The bike may
have the dregs of an MoT. It will
certainly run and ride, although it
may not be entirely sorted. Most of
all, it may not be standard, the
engine and frame may not have
been paired in the factory, it may be
cosmetically challenged, with rusty
exhausts, a split seat and drooping
unlubricated cables, and sundry
systems may not work. It may be a
less popular version of a popular
model: that 1971 ‘tall’ T120
Bonneville springs to mind. It may
easily be what we used to refer to as
a ‘working’ bike. Classic workers are
less common now than they once
were, but they are still about.
There are two other categories

which it is entirely impossible to
quote prices for. The first is the
entirely original and unrestored

motorcycle. These machines are –
obviously – increasingly hard to find,
and some folk will pay a high
premium for them. Indeed, ‘barn
find’ machines often fetch
astonishingly high prices because
they’re unrestored… although you
can rarely know that for a fact. Lots
of older, 1980s, say, restorations are
passed off as ‘original’ barn finds.
Often they’re not original at all.
The second category is the

concours winner; the completely
elegant machine which is better by
far than it was when it first invaded
a showroom. When these bikes
change hands in the public
marketplace (and many of them
change hands inside clubs,
advertised only by word of mouth)
their prices can be very high
indeed. We cannot offer guidance
here; what you pay is up to you.
Happy hunting…
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AJS&MATCHLESS

By 1950, Associated
Motor Cycles Limited
(AMC) in South

London was building bikes
under both AJS and
Matchless badges, and at one
time boasted the largest
factory in the world dedicated
to motorcycle production. It
later acquired the Norton
marque, at first keeping
production in Birmingham
but eventually moving Norton
in with AJS and Matchless.
AMC also built James and
Francis-Barnett motorcycles
(also in the Midlands and not
at Plumstead). So the varied
range of models offered under
the AMC banner stretched
from 98cc two-strokes all the
way through to stonking
750cc four-stroke superbikes.
The company was also
successful in two-wheeled
sports, and apart from the
dedicated and highly
specialised road-racers also
built a lot of competition-
biased roadsters. The whole
lot collapsed in 1966, and
was reborn as Norton-Villiers,
concentrating on the Norton
Commando series and a range
of two-stroke AJS off-roaders.
Model designations are shown
for AJS, with Matchless
equivalents shown in
brackets, as the two marques
increasingly differed only in
finish and trim styles. The
bikes are very solid, well-
engineered and rewarding to
ride. Spares are plentiful, and
they boast an excellent and
very active owners’ club.

Model 14 (MatchlessG2)
248cc (70 x 65mm) ohv single ||
340lb || 75mph || 1958-66

AMC UNDERSTOOD THAT it
needed a lightweight four-stroke
motorcycle to rival Triumph’s Cub
and BSA’s C-range. Intelligently, it
used a bicycle based on its James
two-strokes and designed its own
new four-stroke engine to fit. That
engine appeared to be of ‘unit’
construction (engine and gearbox
are built into shared castings), but
the gearbox was separate and
cylindrical, attached to the
crankcases by a pair of steel straps.
The 250s and the similar 350s were
not a commercial success and are
not widely sought after today.
However, they are fun to ride (CSR
250s in particular) and offer a low-

cost intro to classic motorcycling
with plentiful spares and simple
construction for straightforward
spannering. The best are the AMC-
forked versions and the late CSRs.
As with most AMC models, the 250
was available in standard, ‘S’
(chrome mudguards), CS (off-road
styling), and CSR (cafe-racer)
versions.

Prices
low £1350 || high £2250

Model 8 (MatchlessG5)
348cc (72 x 82.5mm) ohv single
|| 350lb || 70mpg || 80mph || 1960-62

BIGGER VERSION OF the Model
14, built with better forks taken
from the early 1950s heavyweight
but with a slightly feeble brake from
the two-stroke range. They provide
a better ride than the early 250s,
although by 1962 there was nothing
between them apart from better
torque. The 350s didn’t last long as
they competed with AMC’s own
heavyweight 350 singles, without
being better, just slightly lighter.
Surprisingly quick and pleasant to
ride.

Prices
low £1500 || high £2250

Model 16 (MatchlessG3)
348cc (69 x 93mm until 1963,
then 72 x 85.5mm) ohv single ||
400lb || 80mpg || 75mph || 1945-66

SOUNDLY ENGINEERED AND
finished traditional Brit single. AMC
singles are immensely strong,
engineered to cover countless miles
with little maintenance and no
complaint. They started as rigid
machines very close to the wartime
Matchless WD G3L, then switched
to swinging arm suspension. The
late 50s models with alternator
lighting and half-decent brakes
matched to fine handling are the
most common, although the rigid-
framed models have a considerable
minimalist cachet. Also unusual,
although not particularly popular,
are the 1964-on versions, with their
(relatively) short-stroke engine,
Norton forks and wheels. Rigids
fetch the highest prices, but spares
for the later ones are easier. Very
easy bike to live with; very few
faults.

Prices
low £2000 || high £2500
(CS comp models a lot more)

Model 18 (MatchlessG80)

498cc (82.5 x 93mm until 1963,
then 86 x 85.5mm) ohv single ||
400lb || 55mpg || 80mph || 1945-66

THE 500 VERSION of the very
traditional AMC single really is a
bigger version of the 350, with a bit
more of everything. Excellent riders’
machines; classic in every way.
They share almost all the
components apart from the piston,
flywheels, barrel and head with the
smaller engine, which gives them a
tendency to knock out some pattern
big ends very quickly. However, this
is not the problem it was, as the
quality of AMC spares continues to
improve. This is a pleasant touring
motorcycle, with good handling and
comfort allied to a relaxed 60mph
cruising speed. It’s easy to convert
a 350 single to a 500 as the strokes
are the same, but to run smoothly
they need the 500’s flywheels too…

Prices
low £2200 || high £4000
(CS comp models a lot more)

Model 20 (MatchlessG9)
498cc (66 x 72.8mm) ohv twin ||
410lb || 60mpg || 90mph || 1948-61

AMC’S TWIN TOOK a different
path to the already established
designs from BSA, Triumph, etc. So
the engines are unusual, having a
third main bearing between the
cylinders, and separate barrels and
cylinder heads. The engine is a
notably clean design, with no
external oil plumbing to spoil the
lines and leak at the joints. It was
never particularly popular with the

sporting riders, although it was a
handsome motorcycle and reliable
enough. There were no rigid-framed
or plunger-framed twins. Gradual
development included the switch
from a Burman gearbox to one of
AMC’s own design (aka the Norton
gearbox, which went on to handle
the power of the Commando!) in
1956. The ‘jampot’ rear suspension
was replaced by Girling units the
following year. This is a good,
reliable conservative motorcycle.
Late ones are rare and very good,
with alternator electrics and
excellent duplex frames. Early
jampot models can have odd
handling and poor brakes.

Prices
low £3000 || high £4000

Model30 (MatchlessG11)
593cc (72 x 72.8mm) ohv twin ||
410lb || 60mpg || 90mph || 1956-58

AS NORTON (UNDER AMC
ownership) took its 500cc
Dominator 88 and stretched it into
the 600cc Dominator 99, so AMC
stretched its own 500 twin, simply
over-boring it a little to provide the
extra capacity. This is the least
common of the AMC twins, and the
600s have been described as the
best model in the series. The sports
(CS) version is very unusual, very
handsome and will easily cost
£1000 more than an equivalent
standard roadster. The very rare
CSR version may fetch even more.

Prices
low £3000 || high £4500

AJS 350ccMODEL 16
1960. MoT and tax. Excellent chrome and in good all
round condition.
SOLD PRIVATELY FOR £2500

SOLD
ASSEEN

♠
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Model 31
(MatchlessG12)
646cc (72 x 79.3mm) ohv twin ||
430lb || 55mpg || 100mph ||
1959-66

ThE MOST COMMON AMC twin.
The earliest models were a stroked
stretch of the 600cc Model 30, and
developed an overexaggerated
reputation for fragility. The early
650 crank was supposed to be
delicate, but only the alternator
versions, which carried the massive
alternator rotor on a drive-side
crankshaft extension, had
problems. AMC responded by
forging post-1960 cranks in a very
tough nodular iron. The post ’61
models are very sound, if slightly
staid, machines. In common with
the rest of the heavyweight range,
they acquired Norton forks and
wheels for 1964, along with 12v
electrics. Again, genuine CS and
CSR versions will hold 25% higher
prices, but watch out for fakes.

Prices
low £3000 || high £4400

MatchlessG15/45
749cc ohv twin || 430lb || 50mpg
|| 105mph || 1963

CONSCIOUS OF ThE ever-growing
demand – particularly in America –
for more power, AMC stretched its
engine out to 750cc and offered the
Matchless G15/45 (there was no
AJS equivalent) for sale in the US.
It was strangely unsuccessful. Myth
suggests that the engine was
unreliable, vibratory and not very

good, but repatriated bikes are very
pleasant, beefy torque-deliverers,
and sound in wind and limb. The
idea of a 750 twin was resurrected
in 1963-64, but the new model
used the Norton Atlas engine to
power a range of models collectively
known as ‘AMC hybrids’.

Prices
low £6500 || high £8000
(if you can find one)

Model 33 (MatchlessG15)
745cc (73 x 89mm) ohv twin ||
420lb ||45mpg ||110mph ||1964-68

FOLLOwING ThE SaLES failure
of the G15/45, AMC dropped the
donkey from its Norton Atlas 750
twin into an AJS/Matchless chassis
to create the Matchless 750 twin.
The result is a terrific motorcycle,
far more rewarding to ride than the
sum of its parts suggests it should
be. The legendary Atlas shakes are
much reduced in the hybrids,
perhaps because the heavy lugged
AMC frame absorbs more energy
than the welded Norton featherbed.
The 750 hybrids came in three
forms, a ‘Mk.2’ UK-style traditional
roadster, a ‘CS’ street scrambler
version, and a ‘CSR’ cafe racer.
Confusingly, the CS and CSR
versions can be very similar,
especially US-spec models. The
AJS versions are very rare and
therefore expensive.

The final hybrids used the same
engine squeezed into the cycle
parts of the Matchless G85CS
scrambler, replacing that machine’s
ohv alloy 500 single, to produce the
P11, P11A and Ranger 750, often

badged as Nortons. These
machines are addictive, rare, highly
sought-after and highly priced!

Prices
low £5500 || high £8500

ARIEL

Ariel, which built its
range of high quality
machines in Selly Oak,

Birmingham, was a part of the
BSA group of companies, and
the BSA influence became
greater as the years rolled by.
Machines always had a
carefully crafted air of quality,
with thoughtful styling and
finish. The singles were
conventional in design, strong
and reliable performers with a
solid competition heritage to
complement their build
quality. There are two twins;
the 500 (an Ariel design) and
the 650 which is a lightly
redesigned BSA A10. All Ariel
machines used Burman
gearboxes despite the
increasing use of BSA Group
components in other areas.
They have a gloriously prewar
primary chaincase design,
complete with a dry clutch
running in its own external
housing. Gear changes are
typically Burman; slow but
sure and silent if adjusted
properly. The famous fours,
with their cylinders arranged
in a square and running two
crankshafts, are some sort of
pinnacle of British
engineering, although they
can be expensive to restore.
The final flourish was the
introduction of the
Leader/Arrow range of two-
stroke twins, and when these
were discontinued in ’65,
Ariel was no more. We will
ignore the Ariel 3... Spares
okay (one good specialist
dealer, and the entirely
excellent Owners’ Club),
apart from tinware. In
common with most other
major manufacturers, Ariel
entered the postwar world
with a range of mostly rigid
machines, but was a little
ahead of the mainstream
game – introducing the
sprung frame just before the
Second World War on the
Square Four. It was an
unusual design, more clever
than most. After the war,
Ariel offered rigid and

springer frames, finally
introducing its own excellent
swinging arm frame in 1954.

colt
197cc ohv single. 270lb ||
80mpg || 65mph || 1954-60

a SMaRT LOOkING utility single
loosely based on BSA’s C11 with
added Arielness. A faintly unusual
idea, as 250cc was a more popular
capacity both for commuters and
learner riders.

Prices
low £1500 || high £2500

Leader
247cc 2-stroke twin. 330lb ||
55mpg || 70mph || 1958-65

a RaDICaL CONCEPT; a wholly
enclosed, fully faired touring
motorcycle, with a range of
accessories that almost defied
description in the 50s. One of the
few wholly original designs to
emerge from the postwar British
industry. Especially recommended
to those who still enjoy leisurely
lane cruising. The fairing is
excellently effective, and the only
real downside is the poor braking.
Check that the pressed-steel beam
frame is not rotted, especially
around the suspension pick-up
points. Comfortable and clean.

Prices
low £2200 || high £3200

Arrow
247cc 2-stroke twin. 305lb ||
55mpg || 75mph || 1960-5

a STRIPPED-DOwN Leader, built
to utilise spare capacity in the Ariel
works, the odd-looking Arrow was
smooth and fast by the standards of
the time, although it was also
smoky and underbraked. Also built
as the Sports (or ‘Golden’) Arrow
(20hp, 80mph) and finally as the
200 Arrow.

Prices
low £2200 || high £3000

Nh (Redhunter)
347cc ohv single. 365lb ||
70mpg || 75mph || 1945-58

a haNDSOME wORkING single
in the traditional Brit mould. Few
special virtues or vices. The
unusual Anstey-link plunger models
are unusual and interesting; the

1957MAtchLESSG80
This big single has been stored for many years in dry
conditions, and was offered at Bonhams auction at the
end of 2014. It’s missing some important parts and came
without any paperwork.
SOLD FOR £1955 INCLUDING PREMIUM

SO
LD
AS
SE
EN
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excellent swinging arm frame
handles rather better. The single
engines are all developments of the
prewar design, and their ancestry is
plain to anyone who observes that
their single oil pump is almost
identical to that fitted to countless
Triumph twins.

Prices
low £2000 || high £3000

VH (RedHunter)
497cc ohv single. 375lb ||
55mpg || 85mph || 1945-58

A veRy SOUND big banger, often
with a beautiful maroon finish (like
the rest of the four-stroke range)
and great reliability. Rigid models
are always great to ride, though
some consider the later swinging
arm machines to be the best riders
and the most oiltight. HS
(scrambles) and HT (trials) comp
versions are very highly sought after
and highly priced as a result. Ariel’s
singles are still underrated, too, and
are more affordable than many
others, despite their excellence on
the road.

Prices
low £2800 || high £4000

VB
598cc sv single. 370lb || 50mpg,
60mph || 1945-58

ONe OF The last of the sidevalve
sloggers (along with BSA’s M20 and
M21); great reliability, massive
charm and almost no performance.
Like a lot of sidevalves, they offer
an alternative experience to more
common ohv singles. If you have a
choice, go for the rigid, which
boasts considerable character, the
swinging arm model rather less so.

Prices
low £2500 || high £4000

KH (Fieldmaster)
498cc ohv twin. 390lb || 65mpg,
90mph || 1948-58

SweeT TOURINg TwIN with a
unique motor in standard Ariel
cycle parts. Engine spares can be
hard to find, and the bikes are quite
a rare sight these days. The engine
is unique to the model, and is
unusual in having its pushrods at
the outside corners of the block.
The 1953-only all alloy KHA is the
rarest and will cost you more.
Available with rigid, Anstey link

plunger or swinging arm frames.
The all-iron rigid twin is a particular
charmer, not unlike a Norton in the
way it rides.

Prices
low £2500 || high £4500

FH (Huntmaster)
648cc ohv twin. 400lb || 55mpg,
100mph || 1954-58

SOLID TOURINg 650 twin, with a
BSA A10-based engine that
retained the tractable, quiet iron
cylinder head to its end. Probably
the most usable Ariel twin because
of the easy availability of engine
spares, and upgradeable using any
sporting BSA A10 components. A
stylish but slightly more expensive
alternative to an A10, entirely
capable of long-distance two-up
travel. However, like other Ariels,
the tin bits are scarce. The brakes
can be marginal, although they
were deemed sufficient for sidecar
use in their day.

Prices
low £3000 || high £4500

Square Four
997cc ohv four || 480lb || 45mpg
|| 100mph

The FAmOUS BRITISh postwar
four is a machine of immense
appeal, considerable mechanical
noise and great smoothness. Early
models are supposedly prone to
overheating, and the solo handling
can be a little worrying at speed,
not least because Ariel never put
their swinging arm Four into
production and the Anstey link
plunger rear end can struggle with
the weight and performance. The
brakes can also struggle to cope
with the speed and mass. For all
that, the Squariel is a highly
desirable and functional bike with a
unique cachet.

Prices
low £11,000 || high £15,000

BSA

A
t one time BSA was the
largest motorcycle
manufacturer in the

world, and there are still
fleets of the products of its
Small Heath, Birmingham
factory about. The BSA range
was huge, covering all areas

of road riding and
competition, and was
exported to just about
everywhere. Many originally
exported BSAs have been
repatriated over the years,
which keeps prices
competitive. If you are a
newcomer to the old bike
world, then a BSA of some
description could well be
your best bet; they’re
significantly less expensive
than equivalent Triumph and
Norton models. Active
owners’ club, many spares
suppliers with plenty of repro
parts being made. BSA
offered a wide range of
machines; singles, twins and
triples, as well as the once
ubiquitous Bantam, probably
the most famous small stroker
of them all and an
inexpensive way to play with
straightforward mechanicals.
The BSA way was a path of
steady development, and
although it built models
which were as rapid as any
Triumph and handled as well
as Nortons, Beezers were
never rated so highly. BSA – a
big concern which included
Triumph – left the 1960s on
top of the world, and entered
the 1970s on a rapid slide to
oblivion. Its dohc 350 twin
was stillborn, and the radical
new frame designs introduced
in 1971 were largely ignored
because they used the same
old single and twin engines.
Be careful when buying bikes
from 1971-73; threadforms

changed in a strange
sequence, so parts which
appear perfect for a particular
bike might not fit at all. For
example; all the unit single
engines look similar, which
they are, but they changed
constantly and sometimes
radically through the years.
The failure and collapse of
BSA is one of the saddest
episodes in British industry.
Always join the owners’ club.

Bantam
174cc 2-stroke single || 230lb ||
85mpg || 65mph || 1948-71

The mOST wIDeLy sold of all
BSAs, the Bantam (which was the
one true learner bike of its day) is
apparently immortal, being plentiful
even today and having an excellent
owners’ club of its own. It began life
in 1948 as the 123cc D1, grew to
148cc as the D3 in 1954 and to
174cc as the D5 in 1958. The one
to look for is possibly the 1968-71
D14/4, which has four gears,
smartish styling, good handling and
general reliability. The ones to
ignore are possibly the plunger-
framed versions. All Bantams can
be reliable and very economical to
run provided that they are built
properly. Spares are plentiful and
cheap, and modern ignition
systems and engine seals can
transform them. An easy
introduction to classic Brits, if not
exactly exhilarating to ride.

Prices
low £1200 || high £2000

BSAC15
Green laner, and road bike. Lovely condition. NOS tank
with some scuffs but original and seemed a shame to
renovate. Electronic ignition, easy starter. Nice all round
bike. Matching numbers and original green log book.
SOLD AT AUCTION FOR £2100

SOLD
ASSEEN

♠
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C10 (45-57), C11 (45-55),
C12 (56-58)
249cc singles || 320lb || 75mpg ||
55-65mph

Postwar utility BiKEs,
negligible go, stop and handling.
Many consider them to be dull,
although they provided stolid ride-
to-work reliability for many
thousands who could afford better
than a bicycle. Some spares are
hard to find, now, and BSA built
these bikes to a price affordable by
working class heroes of their day.
Less sought-after than Bantams,
which is a little mysterious.

Prices
low £1400 || high £2100

C15Star
249cc ohv single || 320lb ||
70mpg || 70mph || 1959-67

rEdEsignEd Basic 250, with
neat but restrained streamlined
styling and unit construction. Some
suffered bottom end and ignition
troubles; most just whined on and
on, as the basic design was rugged
enough. Massive numbers were
sold, which meant that even in the
‘classic’ age they were so plentiful
that they were often neglected. Buy
with care, 1970s learner riders did
terrible things to them. Sports
version was the SS80, which was
quicker and less reliable. C15T and
C15S will cost more. Before paying
a lot more for a T or an S, make
sure it’s genuine.

Prices
low £1450 || high £2250

C25Barracuda
249cc ohv single || 330lb,
60mpg || 75mph || 1966-70

rEstylEd c15 with a bit more
go at the expense of some
reliability. Better suspension,
lighting and braking were added,
and they can be surprisingly
charming – and quick-steering, as
the later frames were increasingly
based around those used on the
off-road comp models. Became the
B25 Starfire in ’68. This is a better
bet as it is more reliable and less
vibratory following a mild detuning.
Also sold as the Fleetstar for fleet
users.

Prices
low £1500 || high £2250

B25SS
249cc ohv single || 320lb ||
55mpg || 80mph || 1971-72

thE last of the long C15-based
series, with a new oil-bearing
chassis and smart street scrambler
clothes for BSA’s final rescue
attempt. Naming it the ‘Gold Star
250’ didn’t help sales or credibility.
Also called the B25 Victor and
rebadged as the Triumph
Trailblazer/Blazer SS. As with all
250s, these suffered from learner
neglect, so buy carefully. Most
spares are around, though quality
can be extremely variable. The last
are probably the best of all the BSA
250 singles.

Prices
low £1500 || high £2800

B31
348cc ohv single || 365lb,
80mpg || 75mph || 1945-59

traditional Brit singlE.
Often leaky and rattly but can run
up very high mileages with very
little maintenance. Find an early
one with solid or plunger frame for
greater agility and charm. They are
faster and sweeter than later
heavier examples. The 350 engine
shared the same bicycle as far
bigger machines, and can be
leisurely as a result, especially the
swinging arm bikes. The last
models, with their coil ignition and
alternator electrics, should be
worthwhile contenders for anyone
who wants to ride regularly.

Prices
low £1800 || high £2800

B32Gold Star
348cc ohv single || 360lb ||
65mpg || 85mph || 1949-57

amazing what a name and
reputation can do for prices.
Souped-up single with a flashy suit
and better brakes than lesser
models. The DB32 is the one to buy
with its excellent duplex frame,
although the price is high. Spares
availability and quality are excellent,
and owners’ club support is
guaranteed. Check paperwork
closely: look on old documents for
evidence that it has always been a
Goldie and isn’t an overpriced
replica.

Prices
low £4500 || high £7000

B40
343cc ohv single || 305lb ||
80mpg || 75mph || 1960-65

strEtchEd c15, with more
torque and a cast-in pushrod tunnel
to distinguish it. Never wildly
popular, they are nonetheless
sound and usually reliable if treated
kindly. Plenty of ex-WD bikes about.
These are better bets, with good off-
road type frames and better oil
filters included. The sports SS90
version is very rare now.

Prices
low £1750 || high £2400

B44Victor
441cc ohv single || 335lb ||
65mpg || 85mph || 1966-70

anothEr c15 strEtch with
more go and more vibration.
Engines can be fragile if abused,
despite Jeff Smith scrambles
heritage. Also sold as the Shooting
Star, not to be confused with the
twin of the same name.

Prices
low £2200 || high £3000

B33
499cc ohv single || 420lb ||
70mpg || 80mph || 1947-59

EnlargEd B31, with more
torque so longer legs. Possibly the
classic 50s workhorse, this one will
run and run. Plunger suspension
from 1949, then the admirable BSA
swinging arm frame arrived in
1955. Alternator/coil ignition in
1958. Similar values for the M33,
which is essentially an ohv (B33)
engine in a sidevalve (M21) bicycle.
All extremely straightforward to
maintain and easy to live with: a
solid bet for any beginner.

Prices
low £2200 || high £3200

B34,DB34,DBD34,
Gold Star
499cc ohv single || 410lb ||
55mpg || 110mph || 1950-62

thE lEgEnd itsElf. Fun on the
open road, but antisocial and
awkward in traffic. Vastly overpriced
due to a vast over-reputation, which
masks their charm from many
newer riders. Rewarding to own and
to learn to ride properly. Spares and
club support are excellent. Beware

of fakes; buy from someone you
trust, and always with a warranty.
Superb specialist services and
updated, uprated components are
readily available, mostly intended to
boost performance.

Prices
low £12,000 || high £20,000

B50SS
499cc ohv single || 340lb,
60mpg || 85mph || 1971-72

thE last of the C15 stretches.
Striking street-scrambler style fails to
disguise the overstressed power train.
Also known as the B50 Gold Star and
B50T Victor. Conversion to electronic
ignition transforms its behaviour to
one of GB’s best ever singles,
although starting it is a definite skill.
The most amazing exhaust system in
the world on the US-only Triumph-
badged version. Agile and quick,
regular oil changes and a fully
charged battery are essential.

Prices
low £2700 || high £4000

M20
496cc sv single || 425lb || 55mpg
|| 65mph || 1945-55

oncE uBiquitous
antiquatEd sidevalve slogger,
kept in production by WD contracts
and sidecar hauliers like the AA.
Little go and little stop but very
rugged and oozing character.
Stretched to 591cc in 1946 (as the
M21, until 1963), with similar
performance but greater thirst for
both petrol and oil.

Prices
low £2200 || high £3200

A7
497cc ohv twin || 420lb || 55mpg
|| 90mph || 1946-61

sPlEndid twin, with smooth
power and typically fine BSA
steering. Early models may be more
sought after, but post-1950 bikes,
with A10-based engines are better
for spares. Immense reliability and
charm. Recommended to anyone
who enjoys motorcycling off the
motorways. Started out as a rigid,
gained a redesigned engine and a
plunger frame, was later redesigned
again to fit into the swinging arm
frame. Iron-engined rigids are
especially fine. Only fault is the
dismal 6v lighting but that’s hardly
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unique to BSA and is fixable with
modern components, as is the
magneto ignition. A7SS Shooting
Star is the sporty one with similar
go and a higher price.

Prices
low £2400 || high £3500

A50Royal Star
499cc ohv twin || 420lb || 60mpg
|| 90mph || 1962-66

THE UnIT-cOnSTRUcTIOn
replacement for the A7. A fine if
slightly sluggish machine with all the
style of the 650s but with less go
and less vibes. Smoother, though,
and the rare sporting versions are
highly entertaining. Bargains can be
found and they make good working
bikes. 12v alternator electrics and
seriously simple maintenance make
them entirely practical riding
machines. The engines shouldn’t
leak and they shouldn’t rattle, but
they often do...

Prices
low £2000 || high £3700

A10
646cc ohv twin || 440lb || 55mpg
|| 105mph || 1951-63

A cLASSIc In more than just
name, the A10 was sold as the
Golden Flash with flash style, the
Road Rocket with a bit more go, and
as the Super Rocket with a little
more than that. Many plunger
Flashes spent their working lives
hauling sidecars and may still lean
in that direction. The A10 engine in
BSA’s swinging arm frame is
arguably one of the best postwar
Britbikes: robust and easy to ride a
long way, if less rapid than the
Triumph alternative. The Rocket
Gold Star was a super-sports version
with Gold Star cycle parts and tuned
engine. These can fetch £20,000
but are highly fakeable, so be very
careful. An A10 is a fine motorcycle;
the only worry can be high-speed
braking on the later models. SRM
main bearing conversion is a plus
when looking to buy.

Prices
low £2700 || high £5000 || RGS
low £7500 || high £15,000

A65
654cc ohv twin || 425lb || 55mpg
|| 120mph || 1962-73

THE UnIT-cOnSTRUcTIOn
replacement for the A10. The A65

has a poor reputation as a vibrator
and a leaker of oil, which means it
makes a good buy for riders. Get
one while you can! In fact, the
single-carb twin is no more rough
than any others. Spares are
plentiful, if of unusually variable
quality. Late (post ’71) bikes have
the same oil-bearing frame as
1971-83 Triumph twins, which
provides fine steering. Very late
(1972) bikes are very good indeed,
and are hard to fault as practical
bikes – they even stopped leaking
after the ’71 redesign. Sold as the
Thunderbolt (tourer), Lightning
(sports), Spitfire (cafe racer) and
Firebird Scrambler (street
scrambler). Problems tend to be
electrical and easily fixed. Specialist
engineering sorts suspect bottom
end oiling, as in all BSA twins.

Prices
low £2500 || high £4500

A70Lightning
751cc ohv twin || 425lb || 50mpg
|| 120mph || 1971

US-OnLY HOmOLOGATIOn
special, intended for Stateside
racing. Very rare – beware the
imitator! These unusual engines
were once popular with heroic
chair racers.

Prices
High – if you find one.

A75RRocket 3
740cc ohv triple || 520lb ||
35mpg || 125mph || 1968-72

ARGUAbLY THE FIRST superbike,
the Rocket 3 was quite a sensation
when launched, with its vivid
acceleration, unconventional styling,
high top speed and excellent
steering. The bikes are in great
demand, and can be expensive to
run, although parts supply is good.
Rewarding to own and ride, and can
accept the disc brake and electric
starter from the T160 Trident.
Fascinating machines.

Prices
low £6500 || high £9000

DOUGLAS

The small Bristol
manufacturer which
always seemed to be in

financial difficulty, but which
produced some interesting
boxer twins with variable

production quality. Despite
the BMW-like across the
frame flat twin design, with
the crank’s axis in line with
the frame’s centreline,
Douglas turned the drive
through 90º and used a chain
final drive rather than a shaft
– unlike Velocette’s flat twins.
Bikes are relatively rarely
offered for sale outside of the
owners’ club which is the only
reliable source of spares.

MarkSeries
348cc ohv flat twin || 340lb ||
65mpg || 75mph

HARD TO FInD for sale, even
harder to find on the road. Fine
handling for their day, but a little
fragile in the power dept. Once
called ‘the Bugatti of motorcycles’.
The engineering is innovative, with
Douglas’ own take on suspension at
both ends, including a truly unusual
reliance upon torsion bars. The
engines are sweet, smooth and
gentle. Avoid the initial (teething
troubled) T35 model. The Mk.3
Sports is the acknowledged one to
have; 80-Plus and 90-Plus sporting
versions are faster and boast better
brakes for a frighteningly high price.

Prices
low £3500 || high £5500

Dragonfly
348cc ohv flat twin || 395lb ||
55mpg || 75mph || 1954-57

ODDLY STYLED TOURInG 350
twin, featuring Earles forks and a
faired headlamp/petrol tank, as well

as conventional rear suspension. An
involving, unusual machine with a
rev-happy engine providing almost
adequate performance and with
excellent steering, but dire brakes
and limited specialist support.

Prices
low £3000 || high £5000

FRANCIS-BARNETT

Part of the AMC group,
F-B built sturdy and
plodding two-strokes

using both the Piatti-designed
AMC engine and the better
Villiers unit in a variety of
capacities and styles. Not at
present very highly regarded
by the classic crowd, F-Bs are
cheap enough to provide a lot
of fun in the old bike milieu,
and are reliable if looked after.
Models to look out for include
the amazingly styled Fulmar,
which has a small AMC engine
to propel its unusual frame,
leading link front forks and
swoopy bodywork slowly
along, and the Cruiser twins
(‘89 and ’91), which have
almost acceptable
performance. Prices for the
whole range are similar and
low. Owners’ clubs (its own, as
well as the British Two-
Stroke); scarce spares, apart
from for the Villiers engines.

Prices
low £850 || high £1250

GREEVESTFS
1965. Immaculate condition. Only 43 road miles since
full restoration by previous owner and Greeves noted
expert John Fryatt. Road registered with V5C and daytime
MoT. Don Smith pattern exhaust.
SOLD PRIVATELY FOR £4100

SOLD
ASSEEN

♠
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GREEVES

Built in Thundersley,
Essex, the Greeves
range of lightweight,

competition-based machines
were always a bit different
from the more mundane
commuter bikes with which
they shared the use of Villiers
engines. The most striking
features are the alloy beam-
based frame and leading-link
forks which used rubber in
torsion as the spring medium.
Any bike which could be
described as ‘off-road’ will
command a higher price, but
the roadster models, using
both Villiers singles and twin
engines, can provide superb
steering, some style and a
little performance. Silverstone
road-racers are highly coveted
by both collectors and riders,
while the East Coaster is the
editor’s personal favourite.

Prices
low £2000 || high £2750

HESKETH

L
aunched at a wondering
world as yet another
Great British world-

beater, Lord Hesketh’s monster
V-twin turned out to be an
expensive flop, largely because
the splendid-looking power
unit was inadequately
developed and lacked the
sophistication required by
those spending around £6000

on a motorcycle. It was also
panned by the press, although
at least one of CBG’s team
likes them. Production of a
sort dribbled on for years,
including a suggested relaunch
using more modern suspension
and brakes as well as a bigger
version of the original engine.
There are still a few low
mileage examples about which
could make sense, especially if
they have been updated with
the EN10 kit of improved
engine parts. Spares supply
mostly excellent. The current
Hesketh concern is intent
upon launching a new range of
V-twins using a proprietary
powerplant rather than its
own.

V1000
992cc dohc V-twin || 560lb ||
35mpg || 120mph || 1982-84

ALSO SOLD AS the Vampire with
a striking full enclosure, the
unfaired V1000 is let down by a
noisy engine, a stiff gearchange
and a very tall riding position. The
rest of the machine is pretty good,
using the best parts from
European suppliers of the day, and
most of the faults can be
eliminated with redesigned parts
developed by Mick Broom. Many
of the criticisms come from those
who’ve never ridden one; those
who ride them usually like them.

Prices:
low £10,000 || high £14,000

JAMES

The other AMC two-
stroke builder, probably
most well-known for its

Cadet and Captain commuters,
which were very dull indeed.
Once again, the better buys are
those which are powered by
Villiers rather than Piatti-
designed AMC engines, and the
very late (1966) Superswift twin
is probably the one to find.
Some machines were built with
the Villiers 4T unit, which is a
little less slow. The James
Scooter (which was sold as the
Matchless Papoose in the US!) is
the one to avoid – unless you
truly are a collector of lost
causes. However, a lot of low-
cost, high-amusement riding
can be had from any of the
James range, and they can’t
depreciate much. Like most
British two-strokers, they have a
dedicated band of expert fans.

Prices
low £850 || high £1250

MATCHLESS

The once-famous marque
was offered a new lease
of life from a new home

in Newton Abbot in Devon.
Only one model was offered; a
Rotax-engined 500cc single,
either with or without electric
start, and with a second front
brake disc to handle the power
of the electric start (a joke).
The frame, designed by
Triumph engineer Brian Jones,
is oil-bearing, light and neat.
Many spares are available from
either the company (LF
Harris) or from Rotax. The
G80 suffered from overpricing,
sadly, and didn’t do well.

G80
499cc ohc single || 390lb ||
55mpg || 95mph || 1987-90

EARLY STARTIng AnD finish
problems would appear to have
been overcome on the later bikes,
and the G80 makes a pleasant,
practical, comfortable classic styled
bike for everyday use. If you have a
choice, opt for the electric start and
twin front discs and accept that
you’ll pay more for one of those.

Prices
low £2000 || high £4000

NORTON

An AMC company from
1953, Norton moved
from its Birmingham

base to the London AMC
works in 1963 as part of the
parent company’s struggle to
stay afloat. The company built
a wide range of machines
including sidevalve sloggers,
ohc singles and ohv twins.
Famously better roadholding
than the Triumph competition
although many riders prefer
the Triumph’s perky power
delivery: always more
expensive than BSA, AJS or
Matchless equivalents.
Following the AMC crash of
’66, the new Norton Villiers
concern concentrated on
twins, launching the
Commando in 1967 and
relying on variants on this
theme until production
ceased in 1977. A revived
successor company produced
several hundred twin-rotor
Wankel engined machines
between 1983 and 1992,
which have become accepted
as classics despite their
strangeness. The modern
range of 961 Commandos is
still current, so not
considered here, yet. Spares
supply is excellent for the
classic twins, reasonable for
the singles; likewise for the
rotaries despite the demise of
the factory. An excellent
owners’ club, which supplies
an increasing range of
obscure spares.

Jubilee
249cc ohv twin || 350lb || 75mpg
|| 65mph || 1958-66

WELL-DESIgnED buT
underdeveloped and sometimes
poorly assembled unit construction
twin engine in AMC group lightweight
chassis. Suffered from oil leaks,
mechanical disasters and the Wipac
electrical bits. Deluxe version looks
smart if you like skirts. The James-
style forks and wheels deny
credibility from an otherwise
interesting machine. The unit
construction lightweight twin engine
is an intriguing design; easy to work
on, and should be robust, with its
huge main and big end bearings.
Oddly, its reputation is less than that.

Prices
low £1700 || high £2300

MATCHLESSG80
1989. 500cc ohc single. Very original, good condition,
and probably best available. Twin discs and electric start.
One previous owner, only 6600 miles. Original handbook,
tools and bill of sale.
SOLD PRIVATELY FOR £4000

SO
LD
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EN
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Navigator
349cc ohv twin || 350lb || 65mpg
|| 75mph || 1960-65

ENLARgED AND mORE useful
Jubilee with Roadholder forks and
an 8in front brake. Enough
performance for cruising the
byways and excellent handling.
Expensive (for a lightweight) but
wieldy and manageable. Handsome
too, in a baby-Dommi way, and
quick enough, if not fast.

Prices
low £2000 || high £2400

Electra
394cc ohv twin || 360lb || 55mpg
|| 75mph || 1963-65

RARE ELEctRic StARt version of
the Navigator with a few more cc and
indicators. The best of the
lightweights and pretty civilised for
1963. Provided the electrical system’s
in decent condition, the starter is
reliable enough too. Light and agile,
with great steering and stopping.

Prices
low £2000 || high £3200

Model 50
348cc ohv single. 400lb,
75mpg, 75mph. 1956-63

gENtLE tRADitiONAL BRit
single with nice manners and gentle
performance. Post ’59 models are
the most expensive, with the famous
featherbed frame, decent lights and
good looks, but the earlier non-
featherbed machines are charming,
much cheaper and have a better
riding position. Very few survive,
most were turned into Tritons...

Prices
low £2500 || high £4500

Model 40
349c ohc single || 340lb || 65mpg
|| 85mph || 1946-58

FuSSY cAmShAFt SiNgLE, aka
the International, a distant road-
going relative of the racing Manx
models. Featherbed bikes are best,
but ludicrously expensive. Experts
are out there; identifying them is
rarely easy. Parts are available, but
are never wallet-friendly.

Prices
low £20,000 || high £30,000

16H
490cc sv single || 365lb || 55mpg
|| 65mph || 1945-55

mOSt uN-NORtON-LikE slogger
with less performance than a modern
125. They do have much charm
though, and some riders prefer them
to BSA’s equivalent M20, which was
also a favourite with Second World
War soldier DRs. Used to be found
with chair attached and completely
worn out, now usually observed at
military revivalist meetings.

Prices
low £2450 || high £4000

Model 18 / ES2
490cc ohv single || 380lb,
60mpg || 75mph || 1947-62

NORtON’S tRADitiONAL BRit
single. An average performer in all
areas until the featherbed frame gave
it brilliant handling for 1959. Again,
it’s a pleasant bike, but a lot of the
late ones were converted into Tritons.
Opinion suggests that they are one of
the best British singles. The Model
18 (1945-54) is essentially the
plunger ES2 less the plungers; i.e. it
retained the earlier rigid frame but
used the Roadholder front end.

Prices
low £3200 || high £4800

ES2Mk.2&
Model 50Mk.2
1964-66

mAtchLESS mAchiNES with
Norton badges and bearing no
resemblance to ‘real’ ES2s. Built for
some odd marketing reason for a
short time prior to the AMC collapse.
Very rare now; price as AJS 350/500,
plus invisible rarity factor.

Model 7
497cc ohv twin || 413lb || 60mpg
|| 90mpg || 1948-52

AN uNuSuAL NORtON twin,
with a gentle iron-head version of
the Dominator twin engine in a
plunger bicycle similar to that of the
ES2. Handling nowhere near
featherbed class, but an interesting
and comfortable machine.
Debatable whether it’s really worth
any more than the equivalent BSA
A7, but always priced higher.

Prices
low £3000 || high £4500

88

497cc ohv twin || 420lb || 60mpg
|| 90mph || 1951-66

thE FiRSt FEAthERBED-
FRAmED roadster twin and a fine
motorcycle. Brilliant steering,
excellent brakes and smooth (if a
little noisy) motor make for a good
time. Frame layout can produce
leg-ache after a long run. Also
available as the 88SS, which had
twin carbs, a siamesed exhaust and
was quite quick.

Prices
low £5000 || high £7500

Model 30 (International)
490cc ohc single || 360lb ||
60mpg || 95mph || 1946-58

cAmmY SpORtS SiNgLE which
offered similar performance to the
88 twin but required much more
effort to achieve it. Good looks,
class and oil leaks fail to justify the
incredible prices. Camshaft kudos
is invaluable, however.

Prices
low £14,500 || high £25,000

Model 19
596cc ohv single || 385lb ||
60mpg || 70mph || 1955-57

mONStER 600 SiNgLE for the
chair pullers with little to commend
it except rarity. Suffix ‘S’ stands for
Sprung (not Sports, silly) and ‘R’ for
Rigid. Very long stroke engine
makes it a master at climbing
mountains as well as hard to start.

Prices
low £3000 || high £3700

Big 4
596cc sv single || 400lb || 50mpg
|| 65mph || 1947-54

pREwAR RELic iNtENDED to
haul vast loads great distances very
slowly. Overpriced by the name on
the tank. Rare spares.

Prices
low £3000 || high £4500

Model 77
RARE twiN; BASicALLY a 99
engine in a non-featherbed
swinging arm bicycle very similar to
the same-year ES2. Comfortable,
calm bike to ride, and intended
mainly for sidecar use. US riders
could buy the Nomad, a desert sled
version of this machine with great
styling and better performance.

Prices
low £3500 || high £4500
(Nomad a lot more)

99
596cc ohv twin || 420lb || 55mpg
|| 100mph || 1956-62

StREtchED 88 with a little more
speed and vibration. One of the best
of the entire Dominator series.
Shared the same cycle parts as the
other featherbed twins and
developed with them. Single carb,
gained an alternator in 1958 and the
slimmer slimline featherbed in 1959.

NOrtONN15CS 750
1966 for restoration. A rare opportunity to buy a Desert
Sled, recently returned from the US. Genuine, original
bike which looks like it has been stored for years.
SOLD ON EBAY FOR £4700

SOLD
ASSEEN

♠
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Prices
low £5500 || high £7500

650SS /Mercury
646cc ohv twin || 420lb || 50mpg
|| 110mph || 1960-69

Stretched 99 with better
performance, greater vibration and
the slimline featherbed chassis.
Very fast but harsh with it. The final
featherbed twin was the Mercury,
built alongside the Commando until
1969 with a single carb, light
mudguarding and no tacho.
Possibly the most pleasant
featherbed twin.

Prices
low £5000 || high £6500

Atlas
745cc ohv twin || 420lb || 50mpg
|| 110mph || 1963-68

Stretched 650 with no more
go but plenty of vibes. Huge
amount of torque makes for a very
relaxed cruiser, but vibration spoils
the thrill of the acceleration. Still a
good bike, and rewarding to ride,
although much overshadowed by
the Commando in the classic era.

Prices
low £5000 || high £6500

N15
745cc ohv twin || 420lb || 45mpg
|| 110mph || 1964-68

norton atlaS engine in a
Matchless chassis and off-road

clothes makes for a wild early trail
bike. Mainly sold in the US as
‘desert sleds’. Loads of noise, vibes,
excitement. Strangely, the Atlas
engine shakes rather less in the
Matchless’s lugged frame than in
Norton’s all-welded featherbed.

Prices
low £5500 || high £7500

P11/P11A / Ranger 750
745cc ohv twin || 400lb || 45mpg
|| 110mph || 1965-69

definitive uS deSert racer,
with the Atlas lump in Matchless
G85 CS scrambler cycle parts
making a beast of a bike. Very rare
and very fine street scrambler.

Prices
low £7000 || high £9000

Commando
745cc ohv twin || 450lb || 55mpg
|| 125mph || 1968-73
828cc ohv twin || 450lb || 50mpg
|| 120mph || 1973-77

the laSt Stretch of the
Dominator engine. The increasing
vibration was tamed by the Isolastic
rubber frame mounts, at the
expense of some steering precision.
Early versions used what was
basically an Atlas engine; the 850
was much more refined, less prone
to oil loss and less rapid. Sold as
Fastback (with unusual styling),
Fastback LR (bigger tank),
Roadster (small tank), ‘S’ (high
pipes and small tank), HiRider
(bizarre custom thing), Interstate

(vast tanked tourer), John Player
Special (fake racer) and as a real
proddie racer. 1975 brought us the
Mk.3, complete with a single disc
brake at each end and an electric
start. This was the butt of much
humour at the time, but modern
replacement starter motors cure it.
Possibly the best Brit twin, certainly
a genuine British superbike, with all
the charm of the big engine without
the vibration. Spares supply is
excellent: endless opportunities to
upgrade engine and ancillaries.
Superb owners’ club.

Prices
low £4500 || high £8500

Classic
588cc twin rotary || 498lb ||
40mpg || 110mph || 1988-89

the firSt civilian rotary
Norton. Neat traditional style and
unique performance. One hundred
and one built and sold. Check that
it really is a Classic and not a
reupholstered police Interpol 2.

Prices
low £7000, high £11,000

Interpol 2
588cc twin rotary || 498lb ||
40mpg || 110mph || 1983-88

the moSt common of the rotary
series. Built for police and fleet use,
the spine frame and ultra-smooth
rotary engine, allied to a BMW RT-
style fairing, fully enclosed drive
chain and hard Craven-type
panniers produced an excellent
touring machine. All rotaries
depend on informed maintenance.
Modern ignition systems and
lubricants liberate them from their
early unreliability. Marzocchi forks
and Brembo brakes add to the
riding pleasure. Buy with care, or
budget for a specialist rebuild
before use.

Prices
low £4000 || high £5500

Commander
588cc l/c twin rotary || 498lb ||
40mpg || 110mph || 1988-93

norton replaced the air-
cooled Interpol 2 with the more
refined liquid-cooled Commander.
Built in parallel for fleet/police use
and the civilian market, it replaced
the Italian components with running
gear from Yamaha’s XJ900. Excellent
fairing, and twin batteries to provide

confidence for private users as well as
major electricals for the police. Early
machines offered only non-removable
hard panniers, while the last ones
were fitted with detachable Krauser
items. Buy with care; rotary engines
respond badly to neglect but are fast
and reliable when properly set up.

Prices
low £5000 || high £7500

F1
588cc twin rotary || 162kg ||
32mpg || 135mph || 1990-92

if you want to preserve for
posterity, buy an original F1, if you
want to ride a bike, buy the later F1
Sport. Water-cooled rotormotor with
Yamaha gearbox in exotic alloy
beam chassis and staggering
styling. Overheats in traffic, but
brilliant to ride. Superb handling
and considerable rapidity. Buy a
bike only with a known history and
preferably a service record.

Prices
low £14,000 || high £18,000

PANthER

Built by Phelon & Moore
in Cleckheaton,
Yorkshire, Panther

motorcycles inspire huge
loyalty in their owners and
seem to spur them on to
incredible feats. As well as the
galaxy-spanning big slopers,
P&M built a range of lighter
four-stroke singles and a
range of two-stroke
lightweights powered by the
ubiquitous Villiers engines
and featuring Earles forks.
Also imported the Terrot
scooter in a vain tilt at the
scooter market. Panthers have
little performance but great
charm. Active and completely
eccentric owners’ club.
Spares okay.

Models 65/75
248/348cc ohv singles ||
340/350lb || 75/65mpg ||
63/72mph || 1947-62

a pair of very traditional British
singles with a pedigree dating back
to Boadicea at least. Rugged,
simple, immortal and distinctly non-
sporting, they were equipped with
about the best tele-forks to have
been made in Britain; Dowty’s
‘Oleomatic’ (pump-up, air-sprung)
units. Worth a ride for these alone.

1939RED PANthER 350
This pretty little prewar Panther was off the road from 1958
until its long-term restoration was completed last year. It now
boasts Lewis Templeton paintwork, ethanol-proof fueling, an
electrical overhaul and a complete engine rebuild.
Sold by bonhamS for £5175 including premium
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prices
low £1750 || high £2500

model 100
598cc ohv single || 440lb ||
60mpg || 75mph || 1946-63

INteNDeD AS A chairpuller, and
looking quite odd without one, they
have immense reliability, leak
hugely and run on for years. Built
for durability rather than looks.
Supremely charming to own. One of
Brit biking’s great characters.

prices
low £3000 || high £4000

model 120
646cc ohv single || 440lb ||
55mpg || 80mph || 1959-65

eNLARgeD But LIttLe
different. ‘Notably more troubled
than the Model 100’ said historian
Steve Wilson. Some spares are very
rare, but the owners’ club can
usually help.

prices
low £2800 || high £4000

rOYALENFiELD

F
rom its Redditch works,
RE built a respectable
range of staid singles and

twins which were at one time
mostly famous for their
inability to retain their oil. The
company listed two ranges of
singles, one based on the
Bullet and the other on the
unit-construction Crusader.
There was also a rather nice
Villiers powered 250, the
Turbo Twin, which is very
rare. The twins came in 500,
700 and 750 capacities,
arguably the best of which
were the late Interceptors,
which have Norton forks and
front wheel and go as well as
they look. All heavy models
used the Albion gearbox,
which was outdated by 1956
and can be slow through the
gears with an odd neutral-
finder lever to play with.
Spares for most models are
very good, with much
interchange between Brit-built
Bullets and their Indian
descendants.

Clipper
248cc ohv single || 350lb ||

85mpg || 60mph || 1953-57

geNtLe AND RARe. Even rose-
tinted retro-vision doesn’t help
much with the performance.

prices
low £1750 || high £2200

Crusader
248cc ohv single || 330lb ||
75mpg || 75mph || 1956-66

uNIt cONStRuctION SINgLe
with good handling and oil leaks.
Also offered with a five-speed
gearbox (the Super 5) which had
something of a reputation for
unreliability.

prices
low £1750 || high £2500

Continental
248cc ohv single || 320lb ||
65mpg || 80mph || 1962-67

ReStYLeD veRSION OF the five-
speed Crusader, with more waft,
vibration and oil leaks. Odd semi-
racer styling on the GT model.

prices
low £2200 || high £3000

Bullet
346cc ohv single || 365lb ||
70mpg || 70mph || 1949-63

eNFIeLD’S RAtHeR
uNDeRRAteD version of the
traditional Brit single, distinguished
by intriguing detail design. Less
common 500 version with more
torque is perhaps a better machine,
but both steer extremely well.
British-built Bullets much more
valued than Indian ones.

prices
low £2000 || high £4000

meteorminor
496cc ohv twin || 420lb, 60mpg
|| 85mph || 1959-63

DeveLOpeD FROM tHe rare
‘500 Twin’, the small RE twin is a
much underrated machine which
goes and handles very well,
although some spares can be
elusive.

prices
low £2500 || high £3200

Bullet / Electra /
Continental

499cc ohv single || 390lb,
80mpg || 80mph || 1955-present

pRODuctION OF BuLLetS
continued in Chennai, India, long
after it ended in Blighty. Quality
dubious until mid-1990s,
incremental improvements since
then. Official UK bikes always built
to a better standard than grey
imports. Electra-X came with lean-
burn engine and five-speed
gearbox. Fuel injection and unit
construction from 2007. Latest
version boosted to 535cc for cafe
racer Continental GT model. Heaps
of choice, great value, excellent
spares supply and enthusiast
suppliers.

prices
low £1500 || high £3000

Supermeteor
692cc ohv twin || 430lb || 55mpg
|| 100mph || 1952-60

ANOtHeR uNDeRRAteD tWIN,
with good manners and excellent
rideability. Very good tourer.
Developed into the Constellation for
1959, with better styling, better
handling, less reliability and
110mph. Try one and be
(pleasantly) surprised.

prices
low £2500 || high £3200

Constellation /
interceptormk.1

692/736cc ohv twin || 435lb ||
110mph || 1958-68

A RAce-BReD sports development
of the Super Meteor. Very fast but
earned a deserved reputation for
fragility and external lubrication.
The later and larger Interceptor
Mk.1 was a little better.

prices
low £3000 || high £4200

interceptormk.2
736cc ohv twin || 442lb ||
112mph || 1968-70

A SeRIOuS cONteNDeR for
Britain’s best-ever big (parallel) twin.
A super redesign of the old engine
lifted it into the near-bulletproof
bracket. Crushingly handsome good
looks, good handling and an
immense power spread, no oil leaks.
Norton forks and front brake are
very effective, and the only letdown
is the gearbox, which has a chasm
between third and top. The
Rickman-framed offspring is sheer
magic, but it was all too late to stop
RE from going under.

prices
low £4000 || high £4500

SCOTT

Made postwar in
Birmingham by the
Aerco Jig and Tool

Company, which took over
production from the Shipley

1954TriumphT110
You can’t buy a pre-unit Triumph for under five grand
these days, right? Wrong. You can if you’re prepared to
undertake a chunk of restoration work. This example had
been laid up in Ireland since 1978. The engine turns over,
the clutch is free and all the gears engaged.
SOLD BY BONHAMS FOR £4600
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factory and compromised the
long-established specification
with sophistication that just
seemed to add weight. An
intriguing mix of old and
almost modern with sweet
manners if you’re not in a
great hurry. Always remember
that all Scott engines are two-
stroke twins and are not like
any other engine you’ll have
encountered before. Only ever
buy one from someone you
trust and who knows what
they’re selling. Fascinating
machines, with ingenious
solutions to problems you
didn’t know existed.

Squirrel
596cc 2-stroke twin || 400lb ||
50mpg || 80mph || 1947-mid 60s

QuIRkY, TORQuEY, AnD for the
individualist only. Unique. Absorbing
to own and rewarding to ride.

Prices
low £4500 || high £6500

SuNbEAm

The Sunbeam name was
acquired by BSA (from
AMC) during the

Second World War and was
relaunched in ’46 as an
upmarket tourer. Sadly, the
S7/S8 series machines were
never fully developed and
sales were disappointing.
Most wearing spares available
from one major and expert

source. Clever engineering,
well made and a true
alternative to all other British
500cc parallel twins.

S7/S8
490cc ohc inline twin || 490lb ||
55mpg || 80mph || 1946-57

InTEnDED AS ThE ideal touring
motorcycle, with a rubber mounted,
unit construction, understressed
power unit, driving via a shaft.
Comfortable and handsome but the
S7 was let down by sluggish
performance and ponderous
handling. The S8 looked slimmer,
with its BSA front forks and brake,
and steered a little better.
Something of an heroic failure.
Always worth consideration if style
is more important than speed.

Prices
low £3600 || high £5000

TRIumPH

These chaps started the
British obsession with
parallel twins just before

the 1939-45 war and kept
them in production until 1988
(latterly at the LF Harris works
in Devon), before John Bloor
began again at Hinckley. The
excellent availability of spares
for most of the postwar models
makes them very popular with
riders in the classic world, and
they are indeed very practical
and plentiful bikes. Huge
numbers of US-spec Bonnies

and Tridents have come back
from the States, along with
quantities of NOS spares.
Triumphs are often
mechanically noisy, and with
less than perfect steering on
the 50s and early-60s twins.
Triumph also built some oddly
pleasant scooters – they’re
really alternative! Spares
supply is ample (but quality
variable); the owners’ club is
active and enthusiastic, and
both twins and triples have
benefited greatly from modern
re-engineered components. If
you absolutely must have a
Triumph then you’ll happily
pay the price premium which
the badge commands: but if
you started here simply
because it’s a familiar name
then go look at BSAs for a
softer entry to classic Brits.
Early Hinckley Triumphs have
achieved ‘classic’ status already:
look out for them in a future
issue.

Tiger Cub
199cc ohv single || 230lb ||
85mpg || 65mph

DEVELOPED FROm ThE earlier
150cc Terrier, the Tiger Cub was a
great learner bike of its day. Sold in
off-road form as well as roadster,
many have also been converted for
use in pre-65 trials. Some suffered
from weird wiring and weak brakes
and big end. The late ones are best,
with the BSA Bantam rolling chassis.
Massively popular, and priced way
beyond their performance.

Prices
low £2000 || high £5000

TR25, blazer SS
249cc ohv single || 320lb ||
55mpg || 80mph || 1971-72

A nEAT STREET scrambler based
around the BSA B25, which is
identical bar the styling and badges.
Don’t be put off by their poor
reputation; used sensibly, with
frequent oil changes, they can be fun
and practical to ride. Triumphs appear
to fetch higher prices than BSA, oddly.
The oil-bearing frame is excellent; two
different front brakes were used, both
can be made to work well. Earlier
TR25W Trophy is as uninspired as the
BSA Starfire, which it really is.

Prices
low £1750 || high £2500

3TA
348cc ohv twin || 360lb || 70mpg
|| 80mph || 1957-68

ALSO cALLED ThE 21 (21cu in =
350cc), this was the first unit-
construction Triumph. Bizarre
‘bathtub’ rear end styling makes them
stand out; odd handling, feeble brakes
and occasional sparks make you
wonder why they sold so well. Sporty
version was the Tiger 90, which was
nicer and lasted a year longer.

Prices
low £2750 || high £3650

5TSpeedTwin
498cc ohv twin || 375lb || 65mpg
|| 90mph || 1946-57

EARLY POSTwAR mODELS have
weak forks and brakes, copious leaks,
rattles and poor roadholding. No
wonder they sold well! Avoid anything
with a sprung hub if you enjoy riding
rapidly. Engine is sweet and willing,
however, and just a few miles will
reveal the reason for the enduring
popularity of Triumph’s twins.

Prices
low £3500 || high £5000

Tiger 100
498cc ohv twin || 370lb || 60mpg
|| 100mph || 1946-57

SPORTS VERSIOn OF the 5T,
with same comments and more
performance. The all alloy engine is
a rattler, but is a mover – it’s a
shame so many ended up in Tritons
and Tribsas. Riding an early
swinging arm model can be (a little
too) exciting, though the off-road
models are simply superb.

Prices
low £4000 || high £5800

5TA
498cc ohv twin || 385lb || 50mpg
|| 85mph || 1958-66

ThE unIT-cOnSTRucTIOn
replacement for the 5T, with
‘bathtub’ rear enclosure, puny frame
and a monster front mudguard.
Crisp engine, interesting handling at
speed. The engine is faster than the
frame; excitement guaranteed. The
T100A was the first unit Tiger 100;
looked more like a motorcycle, and
lasted until ’61. It was followed by
the T100SS (1962-65), the T100
(1966), took a great leap forward to
become the T100S (1967-70) and

SuNbEAmS7DELuxE
1950. Immaculate. Total nut & bolt restoration. Making
room for next project.
SOLD PRIVATELY FOR £7250
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the T100T (1967-70) with a quicker
motor. This became the T100C
(1971-72) and finally the T100R
Daytona (1971-73). Later models
are usually better. Original bathtub
enclosures are now very hard to find
(riders of the time did the wise thing
and binned them) although
remanufactured items surface every
so often. Practical fun bikes.

prices
low £2500 || high £4500

Tr5TAdventurer
498cc ohv twin || 330lb || 50mpg
|| 80mph || 1973-74

TRiumph 500 TwiN engine in oil-
bearing 250 single scrambler cycle
parts. Fairly rare, under-geared but
handsome, popular and frisky. One
of the most peculiar exhausts ever
and unique instruments!

prices
low £4500 || high £6000

TrW
498cc sv twin || 375lb || 65mpg ||
70mph || 1948-65

QuiETLY chARmiNg miLiTARY
machine; delightful if leisurely.
Rigid rear end and sprung saddle
provides ‘vintage’ feel, with added
benefit of reasonable brakes. Many
parts interchangeable with Trophy
trials model, so many were
converted. Many were civilianised
after being demobbed; modern
ironies find numerous examples
now converted back to military trim.

prices
low £3400 || high £5000

6TThunderbird
649cc ohv twin || 400lb || 60mpg
|| 95mph || 1950-61

Big, SOFT AND smoothish tourer
with customary Triumph plus and
minus points. Sports version was the
Tiger 110 (1954-61), which was
faster without too much vibration.
The iron-head 650 with a sprung
hub frame is viewed by some as the
best of all Triumphs, and they are
excellent riding machines.

prices
low £4500 || high £5700

Tr6Trophy
649cc ohv twin || 400lb || 55mpg
|| 105mph || 1954-73

AmERicAN-ORigiNATED SEmi
off-roader which through the years
evolved for the UK as a roadster
replacement for the Thunderbird,
with more stability and similar
performance. Bonneville
improvements usually ended up on
the Trophies too, and many
consider the single-carb engines to
be sweeter than the twin-carb
Bonnies. Engine prefix TR6P
denotes an ex-police bike. The
Thunderbird name was used for the
late (1981-83) short-stroke TR65;
an excellently revvy rider’s machine
but fairly unusual.

prices
low £4000 || high £6000

T120Bonneville
649cc ohv twin || 400lb || 50mpg
|| 110mph || 1959-62

SupER-SpORTS pRE-uNiT 650;
always a favourite among the cafe
racers, with lots of power, noise,
shakes and wild handling at speed.
A cracker, but beware fake lash-ups
at high prices. The Bonneville name
adds a load to the price, but if you
must have one…

prices
low £7000 || high £12,000

T120Bonneville
649cc ohv twin || 410lb || 50mpg
|| 115mph || 1963-74

ThE uNiT BONNiE. The most
famous British twin of them all;
hugely well documented development
history fills many books (buy one!).
1966-70 bikes fetch the highest
prices and are arguably the best of a
good bunch. 1971-74 oily framed
five-speeders (T120V) are the safest,
with a disc as well as the fifth gear,
and they are easily the cheapest.

prices
low £3000 || high £12000

T150 /T160Trident
740cc ohv triple || 503lb ||
37mpg || 120mph || 1968-75

FAST AND ExciTiNg, with
excellent steering. The disc-braked
versions stop well, and the electric
start T160 is a very fine all-rounder
indeed. A little more money, reliability
and further development could have
kept it in production. Everyone
should have one, at least once. Good
spares supply; several specialists
have continued development and

improved reliability, but they still
require dedicated owner input.

prices
low £5800 || high £7500

T140Bonneville 750
744cc ohv twin || 440lb || 50mpg
|| 110mph || 1973-88

A SYmBOL OF the dark days of
industrial unrest at Triumph’s
Meriden, Coventry works, the
Bonnie somehow weathered the
storm and remained available. It
sold on character alone, and was
kept in production after the final
demise of the Triumph
Engineering Co by LF Harris,
finally being withdrawn in 1988 to
make way for his new Matchless
G80 model. First T140s were
actually 725cc, but those are rare
now. UK versions suffered from
some dire styling, while the US
versions always looked a lot better.
Early models are usually faster,
though as the years passed and
development resources shrank,
the big battle was to maintain
compliance with US emissions
standards. This effectively reduced
the performance to keep down the
noise. Late machines are arguably
the best, with some very attractive
limited edition models, and with a
usually effective electric start
taking the strain. The Bing carbs
are less desirable, but the US
market demanded them, and it’s
easy enough to regain that lost
performance. Affordable and
reliable, if not as charming as
older incarnations. The first and
last of the classic Brit twins?

prices

low £3200 || high £6000

Tr7Tiger 750
SiNgLE cARB vERSiON of the
Bonnie. Similar performance, less
charisma than the T140, but in many
ways a preferable machine.
Smoother, usually, easier to keep in
tune, and a little more frugal, not least
because of the single Amal carb.
Super-rare bright yellow TR7T Tiger
Trail is a gem... if you can find one.

prices
low £3200 || high £4500

TSX
A FASciNATiNg ATTEmpT by
Meriden Triumph to produce a ‘soft
chopper’ – a factory custom.
Bonneville powerplant and main
frame, but with clever styling tweaks
and a fat back wheel coupled with
many detail changes to produce a
striking and unusual machine. Few
sold, so rare and overpriced.

prices
low £5000 || high £7500

TSS
744cc ohv twin || 420lb || 45mpg
|| 120mph || 1982-83

A BONNiE wiTh an eight-valve
head. A little more performance
and a certain cachet, maybe, but
uncertain reliability. The machine
should have provided a sporting
performance, and was certainly
faster than a contemporary T140,
but a lack of development

TriumphTr5TADvENTurEr
1975. Excellent condition. Matching engine and frame
numbers. Boyer electronic ignition pack to make very
easy starting, faultless and ready to ride.
SOLD ON EBAY FOR £7995
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resources denied it a decent run.
Eight-valves, twin discs, an electric
start and subtle styling – as well as
rarity – command high prices.

Prices
low £5000 || high £7500

VELOCETTE

One of the most
individual of English
bike builders,

Velocette’s great postwar hope
was the LE flat twin, which
was expected to sell in vast
numbers as a bike for
everyman. It didn’t, and the
Hall Green factory had
continual cash-flow difficulties
as a result. Even so, the
company built some great
singles until the money finally
ran out in 1971. Enthusiasts
provide a wide range of
improvements for the Veloce
original, and all the singles
command higher prices than
most other Brit equivalents.

LE
192cc sv l/c flat twin || 250lb ||
100+mpg || 55mph || 1949-71

A TRuLY hEROIc (commercial)
failure. For years, British
motorcyclists had cried out for a
water-cooled, silent, sophisticated,
shaft-driven bike with built-in
legshields. But they didn’t buy it,
probably because it was too
civilised, odd-looking or just
gutless. LEs are pleasant little
machines with a style of their own,

a dedicated following and their own
owners’ club. The ohv unfaired
Valiant roadster was frail but flew.

Prices
low £1650 || high £1950

Vogue
192cc sv l/c flat twin || 330lb ||
95mpg || 55mph || 1963-68

An ATTEmPT AT updating the LE
with neat glass fibre bodywork. Very
attractive and practical bike, but
with less performance than the Ariel
Leader. Rare now.

Prices
low £2500 || high £3200

MAC
349cc ohv single || 370lb ||
70mpg || 75mph || 1952-60

VELO’S Own TRADITIOnAL Brit
single is a charming machine with
good steering and reliability. An
excellent working bike; easy-starting,
smooth, nimble and comfortable.
Ideal introduction to the marque.

Prices
low £4000 || high £5500

Viper
349cc ohv single || 390lb ||
60mpg || 85mph || 1956-69

SwEET 350 SPORTSTER whose
roadholding outperforms the
engine. Like most traditional Brit
heavyweight 350s, its bigger
brother sold better.

Prices
low £4500 || high £5500

MSS
499cc ohv single || 400lb ||
60mpg || 80mph || 1953-68

GEnTLE TOuRInG 500. The last
of a breed, with good steering,
comfort and reliability; plus the
traditional separate gearbox, Miller
electrics and strange clutch.
Probably the easiest of the Velo
singles to live with, boasting good
main road performance, fine
handling and always adequate
braking.

Prices
low £4000 || high £5800

Venom
499cc ohv single || 400lb ||
55mpg || 95mph || 1956-68

SPORTS SInGLE In the old
tradition. Quick, precise steering and
high cruising speeds make it a
desirable machine. Although
outdated by the 1960s, Velo
enthusiasts kept it in production
after all its rivals had fallen. Venom
Clubman is the most highly-prized,
highly priced and hard to ride.

Prices
low £5500 || high £8500

Thruxton
499cc ohv single || 390lb ||
50mpg || 105mph || 1964-71

LAST OF ThE line, and priced
alongside BSA Gold Stars and Inter
Nortons. With which they share the
market’s stratosphere. Often tough
to start, requiring ‘the knowledge’ to
make them give their best, they are
only suited to the truly committed
(and wealthy).

Prices
low £7500 || high £12,000

VINCENT

Probably the most widely
discussed British
marque of all time, this

small builder of high-quality,
expensive motorcycles
soldiered on with its high
performance twins until 1955,
when even rebadging NSU
tiddlers couldn’t save them.
Considering their ultra-high
value, it is good to see so
many on the road. Spares
plentiful, if rather expensive.
A superb owners’ club and
riding community ensures
their survival and desirability.

Comet
499cc ohv single || 400lb ||
60mpg || 85mph || 1948-54

hALF OF ThE famous V-twin (half
the size, half the appeal, less than half
the price), the Comet shares most of
its cycle parts with the big twins,
which keeps up the cost, but has a
Burman gearbox rather than Vincent’s
own, making it a little less charismatic
in the eyes of some. Good to ride,
quick and with excellent steering.

Prices
low £15,000 || high £20,000

1000
998cc ohv V-twin || 460lb ||
50mpg || 120mph || 1950-55

SOLD AS A tourer (Rapide),
sportster (Shadow) and fully enclosed
super tourer (Black Prince), the big
Vin has a fearful reputation to live up
to, and largely succeeds. Genuinely
capable of holding their own in the
modern motorway world, the big
twins attract addicts to their unique
engineering and riding experience.
Electric starts and other upgrades are
now increasingly considered
acceptable. Prices are in the stars,
and show no sign of falling. Few
owners are disappointed, and they
can’t afford to be.

Prices
low £20,000 || high £huGE…

HONDACB500/4
1975, excellent condition all round, starts and runs very
well, eye catcher, too much to tell here, many new parts.
Some spares included.
SOLD PRIVATELY FOR £3950
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There will be errors and there
are certainly omissions.
Correcting them is likely to be
too big a task for the CBG
simpletons, so your assistance
will always be appreciated. If you
want us to add/remove/improve
an entry, drop a note to

editor@classicbikeguide.com and
we’ll credit you for any changes
which result. Similarly, if you’ve
recently sold or bought a bike,
drop us a pic of it with the price,
and we’ll use it when there’s
space … with anonymity if you
prefer!

E&OE

CBG
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THE UK MORINI Riders’ Club was founded on Mad
Sunday at the Isle of Man in 1975. Since then,
this sociable group has established a reputation for
getting out there and putting it about a bit – not
least around Cadwell Park, where the MRC holds
its annual trackday and member rally.
The club welcomes not just owners of these

classic Italian machines but any and all admirers,
which means you can benefit from the expert
advice that long-term club members have to offer
before you take the plunge and buy a handsome
3½ Sport of your very own. Yes, of course there are
other Morini machines you could choose… such as
maybe a Kanguro, an earlier two-stroke, or even a
more modern incarnation of the breed, but for
many motorcyclists the 350 V-twin sums up
everything that’s special about the marque.
To help you keep your Morini on the road, the

MRC provides technical assistance, a tool hire
service, spares, dealer discounts, road test
reprints, club regalia, regular meetings, a
bimonthly magazine – and of course that annual
trackday where you can really exploit the 350’s
superb steering to maximum effect.
Look out for the MRC when you attend major

shows. You’ll normally find the club’s stand on the

balcony at the Stafford Classic MotorCycle Shows
in April and October, and the club often has a
presence at other events. That’s the perfect
opportunity to pick the brains of long-term Morini
owners and to make enquiries to see if any good
examples happen to be up for sale…
The MRC is holding a series of special events

in 2015 to celebrate the 40th anniversary –
check our events lists for details as the year goes
by. One such event is likely to be a reunion back
at the Isle of Man, at the Classic TT at the end of
August. That seems only fitting: to go back to
where it all started four decades ago, let the
Morini Vees loose over the 37.73 mile circuit,
and see who gets back to Douglas seafront before
the coffee goes cold.
The MRC also offers and organises for the

benefit of its members:
• 5% discount from marque specialist North
Leicester Motorcycles

• 10% discount on selected Morini Riders’ Club
products

• Discounted bike insurance through Footman James
• Affiliate membership to BMF and MAG
• Access to the members’ area of the website
• Club rideouts
• Free entry to shows where your Morini is
displayed on the club stand

• Morini factory tours (when there is a Morini
factory to tour, of course!)

• International travels and rallies
• Networking and info exchange with more than
300 members.

Unusually, the MRC allows non-members to
access its online forum. Here you can get near-
instant expert information and technical
assistance from club officials and other owners.
Most clubs tend to hide this kind of asset in their
‘members only’ section, and it’s a credit to the
MRC’s ethos of supporting the marque and the
motorcycles that they generously provide help to
anyone with a Morini who needs a hand. In return,
they gently suggest you might want to cough up
some cash and become a fully fledged club
member. Seems fair!

Morini Riders’Club
The MRC celebrates its 40th anniversary in 2015. It’s only
fitting that these lively Latin lightweights have inspired one
of the most active enthusiast groups on the classic club scene

Photos:Morini riders’Club / Mortons ArChive

Above: Ollie Hurst of North
Leicester Motors crests The
Mountain at Cadwell Park
during a Morini track session.

Morini Riders Club
www.morini-riders-club.com

CBG

http://www.morini-riders-club.com
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IF YOU LIKE BSA BANTAMS
then you’re going to love us...

Flying the Flag for the
Bantam Club

Contact: Bryan Price
Membership Secretary

Join the flock 01529 497304 membership@bsabantamclub.org.uk

01949 838752
OW N ER S
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ARIEL ARROW SS 1961, Golden
Arrow, restored & tested, show or
use, excellent, £3950 ono Tel. 07860
310486 West Midlands

ARIEL SQUARE FOUR 1954, 95%
complete, newmudguard, seat, tyre,
wiring that needs completion, runner,
spares, £8250 Tel. 07969 344367

BMW R80ST 1984, red, excellent
condition with stainless exhaust,
Hagon shock, heated grips &
panniers, £4150 Tel. 07798 866071
Middlesex
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ARIEL NH350 Red Hunter, 1951,
original reg number, factory
numbers, lovely patina, starts first
kick, rides fine, £3750 Tel. 01307
467779 Tayside

BETA 270 REV III, 6 speed, road
registered with V5, excellent
condition, approx £300 spares, light
kit, sprockets, carb etc, £1135 ovno
Tel. 01404 46570 Devon

BSA 1935, Q7, 500cc combination
with Noxal boat sidecar, outfit is in
good condition and runs well. Tel.
01624 813997 Isle of Man

AJS 18S 500cc, 1955, re-registered,
newMoT, clean tidy bike, starts well,
some new parts, £3650 ono Tel.
01992 571579 Essex

ARIEL Square Four, 1954, 1000cc,
95% complete new mudguard, seat
tyre wiring needs completion, is a
runner, some spares. Tel. 07969
344367 Middlesex

ARIEL NH350 1955, maroon, super
condition, used regularly, rewired,
speedo reconditioned, first kick
starter, nice separate headlight
model, tyres nearly new, £2995 Tel.
01366 348020 Norfolk

BMW R50S 1962, engine/frame
565197 January 1962, concours
condition, very pretty bike, Club
valuation £10,000 asking £9500 Tel.
01606 882772 Cheshire

BSA 350 Starfire, B40 engine in a
Starfire framebuilt regardless of cost,
everything stainless steel, new tyres,
electronic ignition, MoT Nov 2015,
£2500 Tel. 0113 2632888 work;
01977 663768 home North Yorks

AJSMODEL 20 500cc, twin Jampot
model, fully restored, V5, excellent
condition throughout, matching
numbers, £4500 Tel. 07831 481814
South Wales

ARIEL RedHunter, 500cc VH, 1952,
Briggs Special, sidecar combination,
goodmechanical condition, been dry
stored for several years, £5750 ono
Tel. 01227 373847 Kent

ARIEL SQUARE FOUR 1955, 4G,
MK1, matching engine & frame
numbers, bike totally rebuilt in 2005by
previous owner, onlyMoTmiles in the
nine years since, tank rechromed &
sprayed, £12,500 Tel. 07854 250378

BMW R80RT twin discs, S/S
exhaust, no smoke/oil leaks, very
reliable, repainted to original, nice
bike, possible p/x for British bike,
bargain £2650 ono Tel. 01430
872160 East Yorkshire

BSA 650 PLUNGER 1952, Black
Flash, stainless wheels, new seat,
good paint, belt drive 12V, easy start,
many new parts, ride away or could
deliver at cost, offers over £4000
Tel. 01162 362648 Leics

BMWR100RMYSTIC
1995. 35k miles, MoT July 2015, lovely bike
with huge history. Featured in RealClassic
October 2012, issue 102. Very usable classic.
£3300. Andy, 07966 499794
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BSA A65 1969, project bike with
matching numbers, 75% complete,
£1850 Tel. 01743 718939 Shropshire

BSA B25 WDB40 350cc engine,
1970, Boyer easy starter, no MoT,
Sorn, £2350 Tel. 07770 115727
Surrey

BSA C15 250 trials, fully prepared,
ready to go, alloy barrel with new
liner & piston, Carillo conrod, new
AmalMk 1 carb &muchmore, £3750
Tel. 07415 295601 Lincs

BSA M20 1939, £4000 Tel. 01457
871417 Oldham

DUCATI 175TS 1964, Narrowcase
Bevel, with 250 De Luxe engine in it,
original engine included in the deal,
MoT, €1600 Tel. 00-34-651666267
Email. jealbella@gmail.com Spain
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BSA A65 Star, 1964, everything
stainless ie: rims, spokes, fittings,
Boyer electronic ignition, MoT July
2015, £3500 Tel. 0113 2632888
work; 01977 663578 home North
Yorkshire

BSA B50 MX 1973, road registered,
MoT April 2015, the last and best of
themake, £4500 Tel. 0113 2632888
office; 01977 663768 home North
Yorkshire

BSA C15 1965 matching numbers,
stove enamelled frame, paintwork
good, chromegood,MoTSept 2015,
original reg, usual oil leak, £1695 Tel.
Mick 01844 353513 Oxfordshire

BSA ROCKET GOLDSTAR 1963,
three owners full history & original
documents, detailed rebuild, mint
bike, £16,500 for quick sale no offers.
Tel. 01926 314286 evening; mobile
07802 735491 Warwickshire

EXCELSIORCONSORT1959, older
resto running order, no docs but reg
no can be reclaimed, £595 Tel. 01473
240777 Suffolk

BSA B175 total rebuild, excellent
original condition, MoT one year,
£1550 Tel. 07855 423117
Hampshire

BSA C11G runs well, all complete,
correct colour, £1450 Tel. 01737
813034 Surrey

BSA C25 Barracuda, 1968, V5C on
dormant reg, rebuild all worn parts
replaced, pro respray, new chrome,
tyres, exhaust, needs some tinkering
minor, £1900 Tel. 01684 563860
Worcs

BULTACO FRONTERA 1977, Mod
180, only 700 miles from new, MoT,
good original bike, £2200 Tel. 07970
638403 Wirral

EXCELSIORCONSORT1954, (99cc),
full nut & bolt rebuild two years ago,
engine was rebuilt by Villiers of
Birmingham, tax exempt with a MoT
(actually not required shows bike is
roadworthy), £1450Tel. 07950294161

BSA B2 250 1936, new rims, tank
rechromed, new tyres, all paint
original, no plate value £1000, old
logbook, hand change gears, ring for
more info, £4500 Tel. 01912 514428
Tyne & Wear

BSA C15 1965, in nice condition,
MoT, original reg,matching numbers,
frame, engine, stove enamelled
frame, usual oil leak, £1695 Tel.
01844 353513 Oxfordshire

BSA DBD34 Gold Star Clubmans,
1956, less than 1000 miles since
professional rebuild, Phil Pearson
engine assy, much stainless, alloy
rims, sticky Avons, RRT2. Tel. 05603
663989 Lincs

CHANG-JIANG 750M, good all
round condition, MoT, 1200 miles,
£1450 Tel. 01253 822615 Lancs

EXCELSIOR TALISMAN 250 1962,
good overall condition with V5,
14,674 recordedmiles, original paint,
dry stored, ready to use, £2300 Tel.
01404 46570 Devon

http://www.classicbikeguide.com
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HONDA NSR250SP, £6500 ono
Tel. 01772 653494 Lancs

HONDA C72 Dream, 1964, 250cc
OHC twin, restored, many new &
NOS parts, 200 miles since rebuild,
genuine Whitewalls, MoT, good
runner, nice comfortable ride, £4850
Tel. Mike 01386 48007 Worcs

HONDACD200 1980, showroomas
new condition, 3363miles, new tyres
electric and kick start, instant starter,
£1650 ovno Tel. 01482 821236 East
Yorkshire
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HONDA Black Bomber 450, K1 for
restoration, lowmileage, £1250 Tel.
01462 712807 Bedfordshire

HONDA CB550K 1978, 27,000
miles, chrome paintwork, vgc, new
tyres, battery, seat, gold with 12
months MoT, £2750 ono Tel. Mick
0151 6085770 Wirral

HONDA CG125 K1, 1980, very
reliable commuter, well maintained
and garaged, no MoT as not used
lately, £550 Tel. 01326 290092
Cornwall

FANTIC CHOPPER 125 restored
sympathetically to a fantastic
condition, rebuilt engine/gearbox,
frame repainted, rechromed, new
electrics, £3500 spent after barn find,
£5000 Tel. 07581 212432 Notts

GREEVES SCOTTISH TAS 20,
1959, buff & modern day log book,
number plate matches chassis
number/engine number, trials gears,
original ignition, offers iro £2500 Tel.
Simon 01242 242528 Gloucs

HONDA 250RSA deluxe electric
start, 1982, 4 valve twinport single to
renovate, excellent engine 20,000
miles, unused 10 years, started two
years ago, £250 Tel. 07770 115727
Surrey

HONDA CBF500 high mileage, vgc,
MoT, two previous owners, Givi box
& screen, sell or swap for a smaller
English bike or something on three
wheels, £1300 Tel. 01913 884084;
07812 822897 Durham

HONDA CX500 Cafe Racer,
unfinished project, Manx Norton
seat, R1 footrests, £450 Tel. 07407
497775 Strathclyde

GILERA SANTURNO Bialbero,
1991, 500cc, MoT, on Sorn, open to
offers or will p/x pre unit T110, T120,
cash adjustment. Tel. 07913
2853421

HONDA Special, 50cc rare classic
ridden by Ralph Bryans in Mayhill
Ramsey Isle of Man, from the Luke
Lawlor Collection, vgc, running well,
£7500 Tel. 00353 862355919
hlary.lawlor@gmail.com Ireland

HONDA 350SG 1986, MoT till 2015,
offers. Tel. 01255 422318 Essex

HONDA CD175 1970 frame V5C,
1978, used on road three years ago
on daylight MoT, strong engine light
weight flat tracker used on camper
needs ignition switch no spark, £550
Tel. 07770 115727 Surrey

HONDA SUPERDREAM 250 1982,
excellent condition, runs superbly
with good tyres, well looked after
bike, all works as it should, current
MoT & V5. Tel. 07715 050851 Kent

RUDGE SPECIAL 500cc
1934. Restored 2012, 1600 miles since.
Lovely condition, easy starter, runs
beautifully. £11500. 01377 240388, 07765
603040 or stuart_lister@btinternet.com East
Yorkshire
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HONDA XBR500 1988, black,
21,500 last 10K mine, MoT May
2015, newBridgestones, just Honda
SVCD usual exhausts, £2250 ono
Tel. 07884 442238 London

JAMES CADET 1963, good
condition, MoT, original registration,
£1350 Tel. 01425 472993
Hampshire

KAWASAKI EN500 Bobber, 1996,
under 20,000 miles, MoT, new tyres,
£1400 ono Tel. 01538 260054 Staffs

MATCHLESS G3L EX-WD 1944,
350cc. Tel. 07425 050183 London

NORTON Big 4, lovely condition,
1954, original reg, with green log-
book + V5C, matching numbers,
quiet original engine, new chrome
rims/spokes nearly new tyres, £4950
Tel. 01275 853080; 07785 555892
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HONDA XL TRIAL fully rebuilt, twin
shock trials, unused parts spend
£1600, 4 stroke, 190cc, ready to
complete, stunning bike, £2495 Tel.
07434 040520 Lancs

JAMESCAPTAIN L20 1967, 18,200
miles, all original (RH pannier frame
missing), stored since 2006, in need
of restoration, £750 Tel. 07800
883352 Birmingham

KAWASAKI GPZ750 1983, MoT,
imported in 1998, 9000 miles since,
standard bike, original exhaust,
£1250 ono Tel. 7821169268
Buckinghamshire

MOTO GUZZI V50 II, 1980, 16,000
miles, all original parts, starts, runs
beautifully, cosmetically its not
perfect but it is running very well &
ready to ride, £2250 Tel. 07778
536516 Dyfed

NORTONCOMMANDO750Roadster,
1972, owned since new, completely
standard, 300 miles since recent
complete overhaul by Commando
specialist, £7000 or offers over. Tel.
07947 067045 Oxfordshire

HONDA XL600V Transalp, V reg,
2000, Anniversary colours, only 2800
miles, immaculate, full set Givi
luggage included, £3000 ono Tel.
01825 750680 evenings East Sussex

JAMES COMET 98cc, 1955, ex
RAF, service history, handbookswith
V5 and old log book, registration 590
UXC, currently on Sorn, £1500 Tel.
01252 713142 Surrey

KAWASAKI KZ1000 1975, Shaft
Drive, MoT, serviced 150 miles ago,
16,000miles, US import,immaculate
condition, £3975 Tel. 07734 354622
Suffolk

MOTO GUZZI California Special
2000, stripped out Cali Bobber with
all the nice classic bits left on and lots
of new stuff fitted, 23,000miles, new
MoT, £3250 Tel. 01843 861818 Kent

NORTON COMMANDO 1977, Mk3
original unmolested condition, alloy
rims, s/s spokes, head refurbished,
new carbs, seat, a good useable
bike, £6250 ono Tel. 07791 562183;
01614 326735 Cheshire

JAMES CADET 1954, restored,
hand painted & running, original reg,
needs slight work, petrol tank
peppered & thus lined, new
spokes/tyres, £1000 ono Tel. 07815
849505 Avon

KAWASAKI 600 Trike, includes tow
device, powder coated alloys, MoT
May 2015, custom tank and seat,
spare axle and driveshaft, Sorn, all
included price £1950 Tel. 01404
46570 Devon

LAVERDA Formula Kevlar, new
tyres, excellent condition, 1200miles
from new, £2895 Tel. 01206 504150
Essex

NORBSA 650 1960, Featherbed
frame, rebuilt Super Rocket engine,
thousands spent, beautiful bike,
must be seen, £5600 ono Tel. 07783
557810 Wiltshire

NORTON DOMINATOR 500SS
matching numbers, tuned heads,
pistons & high lift cams, new Akront
ally rims with stainless spokes, very
low mileage, £8000 Tel. 07909
912543 Glasgow
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RICKMAN METISSE reg road legal
scrambler, BSA Victor engine with
Rickman/Weslake 490cc upgrade,
electronic ignition, blue fibreglass,
alloy rims, Rickman brakes, excellent
bike, £4950 Tel. 01462 621537

ROYAL ENFIELD 1935, Model
B248cc side valve with age related
numberwith V5, intermittent charging
fault, the dynamo has recently been
rewound at a cost of over £200,
£2750 Tel. 07809 299728 Yorkshire

SILK SCOTT 1975, believed last
one, concours condition, Spondon
frame, Borranis, full documented
history, complete professional
restoration, only 7000 miles, £9000
Tel. Roger 01473 780614 Suffolk

SUZUKI GSX250 1980, excellent
original condition, genuine 4753
miles, father owned since 1982, new
Yuasa battery, runs lovely, £1100
ono Tel. 07854 437246 Derbyshire

TRIUMPH Speed Twin, 1954, T100
alloy engine, 1957, earlier restoration,
stainless wheels, new everything,
runs well lovely bike, £5500 Tel.
01535 611181 West Yorks
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RICKMAN Z1000 rare, recent
ClassicMechanics feature bike,MoT,
resprayed, seat recovered, lowmiles,
optional wire-wheels & alloy rims,
mint condition, £6000 Tel. 07788
442155 Somerset

ROYAL ENFIELD Constellation,
1959, 700cc, original buff registration
book, registered historic bike, very
smart condition, £3750 Tel. 01304
366320; 07964 519885 Kent

SUNBEAM S8 1952, 12v Boyer
ignition, easy starter, good looking
bike, lots of paperwork, £3900 Tel.
01728 663706 Suffolk

SUZUKI VS400 Sorned, runs well,
low miles, recent battery, Dunlops
shocks, hydraulics owner retiring,
suits short legs, 1995 import, £995
Tel. 01287 630548 Teesside

TRIUMPH 110 1960, Bathtub
model, fitted with Thunderbird
engine, very good condition, starts
and runs well, £3750 Tel. 01797
361344; 07709 658866 Kent

ROB NORTH TRIDENT Miles
frame, works style forks, full race
motor, Falcon shocks, Borrani ribbed
rims, race or parade, £12,750 ono
Tel. 07791 562183; 01614 326735
Cheshire

ROYAL ENFIELD Constellation,
700cc, 1961, same owner since
1975, seat & mudguards not original
but period, all else original and
unmolested, £3675 cash on
collection Tel. 02392 264580 Hants

SUZUKI DR400S 1981, a big bore
exhaust andKoni filter, goeswell and
sounds great, MoT July 2015, £1000
Tel. 07714 190997 Lincs

TRIUMPH Silver T140 Bonneville,
Ltd Edition, 750cc, unrestored
condition, 1978, p/x taken, only two
owners, £3650 ono Tel. 07443
642408 West Yorks

TRIUMPH 1200Daytona, full power
model, good condition, some history
MoT October 2015, new tyres,
standard pipes, all original, £1300
ono Tel. 07960 715045 Norwich

ROYAL ENFIELD WDCO/B, lovely,
1946, 350cc, ohv in fully restored
condition, loads of build history with
a few sensible upgrades, military
spec, £4600 Tel. 07798 866071
Middlesex

ROYAL ENFIELD 500 Electra X,
2006, 5 Speed, kick & electric start,
MoTAug 2015, 22,000miles, screen,
heated grips, £1550 Tel. 07770
413529 Devon

SUZUKI GS750 1978, fully restored
many new parts totally reliable
excellent condition. Tel. 07789
930996; 01759 306379 East
Yorkshire

TRIUMPH Speed Twin, 1961, for
restoration, engine needs
reassembling, new pistons, etc, non
matching rolling chassis no docs,
£1450 ono Tel. Mike 07783 557810
Wiltshire

TRIUMPH 3TA 1961, MoT historic
tax, used regularly all correct, metal
ware frame engine, reg no, all
matching, £3250 Tel. 01234 213911
Bedfordshire
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Don’t Slip it - Grip it
Brake Shoes & Clutch Plates
professionally re-lined with top quality

materials for veteran, road and
competition use.

Oversize linings available.
Alloy brake shoe casting.

All makes and models catered for
at competitive prices.

UK collection and delivery.

1 Rawfolds Ind Est, Bradford Road,
Cleckheaton, West Yorks BD19 5LT

01274 862666
Website: www.saftek.co.uk
Email: sales@saftek.co.uk

ACCESSORIES

BRAKES

CARBURETTORS

CHROMING

CLOTHING

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING

EVENTS

NUMBER PLATES

http://www.saftek.co.uk
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TRIUMPH 3TA 1959, with Sports
sidecar, blue metallic, 12 volts,
electrics & indicators, new exhaust &
silencers, new carburetters, good
tyres, good condition, £4250 Tel.
01132 771364 West Yorkshire

TRIUMPH DATONA Super III,
20,400 miles, excellent condition,
MoT ran out Sept needs new tyres,
few spares, Haynes manual, £2800
Tel. 01226 291362 South Yorks

TRIUMPH T120R 1969, Bonneville,
restored as new condition, judged at
Rhinebeck N.Y. 97.5 out of 100 by
the AMCA, £8200. Tel. 1-705-799-
7727 Canada. Email.
triumphbikesrestore@gmail.com

TRIUMPH THRUXTON 2004, Cafe
Racer, immaculate condition, MoT
July 2015, lots of extras, phone for
full spec, £2950 ovno Tel. 07510
854868 Northern Ireland

TRIUMPH TR6RV 1972, mint
condition, all receipts, full rebuild, oif
model, easy starter, p/x taken, £4500
ono Tel. 07443 642408 West Yorks
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TRIUMPH ADVENTURER 1998,
street triple rims, Daytona forks, twin
stoppers up front, single seat, back
rack, twin headlights, mini pod
instruments, £2500 no offers Tel.
01673 308673 Lincs

TRIUMPH MX500 1972, 5TA
engine, B50MX oil in frame,
complete bike, stored for 30 years,
ideal restoration project, offers over
£2500 Tel. 07956 024349 West
Midlands

TRIUMPH T120V Bonneville, 1972,
restored this year, £4500 Tel. 07802
294445 Dorset

TRIUMPH THUNDERBIRD 1962,
650 bathtub, rebuilt to a fantastic
condition with matching frame and
engine no, s/s r/s powder coated
frame comeswith custombuilt trailer,
£7500 Tel. 01872 273979 Cornwall

TRIUMPH TR6SR 1965, rare
American model, rebuilt engine,
resprayed in original colours, 12v
electrics, matching numbers, MoT,
£5500 consider p/x, project, why?
Tel. 01379 897184 Suffolk

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE Duplex
T120, 1962, American model,
matching numbers, five speed gear
box, fully restored, mint condition,
£14,000 Tel. 01432 820391
Herefordshire

TRIUMPH T110 1958, restored
mechanically and cosmetically,
lovely condition, £6500 ono Tel.
01787 311254 Suffolk

TRIUMPH T140E Bonneville, 1980,
good condition, runs well, belt
primary drive,MoTAugust 2015, ride
away, £3650 ovno Tel. 01406 422366
Lincs

TRIUMPH THUNDERBIRD 1957,
blue, 4500 miles since older
renovation, matching nos and
original reg very clean, £6000 ovno
Tel. Frank 07864 028862 Hampshire

TRIUMPH TROPHY TR6 1956,
650cc twin, matching numbers,
Siamese exhaust, shell blue finish,
superb condition, £7850 Tel. 01462
621537 Hertfordshire

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE Jubilee
Special, 1977, one of 1000 made for
UK, original bike with the addition of
electronic ignition for smoother
running, MoT June 2015, 29,000
miles Tel. 07710 308696 Beds

TRIUMPH T120R 1969, excellent
condition, £7250 Tel. 01737 642075
Surrey

TRIUMPH T140E project, missing
exhausts and headlamp brackets,
engine turns, £1950 ono Tel. 01670
816967 Northumberland

TRIUMPH TR5 Trophy, 1952, rigid,
genuine matching numbers
machine, supplied by Allan Jefferies,
original logbook + V5C, £10,000 Tel.
01325 464690

TRIUMPH TROPHY TR6SS 1964,
matching numbers, restored,
excellent condition, Boyer Electronic
Ignition, MoT July 2015, £7250 ono
Tel. 07979 703913 Avon
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M A GN E TOS
Dynamos,Regulatorsrebuilt-

guaranteed three years.
One-offcomponents.

Exhaustpipesmanufactured to pattern.
Please quote CBG

D.H .Day,A ldrans,C hurch H ill,
W roughton,Sw indon,W iltshire SN4 9JR

Tel.Sw indon (01793)812323
Fax:(01793)845323

Unlike our competition You can be sure we will
not just rush your valuable parts through with

some industrial job lot.
UK collection & delivery service.

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE IT IS PRICELESS
Unit 3, Bradware Industrial Park, Harris Street,

Bingley, BD16 1AE Tel: 01274 562474
www.Triple-S.co.uk.

5% Discount With This Ad
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trading post

For sale
ARIEL GOLDEN ARROW
250cc,SuperSport,matching
engine and frame numbers
and good transferable reg
number, 1964 model, show
winningcondition, £3500 ono
Tel. 01522 703687. Lincs.
BMW R65 W reg, 1981,
requires some restoration,
engine runs ok, will MoT if
require + panniers, £995 Tel.
01709 740464. S Yorkshire.
BSA A10 Golden Flash,
£3995. AJSModel 20, £3500.
FrancisBarnett Falcon, £1250,
all excellent condition, been
stored. Tel. 01777 701957;
07745 567248. Notts.
BSA BANTAM D14/4 175, 4
speed, 1971, new rims tyres
clutch paint, MoT, low
mileage, one of last made,
£1495 ring evenings. Tel.
01932 786030. Middlesex.
DUCATI 250 MONZA 1970,
partly restored project,
matching numbers and V5,
£2500 Tel. 07887 688169.
North Yorks.
FANTIC CHOPPER restored
and excellent, thousands
spent, matching numbers,
very rare bike, runs like new,
possible p/x car, great
investment buy, £4500 Tel.
07581 212432. Notts.
FRANCIS-BARNETT Falcon,
1965, with V5 in my name,
95% finished, lots of money
spent on engine and cycle,
good first classic or add to
collection, £800 ovno Tel.
Terry 07775 508784. West
Yorkshire.
HONDA DREAM 50 the
miniature masterpiece
conceived to commemorate
Hondas 1962 works racers,
brand new1997, 0miles, rare
& stunning, collectors, £5000
Tel. 01522 703687. Lincs.
ROYAL ENFIELD 350cc
Bullet, 1956, original and
complete, all paperwork
including old registration
document, valuable reg no,
British made (Redditch)
needs restoration, £3000
Tel. 01243 820412. West
Sussex.
TEAGLE CYCLEMOTOR
original non transferable reg
number, 1955 on period
Raleigh bicycle, £750 Tel.
01472 824839. Lincs.
TRIUMPH T110TC vintage
racer, garaged 12 years will
need a bit of tlc good quick
bike when last raced no
offers, £2200 Tel. 01525
714215. Bedfordshire.
TRIUMPH T120 Thruxton,
1959, 10 built by the factory
for the Thruxton 500 mile
race June 1959, this bike
finished fourth. Tel. Roy
01227 791875. Kent.
TRIUMPHT120RBonneville,
1971 K, oil in framematching
numbers, blue/white colour
fantastic original unrestored
condition comes with new &
original engine, just MoT'd,
c/w paperwork & extras.
£6500 ono Tel. 07887
496456. Cheshire.

VELOCETTE KTT MKV,
1938, 350cc, Mk7 engine
Noel Pope c/o 3 Derby
Square IOM, compete bike
when purchaser restored
2001, spares seperate
negotiation barrels heads,
pistons, £25,000 Tel. 07711
294446. Aberdeen.
VINCENT FIREFLY 1953
complete with V5, £2000
Tel. 01472 824839. Lincs.

parts For sale
AJS 1956, 16/18, brand new
seat bought to fit 1961would
not, will post at cost, £100
Tel. 01204 574813. Lancs.
AJS 16 1961, brand new,
rear stainless wheel rim,
bought in error will post at
cost, £65 Tel. 01204 574813.
Lancs.
ARIELARROWTANK Shell,
1962, no dents, £50 + p&p
£10. Tel. Malcolm 01797
361344; 07709 658866.
Kent.
BMW R1100RT top box,
good condition but a few
scuffs, two keys, £100 ono. R
series airhead Integral
panniers, one pair, black
painted lids, LHpannier lower
rubbing strip has slight
damage, overall in reasonable
condition, one key, Tel. 01530
834812. Leics.
BSA GOLD STAR 350 +60
piston bare, £40. New 12V
heat sink, £10. Workshop
manual all Matchless, £10,
BSA service sheets, 250,
350, £10. Tel. 07544 062517.
Notts.
COMMANDO INTERPOL
fairing, plus single seat (for
refurb) MK3 type airbox
chronometric 120mph
speedo, MK3 manual and
p/book. Tel. 01772 783774.
Lancs.
DUAL SEAT for 1956, D1
Bantambase powder coated
good original foam no cover,
£60 Tel. Malcolm 01797
361344; 07709 658866.
Kent.
EXCHANGE BSA A10 alloy
head with new valve insert,
guides and modified for two
carbs for a one carb alloy
head. Tel. 07828 755038.
Lancs.
HANDLEBAR FITTING
10mm, black mirrors Aero
shape, new, bike stolen,
super looks, quality mirrors,
no use to me accept £13 inc
post you won't get better.
Tel. 01547 528465. Powys.
HONDA CB200 green tank,
shoes, pads, cables, side
panels, headlamp brackets,
petrol tap etc, no engine
parts, £195 may seperate.
Tel. 07591 84819. Cheshire.
KAWASAKI W650 parts for
sale, chrome rear carrier with
all fittings £50; headlamp
£40; tail-lamp and bracket
£35; headlamp brackets £15
pr; rear shocks £40 pr;
mirrors £15 pr, all parts good
condition from low mileage
bike, p&p extra. Tel. 01271
860588; 07899 944145.
Devon.

NEW HEADLAMP for 1956
D1 Bantam complete still in
box just needs bulb, £80 Tel.
Malcolm 01797 361344;
07709 658866. Kent.
NEW SILENCER for 1956
D1 Bantam still in box no fin,
£60 Tel. Malcolm 01797
361344; 07709 658866.
Kent.
PANTHER MODEL 100
1946-50 Amal 289 carb fully
reconditioned as new, £250.
BSA Goldstar stainless rear
wheel spindle complete new,
£60. Tel. 01926 770123.
Warwickshire.
PANTHER MODEL 100 289
pre monobloc carb, fully
reconditioned by leading
specialist as new £250. BSA
Goldstar, new stainless rear
wheel spindle complete, £60.
Tel. 01926 770123.
Warwickshire.
ROYAL ENFIELD 500 Bullet
spares, numerous items
including dual seat,
mudguards, carb, speedo,
indicators, headlight shroud
plus a few more all in A1
condition, offers. Tel. 01144
380585. South Yorkshire.
ROYAL ENFIELD Crusader
Sport, pair 17" wheel rims,
slightly pitted, stampedmade
in England Dunlop, WM2,
easy clean & for rechrome, no
damage, £50 the pair + p&p
Tel. 01946 834979.
Cumbria.
ROYAL ENFIELD Crusader
Sports, 1959 model, rear
mudguard for sale, 6" cutt off
rear? but steel excellent easy
rechrome project, very rare,
bargain, £35 ono + p&p Tel.
01946 834979. Cumbria.
SUZUKI DR500 parts
wanted, anything considered.
Tel. 1305826670. Dorset.
TOP BOX RACK solid
condition for 50/60s British
bike, 11" to 12" at mounting
width, should fit various
models, £20 collect West
Norfolk or carrier £10. Tel.
Richard 01842 819969.
Norfolk.
TRIUMPH 650 Cam gear
pinion extractor, replacer
service tool complete used
only, bargain, £25 Tel. 01213
777933.
TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE
petrol tank, black, 1982, UK
model, very good condition,
£75 Tel. 01452 813745.
Gloucs.
TRIUMPH PRE UNIT frame
swingarm model, inc
swingarm & subframe, £375.
Pre unit rigid frame, inc rear
section for a 350cc (possibly
3HW) from around 1946
£650. 19" Triumph rear
wheel, with good Avon MK2
tyre and drum/sprocket that
looks new, £120. Tel. 07902
027474. Hampshire.
UNUSED AVON Roadrider
tyre size 110/80 - 18 MC
(58V), £30 Tel. 07583 027892.
West Sussex.
YAMAHA YDS7 SPARES
please call, text with wants,
will post at cost UK only. Tel.
07907 688333. Derbyshire.

wanted
ANY TWIN large, single,
exchange for Mercedes SLK
3.2SE, 4500 miles, 2002,
excellent condition plus cash
for good bike. Tel. 07454
12149. South Wales.
BMW R80RT monoshock
version please, why? Will
travel for right machine. Tel.
01842 819969. Norfolk.
BRITISHBIKEwinter project
wanted by private buyer 250-
750cc can collect, please
call/leave message with
details and price. Tel. Brian
07970 000774. Leics.
BSA B25 STARFIRE or
Barracuda wanted any
condition considered. Tel.
Steve 01326 290092.
Cornwall.
BSA B31 Cylinder head +
barrel small fin type, £150.
1955 Matchless 500 G9
crankcases, good condition,
not damaged, £140. Tel.
01262 488672. Yorkshire.
BSAC15 1965 onwanted for
good home, any condition
considered. Tel. Steve 01326
290092. Cornwall.
DUCATI MHR spares or
complete bike, Mike
Hailwood 1979-1982 rep
model. Tel. 07624 334204.
Isle of Man.
HONDA CB900F2 Hornet,
2001 petrol pump. Tel. 07624
334204. Isle of Man.
HONDACB72 OR CB77
1960s, any (stood for years)
condition, clapped out, ex
racer or road bike. Tel. 01978
842668. Clwyd.
KAWASAKI Z1 Z1A or Z1B,
ideally looking for Z1 but Z1A
or Z1B equally considered,
must be in good original
condition & fitted with sound
4 into 4 exhaust. Tel. 01323
740011. East Sussex.
LOOKING FOR a 21" front
wheel for a JawaCZ trail bike
in as good as condition as
possible please. Tel. 01132
854604. West Yorkshire.
SUZUKI DR500 parts
wanted, maybe complete
bike considered. Tel. 01305
826670. Dorset.
SUZUKI DR500 PARTS
wanted anything considered
including complete bike. Tel.
01305 826670. Dorset.
TRIUMPH T120 Bonneville
to restore, UK model,
complete bikewith or without
old log book/V5 (frame
engine) or any parts you may
have for 58/59 650/500
models. Tel. Roy 01227
791875. Kent.
WANTED ANY MAKE or
size motorcycle from a
basket case to one in nice or
restored condition, cash
waiting. Tel. George 07811
189755. Staffs.
WANTED CAFE RACER or
Special Cafe Racer wanted
anything considered even
incomplete or non runner
also looking for a classic
scrambler. Tel. 07931
557018; 01613 350497 after
6pm. Lancs.

WANTEDCLASSICBIKE or
project Cafe Racer or
Special, anything considered
even non runner or
incomplete will collect
anywhere and pay cash on
collection. Tel. 07931
557018; 01613 350497 after
6pm. Lancs.
TRIUMPH DUAL SEAT as
fitted to the 1958/59 Triumph
TR6-T120 models or the
metal base for one. Tel. Roy
01227 791875. Kent.
WANTED MZ ES250/2
spares, if you have any parts
for sale, please call. Tel.
07624 409064. Isle of Man.
WANTED FOR Ducati 1967
narrowcase 250cc Monza:
adjustable rear shock
absorber, front brake arm,
short pillar bolt, Dellorto
choke slide, centre stand,
pillion footrests, rear brake
switch mounting plate. Tel.
01179 243590 home; 07787
185077 mobile. Bristol.
WANTED OLD Scalextric
cars by enthusiast, any
condition. Tel. 07765 902139.
Kent.
WANTED VINCENT
Girdraulic & Brampton forks
wanted in any condition and
any other Vincent parts
considered. Tel. Andy 07812
076305. Merseyside.
Z650 COMPLETE MAG
WHEELSwith axles, spacers
etc, early Z650 tank with tap
and cap, engine parts also
available. Tel. 07505 381596.
Northamptonshire.

Miscellaneous
BELSTAFFLEATHER jacket
black/silver, no inner liner,
size 42" chest, vgc, model
CS26416, £120. Firemans
leather boots, traditional
style, old but very good
condition, size 10, £50. Tel.
01305 750119. Dorset.
EVEROAK TRACKSTAR
open faced classic crash
helmet, real leather, neck
curtain, excellent condition,
large size, ideal for classic
bike events, £50 Tel. 01285
861462. Glos.
HANDBOOK OR SERVICE
MANUAL for Ducati Pantah
82-84. Tel. 01766 513787.
North Wales.
MOTORCYCLE TRAILER
Tek, two bike trailer fully
galvanizedwith loading ramp
jockey wheel spare wheel &
bracket bike channels can be
set up for one or two bikes,
£395 Tel. 01621 782620.
Essex.
REGISTRATIONNUMBER 2
ANN on retention document,
£20,000 ono, also RPC44 on
retention document, £4000
ono. Tel. Roy 01227 791875.
Kent.
VINTAGE CLASSIC Cafe
Racer style leathers made by
Sportex, jacket A5 42/44,
trousers Apollo size 32,
immaculate condition £120
ono. Frey 'Daytona' boots
size 7 never worn, £50. Tel.
07801 595056. Norfolk.

http://www.classicbikeguide.com
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orton’s own brand of telescopic front
fork was, when first introduced, so
far ahead of its competitors in terms
of performance and reliability that
motorcycle promotional material of

the time claimed “The World’s Best Roadholder”
and each fork leg carried a “Roadholder” badge.
However, to maintain such performance, regular
maintenance and occasional overhaul is
recommended.
Maintenance merely requires the damping oil to

be drained and replaced with fresh oil. Overhaul
requires the complete fork, or at least the
individual fork legs, to be removed so that work
may be more easily carried out. The forks in this
example are part of an ongoing Norton project and
were obviously in dire need of a total rebuild. The
original top yoke had been shot blasted and
powder coated gloss black by the time I received
the forks for repair, but, curiously, the rusty lower
yoke was still attached to the fork tubes. One fork
tube was quite obviously bent and the amount of
visible corrosion was quite alarming.
Although dented and very rusty, the headlamp

brackets came off without too much trouble and rust
on the fork tubes was removed with emery cloth.
Slackening the pinch bolts and using my nylon mallet
produced no movement of the tubes in the yoke, but
did result in the mallet’s wooden stale breaking.
Hmmm – I inherited that mallet off my father and I

Norton
Roadholder
Rebuild

The challenge. A set of
slightly worn suspenders

They are as bad as they look.
Both stanchions are bent, the
seals don’t, and the patina is too
profound for the most ardent
originality freak

As is often the case, lots of
the pressed-steel items are
simply beyond economical
repair

The headlight shrouds are a
push fit over the bottom yoke.
Or they would be were there
enough metal left to grip. The
shroud below the yoke is
attached to that yoke by three
inaccessible screws

Rusty, rotted Roadholders are no
problem for Richard Negus…

Photos by RichaRd Negus, aRchive

Norton’s front fork, the world-
famous ‘Roadholder’, appeared
on a wide range of motorcycles,
ranging from 350cc singles and
twins to fire-breathing 750s

N
♠
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Once the decision is made to
replace the tinware, removing it
becomes a lot easier

Of course the shroud’s
retaining screws shear off

The fork’s seals are held in
place by the seal holder, which
in this case required the
attentions of both a vice and a
strap wrench to remove

In case you’ve not seen one
before, this is a strap wrench
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The bushes run along the
stanchion. In this case, both
need replacing on both legs

The bottom yoke, cleaned up
and ready for paint Job done

A final flourish is to add new
stainless fittings, but that’s a
matter of taste

don’t think it was new when he got it. Alternately
applying a welding torch flame and penetrating fluid,
and then using a much bigger hide mallet eventually
persuaded both tubes out of the yoke.
The next challenge was to remove the upper

shrouds. Three of the six screws sheared off in the
yoke casting, two ended up with chewed slots, and
one came out easily. Knowing that new shrouds
were available allowed me to butcher the originals
off. The sheared ones were drilled out and all re-
tapped M5 rather than Cycle thread (I have the taps
and I have the cap head stainless screws – Ssshh! –
no one will ever know when it’s all back together).
My vintage strap wrench proved not to have

enough grip to remove the seal holders and,
knowing there was another shiny stainless pair in
the bag, I butchered those off too, using the bench
vice. Some versions of the seal holders have holes
for a peg spanner to be used, but I doubt even
those would have been sufficient to unscrew them.
With the fork seals, bushes and tubes withdrawn,
even more corrosion was revealed.
With such corrosion, both steel fork tubes were

obviously beyond salvage and the bronze top
bushes and oil seals were also damaged. With all
parts to be reused, cleaned and the aluminium

sliders re-polished, the fork legs were reassembled
and put on one side. If you say it quickly, that
doesn’t sound too time consuming. However… both
new steel bottom bushes were slightly too long and
had to be fettled before the circlips would fit in their
grooves in the new fork tubes, and the threads on the
new stainless oil seal holders were so perfect that
they wouldn’t fit into the 70-year-old threads of the
fork sliders without a lot of effort. A new all-metal
strap wrench, with rubber strips to protect the seal
holder, and plenty of elbow grease did the job – but
why isn’t there a better way of tightening and
undoing these seal holders?
Rust pits to the lower yoke were removed by

filing, as much as possible, and the yoke delivered
for shot blasting and powder coating. On its return,
all traces of over-spray were removed and the new
shrouds fitted. New studs for the mudguard bridge
and pinch bolt were fitted to the sliders and the
parts returned for final assembly on the bike.
The original, and very rusty, fork top nuts were used

to seat the fork tubes into the tapered bores in the top
yoke, then removed and discarded, damping oil
added, and finally new stainless top nuts tightened
on to the damper rods and
fork tubes.

Above: As the Norton range
quit the 1950s and moved into
the allegedly swinging Sixties,
the Roadholder fork travelled
with them
The last of the featherbed

750s used the Roadholder, as
did the very first of the
Commandos

Below: As the Commando
age beckoned, those same
Roadholder forks graced the
front ends of some seriously
powerful machinery

CBG
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nce upon a time the classic rider
had a choice between leathers or
wax cotton and liked it or lumped
it. Then, in the 1990s, the
amalgamation of high-tech

protective fibres more normally found in
bulletproof vests with the comfort, style and
convenience of everyday denim contributed to a
riding jeans revolution.
At first Kevlar was the high-tech fabric of choice,

but it’s been joined on the marketplace by other
aramids and synthetic fabrics, like Dyneema and
Covec, so there is now a stack of alternative
brands and squads of different styles. There is
absolutely no excuse for smelling like a wet dog
any more, or for riding without proper protection
for the sake of style.
Recently, even discount supermarkets have

been getting in on the act with own-brand cut-
price riding jeans – for less than thirty quid!
However, the quality and fit of protective jeans
can be just as variable as those of leathers or
crash helmets; well worth considering when it
comes to protecting your essential assets.
You’re putting your backside on the line, after all.

High-tech linings can be extremely effective
against abrasion caused by sliding, but most
motorcycle incidents also involve an impact
against which you’ll need an additional defence.
So here are some of the key factors to check when
you’re comparing brands and styles:

Denim weight: is the outer material suitably
strong? Anything under 12oz is a lighter denim
more suited to fashionwear

Feel the burn: how well does the protective lining
resist rising temperatures and protect against
friction-generated heat?

Anti-gravel rash: how long can the protective lining
withstand abrasive forces? The gold-standard is over
seven seconds, as good as race-quality leathers

Secure stitching: are the seams double- or triple-
stitched with a strong enough fibre to resist ripping
and unravelling during a slide?

Mind the gap: is the waistline high enough to
provide weather/crash protection around your
midriff?

Limited linings: does the protective high-tech
layer extend down the legs or is it only in specific
places?

O
Photos:Mortons Archive, DrAggin JeAns, Bikers PArADise, hitchcocks Motorcycles, hooD JeAns

Hi-tech riding jeans

CLASSIC

KIT



HoodK7
Hood’s K7 jean was the first ‘seamless’
motorcycle jean, with no telltale
stitching visible on the outside. K7s
look just like a normal pair of denims
from a distance, and it’s only when you
inspect them up-close that you realise
they’re lined with K-tech Para-aramid.
CBG reader Martin P has been

wearing his set of Hood Jeans since
2007: “They fit well and are
comfortable, even survived being
thrown in a washing machine a few
times,” he says. Last autumn, Martin
put his Hoods to the ultimate test
when a stolen car pulled out on him.
“When the car pulled across the road
in front of me, I wasn’t entirely
successful in stopping. His front
bumper grazed the right fork leg,
mangled the exhaust pipe and
clobbered my right shin before flipping
me over the bonnet. I think the main
impact was to my right boot but the
knee armour in the jeans was very
effective in protecting my knees from
the initial impact and subsequent
excursion over the bonnet.

“The marks are evident but the
denim material wasn’t torn and there
was no damage to me or the jeans from
landing on the Tarmac. This was
probably not a fair test for jeans
designed primarily for abrasion

resistance but we can’t choose the
manner of such unpleasant encounters.
I think the heavy denim and lining
provided a useful amount of protection
in this case.”

For 2015, the K7 Jean comes with
a softer, more breathable and cooler
K-tech lining which extends from the
waistband to the top of the boot.

Sizes: 30 to 44in waist; leg length
altered at no additional cost
Price: From £119.99 with free
worldwide delivery
Available from: hoodjeans.co.uk

DragginHoleshot
The ultimate, top-of-the-range riding
jean from Draggin offers more
protection than many racing leathers,
with full Level 2 CE approval.
Draggin’s protective lining can survive
over 7.46 seconds of road abrasion.

Holeshot jeans benefit from the
firm’s two decades of experience so
they also incorporate ‘climate control’
to take heat away from the skin,
moisture wicking technology and an
anti-bacterial feature to keep the
wearer cool, dry and fresh.

The outer denim is a thick 14oz
layer; the inner high-tech protective
layer is unusual in that it extends all
the way from waist to ankle, and
there’s heavy duty triple stitching in
key impact areas. The waist is cut quite
high for maximum coverage; all seams
are reinforced, and as well as hip and
knee pockets for optional armour you’ll
also find useful ankle straps. All of this
does not come cheap: depends how
highly you value your skin…

Sizes: 28 to 44in waist, leg 34in
Price: £259.99
Available from: thekeycollection.co.uk
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Armour alignment: loose or ill-fitting protective
armour can be a hazard in an impact. So if you
add armour to the hips or knees, does it fit you
properly and stay in place?

Comfort zone: is the inner lining flexible,
breathable, nonallergenic and comfortable next to
your skin?

Wash’n’wear: are the jeans safely machine
washable and colourfast? Does the protective lining
degrade in sunlight?

Fit and finish: are the jeans the right length? Will
the supplier adjust them to suit you personally? Does
the zip stand up to robust tugging? (That’s no joke:
inferior quality jeans have zips which snap off the
first time you try to use them…)

Over the years, various CBG contributors and
our fellow road-testers have experienced just
how effective reinforced riding jeans can be.
We also know of incidents where some products
have failed entirely and you won’t see those
jeans on these pages. Our selection gives you an
idea of what’s available from reputable
manufacturers and long-established suppliers in
a range of prices.

http://hoodjeans.co.uk
http://thekeycollection.co.uk


Unlike most motorcycle riding
trousers, Hood Jeans are
extremely unusual – they’re
made in the UK. Chris and Julie
set up the family business in
1988, but Chris’ parents started
making denim jeans 60 years
ago back in 1955 (remember
Falmer jeans? That was them.
And by the way, that means you
are very old. Official).

These days, things have
moved on just a touch and
Hood utilises the most modern
fabrics – the K-tech Para-aramid
is unique to Hood Jeans and is
not available in other brands.
K-tech Para-aramid is a military
grade fibre, five times stronger
than steel, and a continuous
fibre which gives it the strength
suitable for ballistic protection.
Not that we advise stopping
any bullets with your trousers,
you understand.

For 2015, Hood’s new B15
design bridges the gap between
a traditional jean and a smart-
casual trouser. Available in
black, the B15 is made from a

poly/cotton fabric and is lighter
in weight compared to the
firm’s K7 jean. The B15 also
comes with the softer, more
breathable and cooler 2015
K-tech lining, front and back,
from waistband to boot-level.

Sizes: 30 to 44in waist; leg
length altered at no additional
cost
Price: From £119.99 with free
worldwide delivery
Available from:
hoodjeans.co.uk

The unique design of Rida’s
Kevlar-equipped jeans provides
for fully adjustable, optional, CE-
approved hip and knee armour
which can be located in exactly
the right place to suit your knee
position and leg length.

The jeans themselves are
made from 14oz pre-shrunk
denim with Kevlar
reinforcement at the backside,
hips, knees and shins, and an
airtex cotton liner for comfort
and durability. If you’d like the
length altered to suit you then
personal fitting is available at
the Coventry outlet.

Customer Steve bought his
Rida jeans ‘when the leathers got
too hot’. “They were altered on
the spot and I wore them for the
trip home. Found them a bit
awkward that first time, riding
up a bit, but since then they’ve
been worn every time I use the
bike and have been superb.
They are warm but not too hot,
incredibly comfy and look great.
A mate at work commented:
‘You need to get a proper pair of
bike trousers’ and was amazed
when I pointed out the armour.”

Sizes: 28 to 46in waist, 34in leg
(shortening service available)
Price: £89.90
Available from:
bikersparadise.co.uk

RidaKevlar
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TRADINGPOST ||RIDING JEANS

Bull-it jeans use Covec ‘Laser’ as
their protective liner; a woven
material so strong it needs a
laser to cut it and it provides
outstanding abrasion resistance.

One of our test-rider chums
recently had the opportunity to
assess the effectiveness of his
own Bull-it jeans – in the worst
possible way when he came an
almighty cropper in a road
accident last autumn. The jeans
themselves were beyond repair
(and his bike was none too
clever) but his legs escaped
without a scratch.

The Covec liner doesn’t
deteriorate with moisture from
humid conditions, rain or
washing, and it has a very low
level of thermal conductivity,
reducing the risk of friction
burns. The Bondi and
Sidewinder styles seen here
come in blue or black traditional
styles, made from 12.5oz denim.
They incorporate a UV laminate
protector inside (to protect the
Covec from damaging UV light),
and utilise a cool mesh liner as
well as the Covec to maintain
1mm of airflow, which insulates

in winter but keeps you cool in
summer. The Covec layer covers
60% of the internal area, with
knee and hip pockets for
optional armour. They have a
water repellent finish too.

Sizes: 30 to 44in waist; 32in leg
Price: £108 plus VAT
Available from:
hitchcocksmotorcycles.com

Bull-it Bondi / Sidewinder

These water-resistant
protective jeans are so good
that CBG’s own editor is now
on his second pair of them.
The first set lasted a decade,
and survived two minor
accidents with little more than
superficial scuff marks – and
his legs stayed entirely intact,
we’re pleased to report.

Oilskins are a traditional
style, straight-leg black jean
made of a unique weather-
resistant material which makes
them both showerproof and
more wind-resistant than
standard riding jeans.

They come with the usual
Draggin plus-points: reinforced
seams, wide belt loops, no rivets
on the back which might injure
the wearer in the event of an
accident, and so on. The
material is stiffer than normal
denim to start with, so they
take a while to soften up and
get flexible. They’re not too
likely to find favour with the
chic squad: Oilskins are rather
more ‘practical’ than ‘stylish’.

Sizes: 28 to 44in waist, leg 34in
Price: £189.99
Available from:
thekeycollection.co.uk

DragginOilskin HoodB15

CBG

http://hoodjeans.co.uk
http://bikersparadise.co.uk
http://hitchcocksmotorcycles.com
http://thekeycollection.co.uk
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WINTER RESTORATION

PHONE 0115 9503447
FAX 0115 9503566

WORLD WIDE SPARES SERVICE
WE SEND PARTS ANYWHERE - FAST!

92-94 CARLTON ROAD,
NOTTINGHAM,

ENGLAND NG3 2AS

CATALOGUES AVAILABLE FOR
Unit Singles 150/200/250cc. Pre Unit Twins 500/650cc
Unit Twins 350/500, 650, 750cc & 750 Triples
Unit Singles 250/350/440/500cc
Pre Unit & Unit 500/650cc Twins A7-A10-A50-A65

www.tms-motorcycles.co.uk Email: sales@tms-motorcycles.co.uk

FREE CATALOGUE AVAILABLE OR VIEW ON WEBSITE
PHONE,WRITEOR CALL IN

BOB, A CTIV E S P RIN GS
Po pla rs Tra d ing Es ta te, R ed d itc h R o a d , Stu d ley, W a rw ic k s hire B 8 0 7AY

Tel: 0 15 2 7 8 5 4 9 3 2 Fa x : 0 15 2 7 8 5 4 9 6 9
w w w .a c tives prings .c o .u k

em a il: ro b ert@ a c tive-s prings .c o .u k

•Fo rk Springs •Sa d d le Springs
•V a lveSprings

•Spec ia l o rR epla c em ent
Springs

foryourClassic orVintage
M otorcycle in Carbon orS/Steel

http://www.tms-motorcycles.co.uk
mailto:sales@tms-motorcycles.co.uk
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LEADERS IN C LASSIC LUBRIC AT IO N
Ca s tro l X L3 0 , X X L4 0 , G P5 0 , X L2 0 w /5 0
Ca s tro l R , M plu s a ll o rigina l G ea rOils .
V a lvem a s ter& V a lvem a s terPlu s Oc ta ne.
Onelitre, G a llo n, Ho m eW o rk s ho p D ru m s izes .
FreeUK m a inla nd d elivery o ffers .
www .c a s trolc la s s ic oils .c o.uk
Ca s trol Cla s s ic Oils Te l: 01954 231668

http://o.uk
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‘It’s a Bsa day!’ That was my friend
Geoffrey, back somewhere in the mists of
time, coming out with what became
something of a favoured phrase among the
small group who comprised my local bike
crowd.

Geoffrey mostly rode a Triumph, a T100A,
upon which he lavished far more care and
attention than it deserved. Well, that was my
view. I rode a Panther, which demanded
rather more care and attention than the
Triumph, and deserved even less. Geoffrey
also rode a BSA; a C15.

Those were sociable days. Although most of
my friends still lived at home with their parents
– as did I – and although most of those homes
boasted an electric telephone, the majority of
the time actually using the things was either
ignored or parentally frowned upon. Calls cost
money. Money was tight. I shudder to think
how ‘austere’ those days would be considered
by anyone sufficiently youthful to worry about
Xboxes and the like, although at the time,
while we were all always skint, I don’t recall it being a problem. Strange how
things improve with age.

As I was saying, telephony was an expensive indulgence, and irritated the
parents. My sister did enough irritating telephony for one household in any
case, so my buddies and I just – okay, this may be a shock if you’re under
1000 years old, gentle reader – we just turned up unannounced at each
other’s houses and knocked on the door. Geoffrey had done that. I had
walked out into the rain clutching two cups of appalling Bird’s instant ‘coffee’
and had wondered why the Ceefer rather than the Tiger?

Because it was a BSA day. Of course it was. BSA days were days of two
kinds. Firstly, they could be days when Geoffrey was working (yes, of course
we were both at school; I told you that times change). He worked delivering
meat for a local butcher, and the BSA carried him and his choice cuts all
over the place. The other kind of BSA day involved lashing rain, salt, serious
mud and the inevitable wintry Somerset floods. Somerset’s levels have always
flooded; flooding there is not a recent invention, in case you wondered.

Geoffrey liked his Triumph. I have – to this day – no idea why. It was a very
dull example of a T100A, an early one. Geoffrey had thrown away its original
bathtub and coal scuttle mudguard, raising its claimed top speed to around
150mph. He had also visited a local breaker – Cliff Baker, probably – and
swapped the original Triumph silencers for a pair from a BSA twin. They provided
a lovely deep boom to a bike mainly famous for rattles and whines and inevitably
raised its claimed top speed to around 200mph. Boys never exaggerate. Ever.

Because he liked his Triumph, Geoffrey
kept his C15. And because in those halcyon
days of endless love and sunshine (we’re
talking 1971 or so here) we were really free,
baby, as well as perpetually skint, the two
bikes mysteriously appeared to have been
registered as one. It was a little late for the
summer of love, but the spirit was willing.
Man. Revolution was in the air, and things
like that. You had to be there.

Although my own little red book was in fact
a Pearson handbook for a 1940s AJS, rather
than profound outpourings from a fat
Chinaman, I understood that all property was
theft (apart from motorcycles, obviously) and
that The Man was to be ignored, and come
the revolution…

BSA days were too wet and vile to risk
riding the best bike, then. It didn’t affect me
much personally, because I had only the one
bike; rain, shine or plague of frogs, that was
the bike I rode. But most of the crowd were
at least the notional owners of several bikes.

They were cheap. Very cheap. Those were the days ancients like me hanker
for; days when old bikes were often available for… nothing. Especially if they
didn’t run and were cluttering up the place. Days when the farmer father of
a female friend used a couple of ex-WD BSA M20s to fill gaps in his hedges.

And then something a little strange developed. BSA days, which by all rights
should have found our teenaged crowd hiding indoors or in sheds, started to
change. It happened fast, and it was all Geoffrey’s fault. He turned up
somewhere (may have been at Jim’s, who knows?) laughing like a fool at the
flooding he’d just ridden through. His tale was so tall that none of us believed
him, and we demanded that he ride his C15 through the flood again. So he
did. Jim did too on his 5TA, and stalled mid-splash. Soggy hysteria all round.

By the next day Jim had somehow acquired a weedy Beezer of some sort and
pottered through the mud and the flood until he could balance properly and not
fall off. Glenn found himself a C15T (a real one) and became truly ace on the slimy
stuff. Another pal whose name I’ve lost produced an ex-WD B40 and was
recognisable by his huge grin every time he rode it. The C15T and the B40 could
really wade; water at crankcase level stuff. The Beezer pack were quite suddenly
to be found spannering furiously when the roads were dry and sunny, and riding
loads whenever the skies were black, it was lashing down and there were brown
lanes to raid. The world was turned on its head. Madness prevailed. It couldn’t last.

And it didn’t. Summer returned, the BSAs were relegated to the back of
the sheds and the tidy shiny faster bikes were returned to the roads. The BSA
boys were the last to defect from two wheels to four. Strange, huh? CBG

frank westworth

A BSADAY
A little BSA nostalgia to see in

the new year…

|| opinion ||

WHO IS FRANK WESTWORTH?
Frank Westworth is the editor of RealClassic magazine, the latest in a long series of publications which began in 1982 when he was bullied

into producing the Jampot, the previously excellent magazine of the AJS & Matchless OC. He has a mysterious obsession with old
motorcycles, not all of them rotary Nortons, and with riding them, which he does very slowly…

‘Most of the crowd were at least the notional owners of several bikes. They were
cheap. Very cheap. Those were the days ancients like me hanker for; days when old

bikes were often available for… nothing’

illustration by martin squires






